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Foreword

Chris von Christierson
Without Masks: 
Contemporary Afro-Cuban Art
by Orlando Hernández

We have given a double title to this exhibition and its accompanying publication: a metaphoric one (Without Masks) and a more descriptive one (Contemporary Afro-Cuban Art). Both titles express the thematic content of our project and the purpose we pursue. We wish to show, on the one hand, new and original representations and appropriations recent Cuban art has made based on our African heritage (preserved and developed by the religious communities known as Regla de Ocha of Santería, Ifa, Palo Monte and the Abakuá Secret Society), and on the other hand, to identify and include creations that reflect conflicting polemic areas of our national reality that have remained silenced for so long, and are little known outside of Cuba. We refer to the existence of racial prejudice, stereotypes and discrimination which continue to injure the black and mulatto population of Cuba directly and our entire society and culture indirectly, in spite of the hypothetically non-aggressive and non-extreme nature of its manifestations, and the advances made in social equality since the Cuban Revolution of 1959.

In addition to offering an opportunity to verify the continuous presence and vitality of those ancient cultural and religious traditions of African origin in contemporary Cuban art, this exhibition seeks to fulfil the intellectual, moral and political obligation to provoke reflection on the racial problems in Cuba, with the intention of contributing to its understanding and future resolution. Beyond the purpose of “unmasking” the local manifestation of these problems, these artworks and texts should be perceived as part of a wider exercise of enquiry that, although based on Cuban reality and art, attempts to generate comparisons with racial relations in other national contexts and the presence or absence of artistic representations which reflect them.

The existence of so many practitioners of religions of African origin in our society and in the Cuban intellectual and artistic circles may be surprising for many in a country where Marxist doctrine has inculcated scientific atheism for half a century. The existence of racial prejudice and discrimination may also come as a surprise in a society with policies based on the equal rights of all Cubans. Many believe that the State should assume all the blame for the alleged re-emergence of prejudices and discriminatory behaviour against the black and mulatto populations since it is the State that ensures that the law is upheld, controls the mass media, the press, editorials, radio and T.V., establishes curricula at all levels of education and organizes and implements Cuba’s cultural policy, and it is precisely through those instruments that the population must have been educated regarding that ancient colonial disease introduced into Cuba in the 16th century as a consequence of the slave regime. Neglecting or omitting such an important issue is truly the State’s responsibility, but I believe we should also examine the attitude adopted by each of us as citizens, our relations with our relatives, friends, schoolmates and colleagues, to counteract racial prejudice. Racism may be disseminated through apparently innocent jokes, the habitual use of offensive epithets, paternalistic treatment or negative stereotypes of black people. In fact, according to the Brazilian anthropologist Rita Laura Segato, “The most typical expression of racist prejudice and discrimination is the positive prejudice deposited on white people.” So we are all responsible, to a greater or lesser extent, for the unconscious and automatic reproduction of racial prejudice. If we criticize the Cuban state for abolishing racism “by decree” at the beginning of the Revolution or for thinking prematurely that the issue was settled once it established equal rights for all without analyzing the multiple social, economic, cultural and psychological causes that could keep it alive, should we wait for a decree authorizing us to confront this same racism? Or should we wait for the fulfilment of international agreements on the subject when we know that many of those instruments have proved to be slow and inoperative? The individual nature of the artistic discourses gathered here, the private or family ownership of the collection and the independent and non-institutional character of its curator emphasize the importance of individual commitment in facing these problems. However, this does not imply that we should free the State from past responsibilities and future obligations in this regard.

We believe that Cuba’s African heritage cannot continue to be reduced to the religious, symbolic, aesthetic or festive elements of Yoruba, Bantu and Carabali rituals. Although these are unquestionably
The wide, inclusive, integrationist Afro-Cuban concept we have attempted to create in this project, in which black, white and mulatto artists participate equally, is not a recent historical product. Nor is it something we may attribute exclusively to the democratic ideals derived from political practice, or the letter of progressive constitutions, or the consensus reached by whites and blacks during the wars against slavery and Spanish colonialism, and not even to the progress made in social and racial equality since the revolution of 1959. These inter-racial integrative or fraternity processes were practiced long before by many sectors of our population, especially the popular classes and, to a smaller extent, our religious groupings of African origin, as early as the third decade of the 19th century, when they accepted into their ranks all racial sectors of our population.

This exhibition also seeks to make new and deeper studies of those cultural, aesthetic, symbolic and religious legacies that we share and take for granted, without forgetting that we have received them...
from black sub-Saharan Africa, which will afford the population of African descent the recovery and consolidation of its own history, racial identity, social pride and intellectual self-esteem, all damaged by centuries of exclusion and contempt. At the same time we would like to highlight and encourage the insurgent and rebellious nature – in the guise of social and political claims – that has always been present (openly or covertly) in the Cuban black and mulatto population as one of the alternatives to the Euro-centred, patriarchal, classist, elitist and racist mentality that still predominates in most world societies, including those like Cuba, where we thought it had been finally overcome.

Although our emphasis on all things African in Cuba allows us to talk with ease about Afro-Cubanness, this does not mean that black and mulatto peoples are the only object of our quest: we would also like to verify how our alleged white or Euro-descendant culture took shape in the midst of cross-breeding and transculturations with social sectors of African descent. Our concern is not about white artists assuming blackness or Afro-Cubanness superficially as the theme of their works, but that these Cuban artists are white in the only way they can be in our country, which is full of social, cultural, religious, symbolic and aesthetic ingredients of African origin and this is a process that began five centuries ago! This Afro-Cubanness also refers to Cuban men and women with less melanin in their skin. We are inclined to favour displacing the concepts of Afro-Cubanness, crossbreeding and negritude from their merely biological and somatic positions (black or mulatto skin), emphasising instead the social and cultural condition expressed in works, attitudes and a sense of ownership, since we believe that in the long run the colour of culture is more important than the colour of skin. A person may be white from a somatic viewpoint and black from a cultural viewpoint, and being black or mulatto is not enough to automatically become the heir to African traditions or to act consistently against a racism that weighs down on the black and mulatto population of Cuba.

**Without Masks: Contemporary Afro-Cuban Art** was initiated in November 2007 with the full backing and financial support of South African businessman and collector, Chris von Christierson and his family, who are now based in London. Since its inception, they have enthusiastically embraced the idea of a collection of Cuban art that would show the multiple imprints of Africa in Cuba’s artistic culture. A collection not for private enjoyment but dedicated to fostering greater knowledge through a series of public exhibitions and publications. Since the beginning, the intention has been for this to be a travelling exhibition, with special emphasis on regions inhabited by African populations, the African Diaspora, or by communities of African origin from different nationalities who coexist with other ethnic or race groups, and where, consequently, our project could arouse greater interest and identification with the values and problems it portrays. However, these prerequisites are by no means exclusive and should not limit the project’s exhibition elsewhere. In fact, the ample dissemination of the cultural values emanating from Africa and Afro-America, as well as the multi-ethnic and pluri-cultural nature of the majority of the world’s societies today, together with the regrettable proliferation of ethnic, racial and religious conflicts, suggest wide reception of this project. Its social and cultural usefulness has been our main motivation.

The collection currently consists of 99 works by 26 contemporary Cuban artists, covering a relatively short period, from 1980 to 2009, although most artworks were made in the last decade of the 1990s and the 21st century. We have chosen this brief period in Cuban art because it is in this interval that the treatment of the Afro-Cuban theme acquired deeper and better informed approaches to religious subjects, and a more reflexive and critical tone arose in relation to the theme of race. This contrasts with the relatively stereotyped, idealized or picturesque approach of earlier periods (particularly the 19th century and a large part of the 20th century).

The collection may be considered a work in progress, since it could in the future include works by other Cuban artists from different generations and explore other kinds of creative expressions not included in the
Afro-Cuban artistic works shown in this collection include painting on canvas and wood, watercolour, drawing, printing (xylography, silk-screen, collography), collage, patchwork, installation, soft-sculpture, photography, video-installation and video art.

At this point, we cannot overlook an important issue: the collection does not currently include examples of Afro-Cuban ritual art, developed within the religious communities of Santería and Ifá, Palo Monte and Abakúa. These peculiar forms of art provide an essential understanding of those African legacies that are only represented or “translated” in the modern western-style artistic works shown in this collection. This is a complex matter requiring the utmost care, since Afro-Cuban ritual art is not only made up of objects and images, but more complex practices involving the practitioners themselves in their various ritual activities and we would risk dramatizing or aesthetizing some of the creations by removing them from their original spaces and functions, always related to the sacred, and turning into a spectacle that which is a transcendental event for the members of those religious communities. However, we believe that in the future we should run those risks so that some elements of this impressive aesthetic-symbolic creativity may be known within a wider and less exclusive framework than what we have called here contemporary Afro-Cuban art.

This collection of contemporary Afro-Cuban art is exceptional in that it has assembled for the first time a large and varied group of Cuban artists devoted to exploring profoundly and with originality two great themes that have previously been regarded individually, namely the cultural and religious traditions of Africa in Cuba and the multiple problems related with the racial issue. While other exhibitions have been shown in Cuba and abroad regarding the cultural and religious traditions of African origin in Cuba, those devoted to racial subjects have been fewer. Three relatively small but important and truly inspiring exhibitions became relevant artists.

From the start we have followed rigorous criteria in the selection of the artists: most have achieved national and international acknowledgement, and the selected works have aesthetic quality. However, our interest has also taken the focus beyond the aesthetic, favouring originality and the profundness of the sociological, historical, anthropological, religious, ethical and political messages contained in the works. This has been encouraged by the presence in recent Cuban art of reflexive rather than contemplative or hedonistic approaches, and by recent debates in the academic circles in Cuba on the racial issue. Although we have inclined ourselves more to content than procedure, or to what the artists say or originality. At the risk of decreasing the
mystery of the artworks, I have included small photos (mostly taken by myself) to illustrate the texts, with the intention of making the sources of such works known. I confess to being more interested in cognitive than aesthetic issues. Aesthetics, style and fashion are probably the **sine qua non** conditions of works of art, but I cannot conceive of artistic works unbound from knowledge and usefulness. As an art critic I have always attended more to the viewers’ need to understand and less to please the requirements of a minority group of experts. From this perspective, I consider the complexity of aesthetic, formal and stylistic artifices (those related with appearance) as some of the many “masks” that art should discard in preference for more important messages that the nude or less occult “face” would be able to transmit. Doing this would increase the receptive framework of art, which has a tendency towards elitist cultural production.

This exhibition has placed on an equal footing artists who are world-famous and artists who are practically unknown, those who are professional graduates of important academies and those who are self-taught, those who have received important awards and those who have received only acknowledgement. We have also not taken into account the place of residence of the Cuban artists represented.

Lastly, I would like to clarify the order in which the artists appear in this publication. The 26 artists have been listed in an unusual way, not following alphabetical order, but instead following the hierarchical order established by age, and then starting with those who have passed away. This is the respectful attitude followed by our Afro-Cuban religious groups.

---

**ORLANDO HERNÁNDEZ PASCUAL**

(San Antonio de los Baños, Cuba, 1953) is an independent writer, poet, art critic and a researcher in popular cultures and Afro-Cuban ritual arts. He graduated in Art History at Universidad de La Habana, Cuba, in 1978. He worked as a curator and researcher in the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes de La Habana from 1978 to 1989. His essays on art and culture have been published extensively in catalogues, magazines and books in Cuba and abroad from the 1980’s. Some of his more recent essays include: “The art victims of Havana”, Parachute 125, Montreal, 2007; “The importance of being local”, exhibition catalogue of Cuban artist Alberto Casado, Art in General, New York, 2005; “Unfaithful readings” (Eighteen short stories based on Carlos Garaicoa’s works), exhibition catalogue of Capablanca’s Real Passion, MOCA, 2005; “The pleasure of the reference”, published in “Art Cuba: The New Generation” edited by Holly Block, Harry Abrams, Inc NY, 2001. As a poet he has made “Artist’s Books” with Cuban artists José Bedia, Julio Girona, Gustavo Acosta, Carlos Garaicoa, Lázaro Saavedra and Ibrahim Miranda. He is member of AICA – Southern Caribbean and UNEAC. He lives in La Habana, Cuba.

---

1 Rita Laura Segato. “Racismo, discriminación y acciones afirmativas: herramientas conceptuales”. Serie Antropología, no. 404, Universidad de Brasilia, Brasil, 2006, p.5


3 Against our wish we are following here the conventional use of the term America to refer to the United States of America.
It may seem strange, even inappropriate, to include Ruperto Jay Matamoros in a show devoted to contemporary Afro-Cuban art. Perhaps the reason for such a decision is that Matamoros belongs to the Afro-Cuban world, since he was a black artist. However, is it possible to consider Matamoros a contemporary artist? Is this not a chronological or generational, as well as a stylistic transgression? Matamoros began to paint in 1937; he was active as an artist for 70 years and died in 2008 when he was 96 years old. He was a self-taught artist, with the exception of some rudimentary knowledge acquired when he attended the Estudio Libre para Pintores y Escultores (Free Studio for Painters and Sculptors), a brief teaching experience organized by avant-garde artists during the third decade of the 20th century. However, Matamoros was never interested in modernizing or updating his artistic language. Like most popular or self-taught artists, he remained faithful throughout his career to his own expressive forms - those that some continue to mistakenly classify as “primitive” or “naive” - and he was attached to his topics, his landscapes, his characters and the personal vision of life which he learned during his rural childhood and while performing a great many trades and occupations.

The truth is that regarding contemporary art, we have a false idea about the supremacy of innovation of language and style, and about the automatic importance attached to it by current information and academic or professional studies about art. Contemporary art seems to have acquired a status related almost exclusively to the employment of new, experimental languages, with the predominance of formal inventiveness, cleverness, wit and artifice which are often dictated by fashion and art market trends. As a result, a sizeable portion of artistic production classified as contemporary is conceived by many people as a sophisticated, luxurious and incomprehensible puzzle designed to entertain a minority of initiates. However, I would like to point out that this view of contemporary art excludes and discriminates against any artistic production whose language is considered dated or conventional, and thus leaves out popular or self-taught painting, not to mention other creative productions, full of aesthetic and symbolic values which are simply considered non-artistic. Not even coincidence in time has allowed popular artists to be given such credit, since the term “contemporary” has ceased to operate as a chronological concept, but rather refers to the youngest generations of elite artists closer to mainstream dictates.

Despite these bureaucratic hindrances typical of the art system, we believe that the works of Jay Matamoros are sufficiently abundant in elements of interest on the issues approached by our Afro-Cuban project to consider his contemporaneity, or his up-to-datedness, very seriously. Perhaps this is a subjective decision, but didn’t Arnold Hauser tell us “of any art with which we have an authentic relationship we build modern art”? By including Matamoros -as well as some other artists in this show- we are attempting to dismantle the false elitist and formalist concept of contemporary art in order to present an approach based more on the social and cultural importance that these works reflect or provoke.

Jay Matamoros was able to cut through a good number of generational barriers gracefully, inviting an almost unwavering public interest in his work and the contents of his discourse, convinced that there is no better way of saying things than to say them with simplicity. His artistic originality was never dependent on the juggling of the language, which at times surrounded him. Nevertheless, it is not only his artistic stand that has moved us to include him in our selection.
The work of Jay Matamoros has received praise for its beauty, its country-life grace and the sensuality of its colouring, but the critics have always stopped at the easy frontier of the aesthetic, of appearance, obviating or neglecting its reflexive aspects, his philosophy, the depth of his knowledge of the world. As is the case with other older black popular artists that could have accompanied Matamoros in this Afro-Cuban show, specifically Gilberto de la Nuez (1913-1993) and Elpidio Guerra “Mírito” (1923-1995), our critical response echoes the stereotypical and condescending perception with which we observe the humble people, workers and farmers. We find them amusing, open, witty, but of simple minds, or shallow in contrast to, for example, enlightened artists, intellectuals who practice conceptual or post-conceptual art. However, popular Cuban painting is particularly complex and intelligent. The ornamental and picturesque may be an added value, but it is generally a conscientious, reflexive art, at times wise, deeply interested in history, politics and the social, cultural, racial and religious problems of our country and the world. From this perspective, the work of Jay Matamoros has been scantily celebrated or studied for its true but least apparent value, despite the fact that he was granted the National Prize for Painting in 2000. The two works that we will comment on, among thousands made by his hands, clearly demonstrate Matamoros’s interest in reflecting issues related to our history, our traditions, even when sometimes African and Afro-Cuban issues occupy a hidden, veiled place but are undoubtedly present.

El Labrador (The Farmer), 1988

El Labrador, 1988, despite its idyllic, picturesque aspect, seems to be an image taken from the years immediately after the abolition of slavery in Cuba (1886). This was a time when many former slaves, both African and Creole—some of them brought to Cuba from other Caribbean colonies such as Jamaica or Haiti—fell into total poverty and neglect, lacking sufficient ability or training to work as free men after spending so many years labouring in the sugar plantations and receiving sustenance from their masters. Many of these former slaves—some of whom had participated as soldiers and officers in the independence wars against Spain in 1868 and 1895—could only find shelter in thatched roof huts in the fields and devoted themselves to growing root crops and to animal husbandry to survive. The figure represented in the painting, with red and blue ribbons around his hat and waist (the colours of the Haitian flag), is perhaps a Haitian or of Haitian descent. There were many Haitians in the eastern part of the country where Jay Matamoros was born and spent his childhood and adolescence, so that this painting may be a direct testimonial of their situation or something he heard of from his parents. Either way, this may be one of the many expressions of historical disadvantage still spoken about by part of the black population of Cuba who, despite equal opportunities offered since the revolution of 1959, still find it difficult to overcome their unequal starting point, as some social scientists have mentioned. The presence in the painting of a Mäa (a local non-poisonous snake) seems to confirm the Haitian-Cuban identity of the character, since this animal is part of Voodoo rituals, a religion from old Dahomey (today Benin) which is still practiced in the eastern region of Cuba and Haiti.
Flores de la Tierra
(Flowers from earth), 1994
Oil on canvas
71 x 85 cm
Flores de la Tierra
(Flowers from Earth), 1994

Flores de la Tierra, 1994, is a peculiar compilation of proverbs and popular sayings about which Matamoros had already made a series of small-format paintings that he gathered in this painting in a single spike of rice. The grain of rice seems to allude to the synthesis or minimal place in which information may be stored. In this case, all the proverbs are related to the eyes and vision: “an eye for an eye”; “the master’s eye makes the horse fat”; “the apple of my eye” (literally in Spanish “the girl of my eye”); “water spring” (literally in Spanish “water eye”); “at first glance” (literally in Spanish “at the flower of a glance,”), etc. In the traditional African system of knowledge, as inherited in Cuba, the summarized and metaphorical presentation of messages is very common, with proverbs and sayings occupying an important place. In the Yoruba divination systems practiced in Cuba, both Ifá and Santería or Regla de Ocha, as well as in the religion of Palo Monte, proverbs are widely used. Although many popular proverbs and sayings used by Jay Matamoros stem from rural culture and not from Afro-Cuban religious contexts, his painting may be considered a celebration of our oral and poetic tradition, rich in symbols, to which many Africans and their descendants made great contributions. One way or another, his language is full of small symbolisms. The proximity of the sickle to the foot of the spike, for example, seems to clarify in a codified language that he is referring to gathering a crop of proverbs. Moreover, in both paintings, the flamboyant is present like in many of the artist’s works; Matamoros always identified himself with the Royal Poinciana tree.

1 Orlando Hernández “Por qué ha dejado de entusiasmarme el arte contemporáneo”. La Gaceta de Cuba, Havana, no 3, May-June 2004, pp. 29-31.
3 Esteban Morales. “Un modelo para el análisis de la problemática racial cubana contemporánea” Catauro, Cuban magazine on Anthropology, year 4, no.6, July-December 2002, pp. 52-93.
Belkis Ayón Manso
(Havana, 1967-1999)

Belkis Ayón is the unusual case of a woman who devoted her brief but intense artistic career to recreating the cultural and spiritual heritage of a religious group of African origin, known in Cuba as the Abakuá Secret Society, which has the peculiarity of being an all-male society. Despite the fact that it does not admit any woman as a member, the main protagonist of the mythology and rituals of the society was a female named Sikán.

According to scholars, this secret grouping originated from the ancient “leopard societies” known as Ngbe and Ekpe, which were introduced in Cuba by slaves of the Efik, Efut, Oru, Ekoi and Ibibio ethnic groups, among others, from the Cross River area in the Old Calabar, in the southeast of Nigeria and Cameroon. Since they were from Calabar, these slaves and their traditions were known as Carabalíes. It was probably in Cuba that the society acquired its function of “mutual aid and protection”, a function exerted previously by the “Cabildos de nación” in response to prevailing slavery conditions and its members’ need for protection and aid. The Abakuá Society was established in Cuba in around 1836 and it has been active until the present in the cities of Havana, Matanzas and Cárdenas and, strange as it may seem, in no other place outside of our island.

A very short version of the myth of the Abakuá -- among the several contradictory versions -- refers to Princess Sikán of the Efut (Efó) nation, who one morning went to the Oddán (or Odane) River to collect water in a vessel or gourd and unknowingly trapped a mysterious fish that would bring peace and prosperity to those who caught it, and whose strange bellow represented the voice of a deified ancestor, King Obón Tanze, who was also a manifestation of Abasi, the Almighty God. When she placed the gourd with the fish on her head, Sikán heard the sound (Uyo) and was the first to know the great secret, since she was automatically consecrated. With the authorization of Iyamba, Sikán’s father, she was immediately hidden by Nasakó, the sorcerer, in a place in the bush to avoid the disclosure of the secret amongst the neighbouring nations who also wanted to have the fish. However, Sikán told the secret to her boyfriend, Prince Mokongo of the Efik, who then appeared before the Efó to claim his right to share the secret. A pact was made with them to avoid war but Sikán was condemned to death for disclosing the secret. Nasakó attempted, by means of magic, to get the fish to make its sacred sound. But the fish died and Nasakó then built a drum with the skin of the fish to resuscitate the voice, but the voice was very weak. He tried to do this with the skins of different animals; snake, crocodile, deer and ram, but the voice was never heard again. He then decided that Sikán’s blood could attract the spirit of Obón Tanze and Sikán was sacrificed by Ekweñón to invite the miracle. Sikán’s skin, however, was no good to build the sacred drum Ekwe, and instead the skin of a male goat (mbori) was used, a sacrifice carried out by the twins (abere) Aberiñán and Aberisún. When the Ekwe was consecrated, all the hierarchies and rituals of the Abakuá secret society were established. These are a meticulous representation of a very complex drama.

Very little remains of the secret character that this institution has prided itself upon over time. Ethnography has explained many details of its myths, rites, language, music, intricate graphic symbols (called anaforuanas), as can be seen in books by Fernando Ortiz, Lydia Cabrera, Enrique Sosa and other specialists on the subject. Belkis Ayón’s art preserves those mysteries in a respectful way. She may have learned about them in these same books and in conversations with obonekues or initiates of that society, and then added others,
mixing and overlaying them. To the old mysteries that came from Africa, she added new ones, typical of a black Cuban woman of the end of the 20th century, with her troubles, concerns and ideas. And although unlike Sikán, she was not the victim of any sacrifice, she chose to commit suicide after leaving one of the most impressive artistic legacies in the history of Cuban art.

There is still much research to be done to discover the contents and purposes of Belkis Ayón’s work, and this will be possible using the tools of art criticism and ethnography, as well as by getting the perspectives of the practicing members of the Abakuá Society. Approaching her work seems to require readings from the true specialists, the plazas, obones or indiabones who, being the highest religious hierarchy within this institution, have accrued the most knowledge and are therefore authorized to say what Belkis’s artistic language expressed. Other transversal readings are necessary to allow us to distinguish between the real contents of the myth, rituals and Abakuá symbols which constitute the true cultural and spiritual wealth of the group and those that are the fruits of the imagination, creativity and the artist’s personal interpretation. Without these comparative readings, we will always fall short of a true understanding. Belkis created a new version of the myth, a contemporary artistic version, somewhat different from the versions that tradition attributes to the ancient members of Efik, Efor and Oru, but her artistic myths were based on actual myths that still preserve their religious function in our society. It is therefore necessary to take them into account as a starting point for a deeper understanding of her work. It is not enough to admire the uncommon beauty and technical perfection of her prints in the abstract, but rather it is necessary to understand the specific knowledge that the artist had if we want to understand the meanings of those other discourses that she expressed through her prints.

Despite the fact that the references in Belkis’s work are unquestionably bound to the African and Afro-Cuban tradition, and that they essentially preserve many “pre-modern”, even “tribal” features, in many cases the atmospheres where the events develop, as well as the expressions and body posture of the characters send us back to traditions that we don’t link easily with Africa, but with Christian Europe, sometimes reminiscent of a medieval and pre-Renaissance architecture, with allusions to the paintings of Giotto, Piero della Francesca or Fra Angelico. The solemnity, the elegance, even the gentleness in her work, refers us inevitably to such European tradition. For the first time in the representation of an all-male tradition of warring characters, bold as the Abakuá, it was possible to neutralize that violent, impulsive aspect, replacing it with correction, with manners, with a label that is very far from the African or Afro-Cuban stereotype that we know. Occasionally, Belkis even took well-known episodes of biblical history, such as The Last Supper, and overlayed in them episodes of the sacred history of the Abakuá. What could have been Belkis’s intention in such cases? Perhaps not so much syncretism with the Catholic tradition present in our traditions of African origin. There must be more than this, a less visible intention, perhaps to break down the negative clichés which still exist about this grouping - often considered a bloody and even criminal brotherhood - and to allow for a less prejudiced approach to its extraordinary aesthetic, symbolic and poetic values.

It is curious that in almost all her works Belkis herself served as model for the representation of Sikán. The shape of her body, her head, her face, her eyes constantly appear in her prints replacing the body, the head, the face and the eyes of Sikán. With this replacement, Sikán stopped being represented only by a male animal, the male goat (mbori), which is sacrificed in a substitution ritual, or by the simple signature or anaforuana with which Sikán is represented in an abstract, symbolic way. In Belkis’s works, Sikán became a woman once again, a black Cuban woman with feelings, ideas and opinions. Belkis’s presence as Sikán allows the ancient mythical situation constantly re-enacted in the rituals to become human and contemporary, thus making visible the real and daily content which the mechanics of every ritual tend to hide or forget.

Anaforuanas (signatures) of Sikán from Secrets of Abakuá notebook by Julián González Pérez.
Perfidia (Perfidy), 1998

Perfidia is one of the great works by Belkis. Despite the limited nature of our interpretations, we seem to see on the right side, Mpego, one of the obones, or dignitaries of higher hierarchy, holding his small and authoritarian drum and reporting, probably to king lyamba, Sikán’s father, the need to sacrifice his daughter. To the left, with the body covered in fish scales, is Princess Sikán, her front and back depicted in such a way as to show that she hides the coveted fish Tanze in her right hand. Below, to the right, with a signature or anaforuana in the back that represents his hierarchy as a sorcerer, Nasakó offers a white rooster as an offering, since this is the first animal that Nasakó sacrificed to purify the fish in the episode of the bush. Another character offers him what could be the light of a candle, gunpowder or incense to remove bad spirits. All this is to make the spirit of Sikán appear, without which it is impossible to carry out any ceremony. It is probably this set of offerings, tinged with blackmail, that Belkis alludes to in her title, since such offerings have previously implied no more or less than the sacrifice or the ritual death of Sikán.
Nuestro Deber (Our Duty), 1993

The twins Aberiñán and Aberisún seem to be represented in NUESTRO DEBER, 1993, in the foreground, one holding in his hands the head of the sacrificed goat, and in the other the head of Sikán, since they are at present (especially Aberiñán) responsible for the sacrifice of the male goat representing her in the ritual. In the background, the white figure would represent Sikán’s own spirit. In this ceremony of killing the male goat, Aberiñán always approaches the place of the sacrifice dancing and refuses to fulfil his mandate, comes closer, makes a first attempt and withdraws horrified, embarrassed, until finally he is forced by the drum of Nkrikamo to commit murder. Perhaps in this work Belkis reflected a plea of pardon on behalf of those that have carried out the sacrifice, not only of a woman, but of the first consecrated member of that secret fraternity. There is in no hate in this action the executioners seem to be saying, but simply the discharge of a duty. However, did Belkis really accept this remote excuse?
Belkis Ayón Manso

Resurrección (Resurrection) 1998
Collography on heavy paper
263 x 212 cm (9 sheets of 100 x 70 cm each)
Resurrección (Resurrection), 1998

Resurrección, 1998 is another of the many monumental and powerful works by Belkis Ayón. It could refer to the momentous moment when the indísimé, after having been initiated and transformed into obonekue, is born to a new life in the abakúa society. The signature painted on the shaved head of the kneeling character seems to indicate thus. The curtains could represent those of the iriongo or secret place where the ekwe, the sacred drum of the abakúa, is hidden and after which the different spirits appear from the bush, the river, which needed in this ritual. The figure at the back of the recent initiate is probably the spirit of sikán who comes to protect the new initiate. High up, almost in darkness, an opened-mouth mysterious face seems to mimic the sacred sound made by the ekwe, a drum that is not tapped, as wisely pointed out by one obonekue.

Perhaps we cannot disregard that all these complex mythical stories narrated by Belkis Ayón may have another reading, and refer to situations of her daily life, or the intimate, emotional, psychological life of the artist, or perhaps they are comments on women’s rights, defensive arguments about gender equity, but what is evident is the existence of a consistent poetic language, well informed about Afro-Cuban religious traditions and performed with a great technical mastery and beauty.

1 See her web site www.belkisayon.com/  
2 We have based our information on the version of the myth in Tato Quiñones essay, “La leyenda de Sikán: origen del mito abakúa”. In Ecorie Abakúa, Ediciones Unión, Havana, 1994.  
When I look at Pedro Álvarez’s work, I have the uncomfortable feeling that I am losing an important part of the game in which he was involved. My interpretations always leave me dissatisfied. And neither am I entirely content— I apologize for this— with the readings made by some of my colleagues. I have a feeling that there is much more that we can’t really decipher, although at times it seems that we understand the fundamental mechanisms of his creation. Such dissatisfaction has been confirmed time and again in the course of our conversations, when I have dared to discover, for example, a level A or B, and maybe vaguely a level C, but suddenly, the artist himself reveals to me a much more extensive, invisible, underground sequence of readings that could go on to an F or a G. Isn’t this a disheartening situation for an art critic with a certain experience? Even indulging my natural ignorance, I believe that there are always two things that conspire against me: the jocular, humorous character and the relative ease with which one can identify many of the references he uses in his paintings, some taken from our local history or depicting contexts, objects or characters that are well-known universally. Pedro’s work almost always allows us to identify all its ingredients (and this is true above all for the privileged Cuban spectator), but the relationships that he established among them is precisely what is disturbing and disconcerting. In fact, all this is only the raw material, the necessary bricks for the building of his elaborate theory of art, a strange building that, far from remaining uncompleted because of his early death, we have not been able to size up in all its dimensions, which means that it has gone on growing on its own.

In one of my texts I mentioned that his work sought to continue “disrupting chaos” (the chaos already created by the Revolution). His works were mediated, studied in all their details, and whatever was chaotic or disorderly was only on the surface, or the result of our incompetence or lack of information to understand the new type of order that he was suggesting with those purported disorders and promiscuities.

I believe that Pedro Álvarez was intentionally and systematically trying to destroy (or at least undermine, using his great sense of irony and sarcasm) many of those conventional links that some supposedly respectable disciplines, such as history and Cuban history in particular, have established in their discourses and books, and that apparently prevent us from understanding the roots of many of the problems that affect our immediate contemporaneity. Although a large portion of the images that Pedro used in his paintings belong to previous historical periods (19th century, the 1940s and 1950s) his true concern was always the present, today, now which was the 1990s, a turbulent period for Cuba with the collapse of the socialist camp and the termination of subsidies from some countries, especially the USSR. At this time, old problems and conflicts re-emerged, such as social and economic inequities, prostitution and racism, just to mention a few. This period was officially baptized with a rather grandiloquent title: Special Period in Time of Peace. I never understood what type of peace was being referred to. What difference can there be between the everlasting war which threatened us and prevented our freedom of expression, fearing to “discover our weaknesses” and to “give weapons to the enemy” (especially to the U.S. government) and that purported peace which had already begun to eat us away?
Pedro Álvarez’s favourite artistic tool (and we must acknowledge that his project had a big dose of scepticism and anarchism) was the collage, but a sui generis type of collage that did not involve the traditional manual mechanism of cutting and pasting images extracted from books or magazines, nor even the reproduction of such cuttings pictorially. Álvarez confronted, at a conceptual level, historical times distant from each other, antagonistic ideologies, incompatible aesthetic tastes, opposing ethical stands, different disciplines and cultural practices, with the purpose of making us accommodate or reorder such images correctly, so that we could discover how much was absurd, artificial and fake in the previous classifications that history (always politicized and thus not very objective) had accustomed us to, and had ended up by seeming completely normal.

In order to speak of contemporary situations and to make critical comments about the Cuban reality, Pedro Álvarez made complex circumlocutions, somersaults between past and present, between such disparate situations and characters as Walt Disney’s Cinderella and Cecilia Valdés, a Cuban antislavery novel of the 19th century written by Cirilo Villaverde, so that his artistic discourse could end up seeming ambiguous and even inscrutable. How could this be critical art? How did he make his elaborate jokes and sophisticated ironies become messages social and political messages, or debates on the emergence of stereotypes or colonial traits within the socialist revolutionary mentality or direct attacks against the persistence of racist or discriminatory elements in our society?

Pedro Álvarez’s art was undoubtedly a critical art, committed to the problems of his time, although often the artist himself attempted to disengage jokingly from this reductive labelling: “Why should there always be such tiresome insistence on critical conscience and social responsibility? (...) To paint you have to have faith. Faith may rest in the body, technical paraphernalia, the topic, expressive catharsis, in poetry, in social justice, in beauty or in money, but it is necessary to have faith. If you don’t believe in any of these reasons, you don’t paint. If you believe in all, you are very close to happiness” “(...)among all those things the only tangible ones are the first and the last, that is to say, the body and money, and it is through them that you have to channel the others”?

But in an interview with Cuban art critic Suset Sánchez; unpublished up to 2006, Pedro also expressed: “My intention was never aesthetic in the first place, but ideological... That is to say that discourses on aesthetics are secondary... The aesthetic discourse has been a sort of alibi that I used to begin to say things, so they had the imposing packing of art, of painting. It seems to work, because people began to paint like crazy in the 1990s, because there were no jokes at all to be made. I believe that we had run out of jokes and, on the other hand, you had to sell, you had to begin to use all the material that you had taken from school, or that you had bought in the black market, since there was no money, or anything.”

We do not have enough space here to explain how the Cuban artistic language of the 1990s, especially the visual arts, used the game of metaphors, puns and subtleties in its discourse, as a way of expression under a situation of official repression and censorship, but let us note that, despite everything, these unpleasant situations ended up enriching the art of that generation to which Pedro Álvarez belonged. Perhaps we should be grateful? Anyway, for a better understanding of many works of that period it may be necessary to have contextual references, which could seem like a kind of betrayal for the lovers of ambiguity or the universal significance of art.

Among the many conflicting areas addressed in Pedro Álvarez’s painting, the problem of racial discrimination against black people occupied an extremely important place, as can be seen in the following two works.
In War is Over, 1999, Pedro Álvarez selected three materials from his plentiful and heterogeneous file archive: a UNICEF logotype from the 1970s taken from a postage stamp, a colour illustration from a Cuban pack of cigars from the 19th century and a photograph of an American-style interior from the Cuban middle class of the 1950s. With these three elements he created a trans-historical scene by means of which he expressed the irony of the illusion of supposed “racial harmony” in Cuba. The figures of different skin colours joining hands seems to represent a childish, naive dream that floats above the black couple lying on the floor intoxicated inside that modern mansion. Has racial conflict really ended for them? Probably, they are not the owners of the mansion but rather servants, like those domestic slaves of colonial times, who have taken advantage of the master’s absence to get drunk, as portrayed in Victor Patricio Landaluze’s racist paintings (Bilbao, 1930 - Havana, 1889) that Pedro so often referred to in his paintings.
In the reign of the freedom and necessity, 2003

The image of the bourgeois, middle-class interior was repeated in In the reign of the freedom and necessity, 2003, which continued to present an ideal of American-style comfort under Cuban socialism, more than the aesthetic uniformity provided by the apartment buildings typically built by the movement of micro-brigades. Two figures dressed as former colonial officers (probably from Spain or the United States, the two powers that ruled over Cuba in different periods) contemplate at a distance the drunken scene in which three black characters dressed as domestic slaves try to kill a turkey. The concern for drink and food seems to be the distinguishing element dividing not only the classes but the races to which both groups belong, the latter devoted to the rude necessities of the body, while the distinguished military are so distant from them in the enjoyment of their “freedom” (freedom provided by power?) that one of them even requires the help of a spyglass to contemplate the scene that is happening a few steps away.

Perhaps these simplified readings would make Pedro Álvarez smile, but I hope he would not refute me entirely.

---

1 The first and most detailed publication on Pedro Álvarez and his work is The sign pile up, Paintings by Pedro Álvarez, Tyler Stallings (ed), UCR Sweeney Art Gallery & Smart Art Press, CA, USA, 2008, with essays by Tyler Stallings, Kevin Power, Antonio Eligio Fernández (Tonell), Orlando Hernández and Ry Cooder.


Manuel Mendive Hoyos
(Havana, 1944)

Manuel Mendive is one of the most outstanding personalities in the entire Cuban artistic milieu. He may be considered the Dean of Afro-Cuban contemporary art, preceded in prominence only by Wifredo Lam, with whom he is not stylistically related. From the beginning, he was one of a kind, an atypical figure, not easily identifiable with any national or international artistic trend, unless—in his initial stages—we go back to the popular plastic expressions associated with the religions of African origin in Cuba, or to Africa itself.

Manuel Mendive began his artistic career in the early 1960s with a very personal style. According to art critic Gerardo Mosquera—the first to study his work in depth—Mendive's style "springs all of a sudden", "effortlessly" and "overnight" began gaining celebrity and travelling the world. From then on, his work has evolved and thrived steadily. Moreover, as in the beginning, at each stage he found the appropriate language and used whatever artistic expression allowed him to express his ideas and feelings with total freedom. His paintings on wood, canvas or paper, his sculptures or ensembles in iron, brass or other materials, his body painting, but especially his monumental performances, have not only invaded the most important galleries and museums of the world, but the streets, the squares and the cities, creating multitudinous complex shows, similar to popular festivities and religious rituals.

Manuel Mendive’s long and successful artistic life has not, however, been driven only by aesthetic motivations, or linked to the changing demands of the market and the fashionable trends of art, but by deep convictions of human, social, philosophical and religious character, intertwined with the Afro-Cuban traditions he has always been a part of. The religion of the orishas has been at the heart of Mendive's artistic production, although this is not always evident in his works. While some people believe—even perhaps the artist himself—that the local colour of his religious affiliation may jeopardize his universal message, I do not feel this to be a true risk, especially when we consider the increasingly global character that the religion of the orishas has acquired in recent years in Latin America, the United States and Europe.

Manuel Mendive was the first artist that the religion of the orishas had in Cuba and he has been its most consistent ambassador. It is true that other artists before him used some symbolic elements of the ritual atmosphere, and that they represented some of its deities. However, Mendive’s work disseminated for the first time and in an intense and powerful way, the sacred energy called aChé, of the centuries-old religion of Yoruba origin that we call Santería or Regla de Ocha. This aChé was transmitted in the ceremonies. More than the personal recreation of an already well-known and accepted iconography and religious symbology, or the pictorial reproduction of some patakines or stories of mythical characteristics, I believe this aChé was presented through the special way in which Mendive used colours,
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especially white, red, blue and yellow, which concentrate the achez which belongs to OBBATALA, CHANGO, YEMAYA and OSHUN. He also used a spontaneous, free, creative style to appropriate the mysterious mechanics with which this religion operates, linking this to the countless transformations that happen in nature and in life itself. In such a way, the gigantic alternative universe created by Mendive has become an artistic equivalent to the essential messages of this religion. Whether Mendive paints or carves a head, a fish, a pumpkin or a scene apparently devoid of all religious content, his spirituality, his Afro-Cuban religiosity will always be present. This has been recognized in Africa itself, especially Nigeria, the place of origin of this religious tradition, where the work of Mendive has been most appreciated.

Even during his stage of local colour, and historical and social topics, during which he represented life aboard slave ships, the subsequent condition of runaway slaves, or the hazardous life in PALENQUES, topics that characterized part of his work during the 1970s, his religious vision of the world was always present, a vision that has been part of the daily philosophy of Mendive as an initiate, as SANTERO. This is not so much a deliberate purpose as a natural impulse that has nothing to do with the folkloric demand of the foreign market, or proselytizing interests that this religion of Yoruba origin has never employed.

It is bizarre that Manuel Mendive’s work has been shown openly since the 1960s in a society where new expressions of a socialist political ideology and of scientific atheism prevailed. Religious thought of African origin was studied from a scientific perspective by ethnology and folklore, but was repressed and censored in daily life by the country’s rigid system of official thinking. This contradictory situation continued from 1959 to 1991 when the political and constitutional discourse of the Cuban revolution began to be more permissive. Manuel Mendive’s art, together with the first shows of the National Folkloric Group and the publications of the Institute of Ethnology and Folklore were –in separate but adjacent fields– the few expressions of Afro-Cuban religiosity that were tolerated openly in the 1960s, 70s and 80s. It was a given that both art and folklore were demystified, or ultimately, that they represented the cultural and artistic values of the poor sectors that the revolution defended. Even when these art and folklore expressions included ideological remnants incompatible with the Cuban revolutionary project, they deserved to be rescued from imminent extinction, which, incidentally, never took place; quite the opposite.

Mendive’s powerful painting was able to provide not only aesthetic joy, but also a feeling of ethnic pride and cultural reaffirmation. The Afro-Cuban black, white and mulatto population could see in Mendive’s paintings what was not allowed in real life, what they had to practice secretly since colonial times. Thus in addition to its huge artistic merits, I believe that Manuel Mendive’s work had sociological or political value, even if the artist himself was not aware of this at that time.
A work such as Marcha del Pueblo Combatiente, 1980, which, at first glance, seems to refer exclusively to the political mobilizations of those years to support the revolution, reflects two parallel circumstances: on the one hand, the presence of more black and mulatto people in this scene speaks in favour of a celebration of the black racial identity or black consciousness of the artist, an issue that for a long time was left outside the analyses of the work of Cuban artists. On the other hand, it is also interesting to observe the mythical atmosphere surrounding the paraders, especially the sea, the kingdom of Yemaya, where you can appreciate another very different kind of “march”, this time not of revolutionary citizens, but of big fish, dead spirits and other supernatural presences that float like clouds under the surveillance of an anthropomorphic sun that cannot be any another than Olорun, one of the most important expressions of the creation, of Олодумаре. For Manuel Mendive this religious discourse is so important that it occupies half the canvas. Thus politics and religion acquire true balance, speaking two different languages in the same image.
Osun de Paloma, 1993
(Dove Osun)

The sculptural work Osun de Paloma, 1993, makes direct reference to Osun, vigilant of Olofin, the supreme deity of the Yoruba religion. Equally vigilant of the believer’s head, Osun’s main function is to warn the initiate of the proximity of Ikú – death – or of other dangers, such as loss of balance or madness when for any circumstance its material foundation, or the object that represents it, abandons its upright position momentarily or falls. It is for that reason that its base is always sufficiently heavy to avoid this. Osun usually appears crowned by a rooster (it is said that that rooster was vigilant of the house of Obatalá who deprived him of his position for not fulfilling his duty initially), but when it is dedicated to the deity Oddúa (or Oddudúa) that is also considered a representation or manifestation of Obatalá, or when determined by the odu or by the person’s Ifá sign, an opened-wing dove is placed in the upper part and the object reaches the height of its possessor, or may be extended or reduced by means of a mechanical device to perform different functions, and then it is known as Osun of extension. We do not know if this work was made at the time of Mendive’s consecration to this powerful deity, Oddúa, to implement a recommendation appearing in his sign of Ifá or if Mendive being an Omo-Obatalá, or son of Obatalá, simply wanted to dedicate this work to reconsider the old non-compliance of Osun and thus win his favours and reaffirm his own balance in the world, as religious man and artist. Are we not all in need of this type of blessing in these unbalanced times? The work bases its artistic effectiveness on the simplicity and elegance of its structure, and on the similarity with the image of the real Osun that the believers use. When making his source of reference so evident, it should be considered as a homage paid by the artist to Afro-Cuban ritual art.
El Ojo de Dios te Mira, (God’s Eye is Looking at You), 2007
Oil on canvas and painted metalwork with caurie shells
203 x 176 cm
El Ojo de Dios te Mira, 2007
(God’s Eye is Looking at You)

Looking at El Ojo de Dios te Mira, 2007, we would like to say that we are in presence of a mature work, but in the case of Mendive that moment of full maturity was actually reached many years before. This is, however, a great work of philosophical intensity, that reflects a more comprehensive understanding of human behaviour and better use of the artist’s religious and artistic knowledge. The work is a reflection on the strange duplicity of our actions, or the peculiar ethical conception that we have inherited from the old wisdom of the Yoruba, where right and wrong are not completely separate and opposed entities, but rather coexist in the same complex unit, visible not only in the behaviour of human beings, but in the behaviour of the orishas themselves, especially Eshu-Elegba or Eleggua, represented here with two faces. This important deity occupies a central place in the Yoruba pantheon and opens or closes our paths at his whim, allowing us or preventing us from reaching our goals. In this work, Mendive describes some of the situations in which a character (anyone of us) is forced to behave kindly or maliciously, capable of helping some and at the same time of attacking or killing others, of demonstrating love or hate, of being compassionate towards some or indifferent or implacable towards others. Ultimately, Olofin is a witness of our actions, represented here –like in many other works of Mendive- through the face of the sun, Olorun. The impressive beauty of this painting –crowned by a sculpture in painted iron fretwork– is not only meant to please us aesthetically, but to arouse deep introspective reflections on our actions and on the many mysteries that surround human existence. Perhaps neither art nor religion can offer solutions to these questions, but at least they expose them to possible understanding.

1 See his web site www.mendiveart.com
3 Palenque: runaway slave settlements, known as quilombos in Brasil.
Julián González Pérez
(Regla, Havana, 1949)

The municipality of Regla lies on the eastern shore of the bay of Havana. When it was founded, at the end of the 17th century, it was a small fishing village, populated by dockworkers and humble people dedicated to chores of the sea. Even now, it has a slow and silent pace very different from that of the city of Havana, to which it has always been linked by a picturesque boat service crossing the bay from Luz wharf, in Old Havana. Like Guanabacoa, its adjacent town, Regla has always been an important centre of religious Afro-Cuban activity. The first chapter of the Abakuá Secret Society was established in Regla and the famous Church of the Virgin of Our Lady of Regla, patron saint of the Bay of Havana, is located there. Besides its Catholic functions, this church is a place of religious pilgrimage linked to the cult of Yemayá (the goddess of the sea for santeros and babalawos), which is also worshipped as Mother Water by paleros and as okande by the Abakuá. It is customary after attending mass in church on festive days, for the parishioners (many of whom are also practitioners of the religious Afro-Cuban cults), to perform small ceremonies or leave offerings on the seashore to pay homage to Yemayá, owner of the sea and mother of all the orishas.

Born in this town, artist Julián González Pérez became a member of these religious groupings from childhood and his artistic life has developed linked to these groups. He has painted murals in the munansos or temple-houses of the paleros, made tattoos for the obonekues or new initiates in the Abakuá society and has sewn the attires of iremes as well as ritual objects for that cult. He also makes canes and small handicrafts to sell to tourists for extra income. His long life as a tata nkisi Malongo or priest of Palo Monte Briyumba and as a member of the Abakuá Secret Society has granted him great prestige in these activities, since Julián is a reliable expert in the intricate symbolisms and the formal and material requirements of these objects for their appropriate ritual use. Julián’s own sacred objects and the place where they are

Iremes abakuá, handicrafts by Julián.
installed, surrounded by allusive murals painted by him, also have great artistic refinement, and this differentiates him from other priests whose objects and altars are more basic or who are less interested in aesthetic appearance. His facility as a tattoo-artist using traditional techniques, is also well known in popular environments, which some regard contemptuously as marginal. Although for the moment he has stopped making tattoos, he has made hundreds throughout his life and is known as the only pupil of a legendary tattoo artist, a religious man known as “Salaito”. Unfortunately, the history of tattoos as an artistic expression in Cuba has only just begun to interest some researchers, although with less emphasis on this popular type of tattoo developed by Julián and his teacher. Julián has painted many works, most of which decorate Afro-Cuban ritual spaces or have been commissioned by collectors, but so far he has not had the opportunity to hold a solo exhibition to allow the general public to appraise his extraordinary artistic worth.

Julián González Pérez has lived all his life and developed his artistic work in this context, so that he is virtually unknown in galleries and museums. There are a few exceptions: several years ago the Municipal Museum of Regla commissioned two large paintings representing ABAKUÁ and PALO MONTE, which are on permanent display. Julián has also collaborated with the museum, offering his knowledge to researchers and making replicas of ritual objects to show in its Afro-Cuban rooms. The other exception dates back to 2001, when the world-famous curator Jean Hubert Martin chose him to participate in the Altars of the World exhibition held in the Kunst Palast Museum of Düsseldorf, Germany, where the artist built and consecrated IN SITU an extraordinary PALO MONTE altar.

However, being out of touch with the illustrated artistic milieu is not something that seems to trouble Julián, since the buyers of his art do not generally frequent those elitist places. In fact, those that should be worried (or embarrassed) are the Cuban cultural and artistic institutions and their specialists. These continue to exclude and discriminate against many popular creative talents, especially those related to Afro-Cuban ritual art, for not complying with the requirements of the art system, which is still based on western tradition; evidence of their strong colonial, Eurocentric, elitist and racist heritage.
Bríkamo Mañongo Usagaré, 2008

Bríkamo Mañongo Usagaré, 2008 is a realistic representation of an Abakuá ritual including most of the important characters of this grouping, identified by their attire, the symbolic signatures or anaforuanas inscribed on their aprons, or by the drums or other attributes indicating their rank. In the left-hand corner, we find the FAMBÀ or temple where the secret ceremonies take place. On both sides is the palm (UKAND MAMBRE) and the ceiba or silk-cotton tree (UKANO BEKONSI), under which important events took place during the emergence of the Abakuá religious-fraternal grouping, both with the corresponding signature that is traced before beginning any ceremony. All the signatures that are made with yellow chalk mean life, while those made with white chalk are used for funeral rites. To the right, we find SIKÁN, also carrying on her
head a vessel marked with its corresponding signature, with the head of *Tanze*, the fish, sticking out. The artist has represented the natural environment in full; the river, the mountains, the animals, the plants and other details that are an important part of the myth and the ritual. No element of this painting lacks symbolic meaning, so that it can be considered a small treatise or painted text where all the content can be clearly identified.

It is intriguing to find a massive presence of black people in this painting, although even from the 19th century many white men were accepted in the *Abakuá* religion practiced in Cuba. Such membership was made possible thanks to the intelligence of a controversial religious Cuban man, Andrés Facundo Cristo de los Dolores Petit, tertiary of the Franciscan Catholic order, who was also *Isue* of the first *Abakuá* chapter of white men and founder of the *Kimbi* Rule of Sacred Christ of Good Voyage, one of the branches of the *Palo Monte* religion. As Julián is white and at the same time *Abakuá obonekue*, what reason did he have for this unusual exclusion of white people? Perhaps it is a sign of respect and acknowledgment of the African origin of this religion? The answer may lie in the title of the painting itself, since the word *Brikamó* refers generically to all the people from Calabar in Africa; *Mañongo* means bush, and *Usagaré* is the geographical place in Africa where it is said that the first *Plante* or meeting of this association took place. Thus, it seems that the painting does not portray an *Abakuá* ritual in Cuba, but a ritual of the *Carabali* in *Usagaré*. How could a white man have participated in such a remote ceremony?

As Belkis Ayón and Julián González are the two artists that have dealt most with the *Abakuá* topic in our artistic milieu, it may be useful to briefly compare them, although their language and style are totally different, even opposed. Contrary to what happens in Belkis Ayón’s work, Julián González Pérez’s work does not use individual imagination in case this will influence the accuracy or the precision with which the historic memory must be represented from an artistic point of view. Julián probably considers that using imagination is reckless, questionable or incorrect, which could alter the historical truth of the myth and the ritual. In Julián’s works, everything is in open daylight, seemingly without mystery. Nothing is hidden, but is instead represented in an objective way, perhaps because since Julián is a member of this secret society, its mysteries have been revealed to him and he participates in them more naturally. Ultimately the two artists are united by the same respect for this old religious institution inherited from black Africa and preserved up to the present in Cuba.
The life of artist Bernardo Sarría has not been easy. Quite the opposite. To be black and poor (and there is no milder way of saying it) have not been good ingredients to provide for his well-being up to now. In fact, this is a fatal equation, avoided in Cuba, whenever anyone tries to explain objectively and without euphemisms the current unfavourable economic situation of many Cuban men and women from this sector of our society. The general needs and shortages of our people are even harsher for the black and mulatto population of Cuba and this is not a coincidence. According to official thought, such a correlation would be unacceptable given the equal rights and opportunities that were granted to all Cubans – without racial distinction – by the Revolution of 1959. But the truth is that being black and poor are still closely related and this is not only reflected in the general trend of low incomes, poorly qualified professions and occupations, or in lower quality dwellings and slums, but in many other psychological, educational, cultural and household factors that a few Cuban specialists have recently begun to analyze. “Cumulative disadvantages” have dragged on since slavery and the neo-colonial period, and have not yet been overcome, and include as an important component the scourge of racial discrimination. The racial dimension of poverty and its speedy reproduction under the current crisis (which began for us at the beginning of the 1990s) are a complex reality demanding a more detailed analysis in Cuba.¹

To reduce the impact of such painful situations, Bernardo Sarría has used two basic resources: his extraordinary artistic creativity and his confidence in the support of the orishas and egguns. Initiated in santería (he is a “son” of the powerful orisha Aggayú) Bernardo trusts that “Dios aprieta, pero no ahoga” (literal in Spanish “God has a strong grasp, but he doesn’t choke you”), although many times he has felt asphyxiated by his low wages, wretched living conditions and the lack of interest that the official institutions have paid to his art. The basis of such indifference is not his status as self-taught artist, but rather the unusual character of his works. From the point of view of materials, language, style and subject matter, his works do not fit easily with the average taste, and are different (sometimes radically) from the works of more conventional or picturesque Cuban popular artists that the State generally promotes in its galleries and sells to foreign tourists.

Yet Bernardo’s art, his religious faith and optimism have allowed him to withstand these difficulties. Entrenched in his root vegetable stall, property of a state company, Bernardo does not give up so easily. His work place – which has changed its location over time – has always become his own workshop and a space for the permanent exhibition of his varied creations. These include not only drawings and paintings on

¹ For a detailed analysis of these factors, see: Bernardo Sarría, “El arte y la vida de un negro cubano”, in Cuba: revolución y oposición, ed. by Víctor Cárdenas, Habana, 2000.
canvas and cardboard, but small sculptures or ensembles made with bottles or using old acetate disks, conveniently painted, melted and bent, to which he adds toys, necklace beads, buttons, commercial labels, shoes, eyeglasses, lighters and any item in disuse that he finds appropriate. His aesthetics find parallels in some artists from the south of the United States and Africa but, in Cuba, he is an exceptional case. His turbulent creativity has gradually expanded to the facade of his place of work, which Bernardo generally fills with graffiti and a wide array of social and political or antiracist messages, and extends into the street, where, during important occasions (especially the Havana Biennial), he builds exuberant installations with stone, iron, cloth, fruit, tubers and an infinity of waste materials. The local police have tried unsuccessfully to evict such works in the belief that they affect public decorum or may be seen as witchcraft offerings, but the neighbours enjoy and respect these creations of “The Sorcerer” as, half jokingly, they have baptized him. A sort of defiant and provocative attitude or public claim of his rights as an artist and as a citizen has gradually permeated his natural tolerance or simple resistance. Moreover, this self-employed exhibition has never had the objective of promoting the sale of his works, but rather the more modest aim of sharing his ideas, opinions and experiences as an artist, since the regular visitors to his vegetable stall are not potential buyers or art collectors, but humble buyers of potatoes, sweet potatoes and pumpkins.

On very few occasions Bernardo’s works have been shown to the art public; the first time in 1996, in an independent gallery called ESPECIO AGlutinador in the house of two vanguard artists, which was the centre of the most advanced (or daring) art that Havana has had2. Since I was lucky enough to discover him, and to have been collaborating in such an unofficial space, it was my pleasure to introduce him there. I also wrote about his work3, drawing attention to Bernardo’s ethical and political decision to show his art at his work place, as an artist who had been excluded from the Havana Biennial in a report commissioned by Art Nexus magazine in 2001.4 I suggested his inclusion in the group of artists presented in the only existing publication on Cuban popular painting in 20045. Unfortunately, none of this seems to have done much good, except to assuage his occasional despair somewhat or to sporadically feed his illusion, his optimism.

Bernardo has always been interested in the social, political and racial life of Cubans, the massive illegal migrations to the United States in which hundred of Cubans have died, HIV, prostitution and racism against blacks. He mixes historical references with anecdotes from his life, sometimes using a humorous tone, other times dramatic overtones or shocking, grotesque images, at times sexual, filled with double meaning and many times focused on the Afro-Cuban religious world. These variants generally appear mixed in the same work, establishing complex connections that are difficult to decipher and about which the artist himself is usually reluctant to give many explanations or provide clues. He prefers the viewers to unwind his reels on their own.

Born in this town, artist Julián González Pérez became a member of these religious groupings from childhood and his artistic life has developed linked to these groups. He has painted murals in the MUNANSOS or temple-houses of the PALEROS, made tattoos...
Díloggún,
2008
Oil on canvas
with sewn cowrie shells
130 x 140 cm
In this work Bernardo Sarria has grouped and recreated in his own way the twelve letters or signs characteristic of the Yoruba divination system, commonly called in Cuba “the shell” or Dilogún (from the Yoruba Merindilogún, meaning sixteen), widely used in Santería or Regla de Ocha to hear the “voice” and the will of the orishas. This divination practice is carried out by Yaloshas and babaloshas and especially by the oriaté or specialist in oracles. The oriaté interprets its meaning according to the amount of shells that fall -in two successive throws- in a “conversational” position, that is to say, with its natural opening upwards, thereby obtaining an Odu or double sign to know what the orishas have to say about the problem raised and the actions recommended to solve this problem.

Although the oriaté generally knows the meaning of the sixteen signs of the shell, the rule is that beyond sign number twelve, one should go to a Babalawo or Orula priest. This priest is the only one authorized to interpret the remaining signs, but this time not by using shells, but by means of an instrument called Ekwele, Ekpewele or chain of Ikines. Bernardo, as a santero, has respected this tradition and has used only twelve signs instead of sixteen in his painting.

From the upper left quadrant, he has deployed these twelve signs following their hierarchical order. The signs are known as Okána, Eyio, Ogun, Iroso, Oshe, Obara, Odí, Eyeunle, Osá, Ofún, Ojuaní and Meyilá. Bernardo was inspired not only to express some of the traditional meanings of these signs that have been gathered in brief proverbs and stories where ancient Yoruba (and Cuban) wisdom are condensed, but also to introduce his own interpretations, desires, discomforts, memories, and fantasies because, apart from being a religious man, Bernardo is, above all, an artist. If the first sign, Okána, speaks of “three people that die suddenly” (hence the three crosses that appear in the said box), the third sign, Ogunda refers to surgical operations, autopsies and war (since it is a sign governed by the Orisha Oggun). The artist has painted a person whose abdomen was opened by a dagger instead of a scalpel, since it is an enemy (a son of Oggun) who has tried to rob Bernardo of the right to his dwelling. Ordinarily incapable of violence, Bernardo expresses his strong feeling of antipathy in this painting. Finally, to emphasize his message in each case, Bernardo has sewn to the cloth the amount of shells representing each sign, making the square structure of his work and the independence and pictorial intensity of each one of the twelve images more attractive.
La caída de los ídolos (The Fall of the Idols), 2009
Oil on canvas
56 x 72 cm (Top)
60 x 73 cm (Bottom)
116 x 73 cm (Diptych)
In other more recent works, Bernardo has dealt with domestic migratory problems, mostly from the eastern area of the island to the capital, which have generated new situations of racial discrimination against the so-called orientales, even by the police who consider them illegal persons and have made attempts to return them to their places of origin. According to Bernardo, the “clock has stopped” in the eastern area of Cuba, which was the “cradle of the Revolution”. It has not developed at the same rate as Havana and is under much more difficult economic conditions, forcing its inhabitants to migrate to where they can find work and money. Such an invasion has generated distrust in the population of Havana and has transformed the people from the eastern part of the country into objects of derision due to their habits, the “singsong” intonation of their language and their copper-coloured skin. The strange thing is that not only whites, but also many blacks and mulattos from Havana who themselves have been punished for centuries by racism, seem to have found in discrimination against the orientales a kind of revenge and oppose their right to improve their living conditions by migrating to the capital city, just as many Cuban whites, blacks and mulattos have migrated (both from the eastern provinces and from Havana and the entire island) to the United States, for both political and economic reasons. This problematic issue is new in the Cuban visual arts.

Some popular artists more in tune with the market have advised Bernardo to be more judicious and to start painting tropical landscapes, typical corners of old Havana, or simply fruits or sensual mulatto women, which is what many tourists are looking for, but Bernardo never learns. He’d rather go on fantasizing in his vegetable stall, pleased by the mysterious beauty of his orishas and turning the daily problems that surround him into raw material for a critical and controversial art, although his only public continues being the one that every morning passes along asking him if there are any potatoes, sweet potatoes or plantains. Bernardo is convinced that Olofin can grasp him strongly, but that he will not allow him to suffocate.

2 Espacio Aglutinador. Publication financed by the Prince Claus Foundation, the Spanish International Cooperation Agency and the Spanish Embassy in Cuba, Havana, 2005.
When Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal entered the artistic scene in the mid-1980s, the knowledge of Ifá began gradually to move beyond the esoteric domain, where it had remained under the sole control of the Babalawos from way back, and started to circulate within the more liberal artistic circles. The knowledge of Ifá became the subject of public exhibits and art criticism being reproduced in catalogues and magazines, thereby becoming part of the art market. Something similar happened with Santería, Palo Monte and Abakuá. This situation may not be very common outside the Cuban context, above all with the high level of professionalism and articulation of contemporary artistic languages. More typically, these traditions are reflected by the so-called popular or self-taught artists, as in the case of Vodou in Haiti or Rastafarianism in Jamaica and other Caribbean countries.

Thus far, the Regla Arará (more frequent in the province of Matanzas), Vodú (of Haitian origin and practiced in different areas of Camagüey and Oriente) and the various forms of Spiritualism, especially Espiritismo Cruzao (‘crossed Spiritualism’ practiced in the eastern provinces of Cuba), have not had the same impact on our visual arts, although they do preserve their aesthetic-symbolic value and artistic expression in their respective rituals. Perhaps it is only a matter of time for some of those expressions to enter the contemporary Afro-Cuban art world.

Since all are cultural as well as religious traditions, the transition from one system to another has not been incongruent at all, nor does it seem to violate the distinctive secrets of ritual practices. However, Rodríguez Olazábal’s works reflect a high conceptual level and a deep knowledge. As an Orula or Orúnmila priest, that is to say, as Babalawo (in Yoruba, “father of the secret”), he has had access to a great number of ideas and information on many cosmogonic, philosophical and mystic aspects of the Ifá religion. This knowledge has up to now remained far from the public domain, for example the concept of Orí, or personal divinity, or of deities such as Iyami Oshöronga or Aje Shaliiga, has remained practically unknown by most of our intellectuals and art specialists. Such specialists are more familiar with the popular deities of the Yoruba pantheon (Obatalá, Yemaya, Eleggua, Changó and Oshun). Although it is true that Olazábal comes from a long-standing religious family, to which these notions and African deities were perhaps known, we cannot discard the influence of what some term the “re-Africanization” or “Yorubization” of these religions, especially of Santería and Ifá. Since these religions had their original integrity affected by syncretism with Catholicism during colonial times and the long disconnection from Africa, much information has begun to be recovered in recent years.
The causes of our current ignorance of many aspects of these religions of African origin deserve a brief comment. The Yoruba cultural tradition, as well as the Kongo (Bantu) and the Carabalí, among others, have been present in our country since the 16th century, when the bearers arrived in Cuba in ships to become slaves of the Spanish invaders. More than five long centuries of conflicting coexistence on our territory did not allow these traditions an equal footing with those imported from Europe and North America. Despite the gradual progress made since the abolition of slavery, the independence from the Spanish colonial power, the emergence of the democratic-bourgeois (neo-colonial) republic and, later, the Cuban revolutionary and socialist process, the sad reality is that these traditions of African origin continue being a part of the most subordinate, excluded and discriminated sector of our society and culture. The transcultural processes have not been as deep and comprehensive as many had assumed. Is it possible to compensate for this imbalance or deficiency once and for all? By this time, shouldn’t all Cubans know much more about these traditions whose wide range of knowledge and artistic, poetic and philosophical expressions are still mostly amassed and safeguarded in religious institutions? Many people in our country do not know the meaning of words like oparaldo, ifá, irofá, irikere, osorde, ebbó, addimú, sarayeye, oparalda, or what their functions and goals are, although such ceremonies are performed daily in our own neighbourhoods or close to our homes. Most people do not know how to say dog, dove, hen or rooster in the Yoruba language spoken daily in Cuba, although they know those terms in English or in other European languages. Shouldn’t these cultural elements have a larger presence in the curricula of our education system, in our television programs, publications and conferences, preferably guided by the true intellectuals of those religious-cultural groupings and not by means of elaborations or translations made by ethnologists and other specialists, often personally disconnected from these cultural practices? It is true that many elements have already become a part of the Cuban culture, but many others resist becoming fully integrated. They preserve their confidential, secret condition, maybe as a defensive strategy, or because they have functions linked to the sacred, representing different forms of understanding and struggling against the problems of the universe and society, perhaps necessitating continued recognition of their autonomous, independent and sovereign character.

The truth is that even within the religious system that some call Ifá-Oosaa, there are hierarchical levels that cause knowledge to be distributed irregularly among the worshipers of Santería on one side and of Regla de Ifá on the other, namely, between santeros and babalawos, although both are part of the same religion of the orishas. This irregular distribution prevents the former from having access to a wide array of knowledge and secrets kept by the latter. Even among the babalawos, not all end up having access to or understanding all the details of this deeply complex system. As the odu of Ifá Ogun Di confirms, “wisdom is distributed”. How can we pretend that the general art public has true access to the knowledge expressed in the works of Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal when such a small portion of the distributed wisdom has been received?

Although it is difficult to say this, a part of the artistic mystery surrounding Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal’s works, and also those of Manuel Mendive, José Bedia and Belkis Ayón - just to mention the most outstanding who represent the four main traditions of Ifá, Santería, Palo Monte and Babalú- has its origin in our ignorance, our lack of information, or in the superficial, folkloric character that we have sometimes given them. However, the other part of this mystery is the fruit of creativity, originality and the artistic imagination developed by these important artists. Should we resign ourselves to having access only to the formal, stylistic and aesthetic, without trying to dwell deeper?

Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal’s work provides a powerful intellectual incentive to approach the complexities and the beauty of the Yoruba culture. This is a philosophy and a system of knowledge that has been preserved in the 256 odús (sacred signs) of Ifá that the Cuban babalawos learn and use daily, although, as we have said, a variety of barriers hinders the full enjoyment of the complex knowledge that this priest-artist manages with so much ease in his works.

But we can look at this from another perspective. Perhaps, instead of considering Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal’s art as contemporary Cuban (or Afro-Cuban), derived from traditions of African origin, what he has been doing is simply a new art of Ifá. The artist has deftly appropriated the languages and methodologies of the traditional western culture to transmit his messages, to express a millennial wisdom. And although it is very different from the art of ritual spaces, this new expression of the art of Ifá has similar symbolic, allegorical, metaphorical, aesthetic and even learning functions, on the different aspects of life. While this new stage of the art of Ifá may be oriented towards the members of this religious-cultural community that we can no longer understand in the narrow context of one national culture, we need not feel disadvantaged. Isn’t the western contemporary art that is exhibited nowadays in galleries and museums something complex, full of mysteries and secrets, inscrutable and incomprehensible for the majority of the public?
Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal

Oro Baba,
2002
Acrylic, collage, horsetail and fish skull on canvas
200 x 180 cm
Oro Baba, 2002

According to Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal, the work Oro Baba refers to the close relationship between two secret societies of African origin, one of them female: the society of Iyami Oshoronga, (which for all we know, never became established in Cuba) and the male society Oro (with a deity known in Cuba as Orun and not established as a society either). Both deities and their worshippers were entrusted with the surveillance and punishment of those who broke away from taboos or did not obey tradition, or were involved in immoral actions that endangered the stability of the community, especially unscrupulous babalawos. In the painting, the female secret society is represented by the birds, since Iyami Oshoronga is also known as the lady of the birds, through which she sends her sorceries, and the Oro society is represented by the male figures, the fish and the shrouded body. Beyond this brief description, perhaps Santiago is making an ethical reflection on the importance of doing things the right way, not only in the Ifá environment, where many babalawos use their religious knowledge in a commercial way instead of helping the community to understand and solve its problems, but also as a stern warning to our society as a whole.
El valor de las cosas  
(The value of things), 2009

El valor de las cosas could refer to two issues, one spiritual and the other material. On one hand lies the value of the messages of the orishas expressed through the shells (diloggun) as a method of divination used by Cuban santeros or iworos, and on the other, the value assigned to the cowry shell, formerly used as currency in Africa. Which amongst these values should be paramount in the life of a religious person? Monetary affluence or spiritual wealth? This seems to be the question posed by Santiago, to be applied beyond the religious context.
Iporí, 2009

This expressive and synthetic work refers to a short but important ceremony of Ifá where the spirits of our family's ancestors are fed. The ceremony consists in the sacrifice of an animal, from which some drops of blood are allowed to fall on the big toe of the right foot if the offering is made to a male ancestor, and on the left if made to a female ancestor. The big toe (Ipóiri, in Yoruba language) is the point of communication of our body with the ancestors. The work seems to point at the importance of remembering those who preceded us, and whose spirits always accompany us. The importance of the dead is so great in Ifá and in Regla de Ochó that they are the first to receive offerings and sacrifices before starting any ceremony. It is usual to hear a Yoruba sentence “Ikú lo bi osha” in religious Afro-Cuban spaces, meaning “the dead gives birth to the saint”.

1 On this polemic process of “re-Africanization”, refer to the article by Professor Lázara Menéndez, “Un cake para Obatalá”, Revista Temas, 1995.
Some of the most important contemporary Cuban artists have been living abroad for a long time, with the result that their new works are not shown in Cuban galleries and museums. Such estrangement makes it difficult to follow the evolution of their work closely. It also prevents their work from exerting an influence on or inspiring new generations of Cuban artists and from being enjoyed by local audiences. One of the most critical cases, next to that of José Bedia, is Ricardo Rodríguez Brey who, having been one of the most outstanding artists of the vanguard of the early 1980s with the famous exhibition VOLUMEN I, has become invisible in our artistic milieu since 1991 when he relocated to the city of Ghent, in Belgium.

The massive emigration of Cuban artists began in the early years of the Revolution, largely in response to the enforcement in 1961 of a new cultural policy, which was governed by the statement “inside the Revolution, everything, against the Revolution, no rights”, considered by many artists as an unacceptable limitation of their creative freedom. The migration of artists and intellectuals reached a height at the beginning of the 1990s, mainly due to an increase in economic difficulties affecting the population in general, and prompting even the younger generations to follow that course, although some travel to the island regularly and exhibit and market their works in our galleries.

For some enthusiasts of global culture, this situation seems unavoidable and normal, since it has always existed (as demonstrated by the pioneer cases of Wifredo Lam or Agustín Cárdenas), but there is no doubt that something stops happening within the cultural scene of a country when its most talented artists stop being present, either personally or through their works. Perhaps this situation has represented an advantage for these artists, many of whom have been able to develop their work under better material and market conditions, with more galleries to exhibit their works. Some are today internationally renowned artists, but this is a disadvantage from the perspective of the society and culture that has been abandoned. This is even more unfortunate in the case of artists whose works were dedicated, in a profound and intelligent way, to explore issues related to problems in their society of origin or with the artistic enquiry of local traditions, as is the case with the religions of African origin in Cuba. Since with the interruption of their research, many new artistic discourses aimed in the same direction then begin again, leaving the new generations of artists unable to consult their predecessors and learn from the mistakes they already made.

Ricardo Rodríguez Brey in fact began his artistic career relatively far from the Afro-Cuban traditions, although his ancestors were of Nigerian origin and close to Yoruba religious traditions. His beginnings had to do, strangely, with the visions of American flora and fauna by the famous German scientist of the 18th century, Alexander von Humboldt (1769–1859), who is considered in Cuba the “second discoverer” after Christopher Columbus, and who Rodriguez
Brey assumed as a mythological more than historical figure\(^3\) to establish his discourse on Cuban and American identity, placing himself in a Western rationalistic, taxonomic or classificatory perspective. His drawings of the mid-1980s, grouped in an extensive series called “La Estructura de los Mitos” (The structure of myths), seems to be a transcription of the travel journals of this European scientist, full of hand-written annotations and illustrations of animals and plants native to Cuba and Latin America - sheets of paper with time-worn edges or small orifices or traces made by the imaginary attack of implacable tropical insects. This series, as well as his previous one from 1980, titled El Origen de las Especies (The origin of species) which he also dedicated to the famous British biologist and naturalist Charles Darwin (1809-1882), were for a long time Rodríguez Brey’s most distinctive work. They works were conceived as conceptual art, in which the use of drawing, writing and collage with stencil prints granted the works an aspect similar to that of a document, with a poetic and even romantic touch removing all possible coldness.

But in none of these series was there anything related to the Afro-Cuban traditions, which would begin to appear later, especially after his show titled Sobre la tierra (On earth), held in 1987. It is in the works exhibited in this show and later ones that Brey began to explore the topic of Afro-Cuban religions, although always in a reflective, contained, synthetic way, perhaps fearing too narrative or picturesque representations. I remember an image representing an iron stew pot dedicated to Oggun, and the concise drawing of a stone that could have represented the material foundation on which the orishas settle, reproduced in a coarse cardboard catalogue (with no reference to date or place) with an introductory text by art critic Gerardo Mosquera, from which I extract some fragments:

“Only lately are we seeing artists whose work responds not so much to the forms, the magic, the ceremonial, the fables and the myths of African origin as to the general ideas that sustain them, ideas of universal projection. Thus, in Elso, Bedia and other young people the interest is more toward the abstractions and the essences that determine the sense of all their work... Brey is joining this line now, with extreme refinement. Many will not notice that these drawings of such “western” and objective figuration, carried out with an oriental delight, interpret the contents of the Cuban Santería. And this is because the artist works out the philosophical base, we would say, of the interpretation of the world there present, opening it to the similarities with the thinking of other cultures. Therefore, his procedure is more conceptual than morphological.”\(^4\)

Later, Brey began to not only produce his habitual sober drawings on paper and Bristol board, but more intense works, more colourful, with sgraffito on the acrylic painting that he applied through gestures, recalling the painting of aborigines with which he came into contact on a trip that he made to Australia in those years. That was also the moment when he began his first large sculptures and installations, in which he says he began to work with fear of too close references to artists of his generation, such as Juan Francisco Elso and José Bedia, who had already made incursions into such expressions. Without abandoning drawing and works on paper, the sculptures and installations ended up being Brey’s predominant form of expression while in Europe, where the visible references to the Afro-Cuban tradition seem to have disappeared almost totally. It could be said that Brey’s interest in reflecting aspects of the Afro-Cuban religions only lasted a few years and may not return. Not only because of the social and cultural atmosphere of his place of residence at the moment (although we should not disregard the fact that Belgium - as Brey reminds me - was the colonial power of Congo), but because of an internal evolution, his work is becoming more and more cosmopolitan or universal. His aesthetic research has led him to take advantage of the ambiguity or the intrinsic meanings that the images, objects and materials are capable of generating and to distance himself more and more from cultural references. Whatever there is of Africa or Afro Cuba in his current works will not be on the surface or will require intellectual effort by the spectators, or comments that the artist may decide to disclose. As he writes, “An Elegguá is something you have, it is not shown.”\(^5\)
The works shown here are similar, so much so that they seem to be part of a series dedicated to the topic. Both make reference to a common practice in our religious atmosphere related to reverence for the ancestors, influenced by Spiritualism. The spiritual theories of the French Allan Kardec, introduced in Cuba in the second half of the 19th century, were quickly modified and adapted to existing ritual needs and practiced in an orthodox way by very small groups. The religion of the orishas found in the Spiritualism many useful resources as to caring for and being in touch with the spirits of the dead. There is no santero, babalawo or palero who does not have in his/her own house a bóveda espiritual (ancestor shrine), with seven glasses of water, a crucifix, a rosary, a candle in its chandelier, a small ball of cascarilla, white clay or efun, a small bottle of eau de cologne, some pictures of deceased relatives, all arranged on a small table with a white tablecloth where there is usually a vase of flowers. If not all of this, the religious person has a glass of water (with or without flowers) in a high place as spiritual assistance devoted to the memory of one or more deceased.
In these works, Ricardo Rodríguez Brey makes reference to this practice. According to the artist, one of his friends, artist Juan Francisco Elso “had died recently and the only way of uniting reality and spirit in harmony was through these flowers and glasses.”

The flowers have to please the spirits with their perfume for them to assume a benevolent character. Lilies are often the flowers preferred in these spaces, with their buds closed so that they start opening in the course of a few days and put right any difficulty that may arise. Sunflowers seem to attract the light, acting as a kind of a radar that allows the spirits to reach a higher illumination and thus rise above their old bond with matter, although it is also a flower dedicated to the orisha Oshún, owner of the sweetness of honey. The delicacy of Brey’s drawings is appropriate to the subject, since the issue is to represent the presence of the immaterial, the spirits, who are shadows flying over the flowers in both cases. In Naturaleza muerta con un muerto (Still life with a dead man), the artist employs a delightful pun with “still life”, one of the traditional topics of academic painting. In fact, except in the case of Brey, very few Cuban artists have tapped the topic of spiritualism (one example is Marta María Pérez), due perhaps to the plain and unvaried character of its imagery.
René Peña's work is much more complex and clever than his splendid photographs suggest at first sight. Although it is true that his images hold their own very well, his comments and texts sometimes help to reveal part of this complexity. Peña's reluctance to be classified as an artist with a special interest in racial problems, for example, is illustrative. In his impressive Man Made Materials series, 1998-2001, Peña focuses on the physical attributes of black people; their skin, noses, lips and buttocks, which racist ideologies have used as “racial markers” and which continue to be used as “inoffensive” stereotypes that identify black people. (Can it be true that only blacks and mulattoes have those noses, buttocks and lips? I am not so sure.) But as Peña points out, this series and his work in general is incorrectly interpreted, or “racialized”, due to the simple fact that he is a black artist who portrays himself. If a white artist had done the same thing, this would have a different meaning. According to Peña, then there would not be any racial content and we would not need to look for expressions of “negritude” or “black consciousness”. Apparently, René Peña blames our gaze (our “white gaze”?) for the alleged racial content. But when we speak of “white gaze” can we exclude the gaze of black people who see in his photographs not only a human being, a man, but a black man, a representative of their own race? This type of acknowledgment or identification doesn’t occur with white people, who have always been considered (mainly by themselves) as the normal, standard representatives of the human race, and not as members of any particular race. As if through a rear-view mirror, Peña makes us not only interested in the beauty or the attractiveness of his photographs, but rather guides our gaze towards our conscience, towards the often uninvited presence of preconditioned reactions. “I am only a common person, a human being who has decided to photograph parts of his body, that is all”, Peña seems to be telling us with a hint of mischief, which leaves us feeling that perhaps this is not so. I believe that René Peña’s main focus of attention lies precisely in his ability to manipulate our insecurity, our fears and prejudices, even within the context of the racial problems from which he tries to disengage himself.

“Imagine a guy like me, proud of being black in a country where that is not any virtue. It is not logical that these things occur.” Can such a statement be true or is there irony in his voice when making this assertion on the illogicality of racial pride in a country where discrimination against blacks persists? With Peña one can never be very sure.

Peña’s work pleases, excites and generates identification and racial pride among the black population, but at the same time
refutes, problematizes and makes fun of the customary assumptions of racial pride and black consciousness. His work pleases black people because the image of a black person nearly always occupies a central place in a provocative, slightly insolent manner. But then he refutes this by making comments which introduce the annoying doubt that perhaps he is referring to something else. Faced with the aesthetic excellence of his works, such uncertainty could be of fleeting importance, but the fact of forcing us to revise, scrutinize and examine our opinions is of great artistic relevance.

In fact, René Peña feels somewhat terrorized when the critics or his spectators start to give meanings to his works that tie him to a narrow value system, which is often not what he intended, since his works are related to a wide range of social issues or problems, not just racial or gender-oriented. “The focus of my interest doesn’t reside in the physical aspect of society, but in its soul, the one that doesn’t have a face, laden with beliefs, fears, sex, hate, vices, imprecisions, gluttony, cunning, careses, races, stereotypes, gold, institutions, representations, love and contradictions,” he says. Hence, he has been extremely cautious in his titles, which are almost always titles of the series, and not of individual works. But in one of his best known series, COÑAS BLANCAS (White Things), (2000-2002) to which many later works could be added, the contrast of the white objects used is marked in relation to the black skin of the model. Isn’t he forcing our gaze to become interested in the racial conflict generated by such black-white contrast, although the images can also be referring to many other issues? Despite my respect for his justified mistrust regarding the reductive nature of our interpretations, I believe that all readings are conditioned by contexts, and there is no way to disregard racial problems in such a context. This is a universal problem, in Cuba and in any other place where his works circulate. A white, fluffy pillow on the head of a black person makes us think that the white race (its culture, customs, education, and laws) continues to push, smother and exert
pressure (even with something as light and inoffensive as a pillow) on black people. And when we see a necklace of white pearls (probably plastic, of course) tied to his ankle, we are led to consider possible allusions to homosexuality or trans-sexuality (since it is evidently a male foot), or to a juggling of the achabá or chain of òggún that many Afro-Cuban religious people use on their ankles. But we also think that the artist has made a sarcastic reference to consumerism, the new deluxe model of the old slave fetter that still keeps blacks captive in our society. It is truly very difficult to avoid racial readings.

René Peña defends himself –and he is entitled to– from those interpretations that he considers reductive. He prefers viewers to make their own personal, intuitive assessments, not guided or imposed upon by the specialists, although within the art system this is increasingly difficult to achieve. He is conscious that each image generates many possible readings, some of which can take directions different from those that the artist intended. But how can one control the free flow of meanings? Nevertheless, Peña also criticizes the critics who try to discover his true intentions. Since he does not accept one thing or another, the situation becomes uncomfortable.
His message is: look at my works, but don’t think I will make things easy for you. I believe that this nonconformity, this conflictual, belligerent, rebellious posture has a function, an artistic objective.

Let us broach the issue of the body. In photography, to use your own body to communicate ideas is not something that should be taken lightly. We have already seen it in the work of other photographers, such as Marta María Pérez, or María Magdalena Campos, or in performances, such as those by Ana Mendieta or Tania Bruguera, and we see it repeatedly with dancers and actors. We all use our bodies to say things to others through our facial expressions, corporal movements, postures, clothes, adornments, tattoos, necklaces, haircuts or hairdoses, all of which carry information about our social and cultural status, religious affiliation and sexual preference. But the color of our skin also says a great deal to others. Things that we are often not keen to say, but that are inevitably read by others. The color of our skin sends stronger messages than those we seek to transmit. To decide to use your own body as the medium, the language, the artistic discourse —especially when this body belongs to a black, male person— and in a photographic atmosphere where white and mostly female skin has prevailed (Ana Mendieta, Marta María Pérez, Cirenaica Moreira, Tania Bruguera, just to give local examples) must be an interesting challenge for René Peña, the artist. This challenge, like a big hot potato, he hands over to his spectators. It is up to us to peel, boil and mash the potato or to keep on holding it until we burn our hands. Personally, I prefer to burn my hands.
The work of Moïses Finalé (who settled in Paris around 1989 and then placed an extravagant dieresis on the i of his name) has always been based on cultural references of multiple origins; many stemming not only from Cuba and Afro-Cuba, but from ancient Egypt, India’s classical period, pre-Columbian Mexico, popular Haiti and, of course, black or sub-Saharan Africa. Finalé uses these cultural references in a liberal, whimsical manner, with no intention of creating a discourse of historicist, reflexive or intellectual character, as did many Cuban artists of the previous generation, such as Elso, Bedia or Brey. On the contrary, the painting of Moïses Finalé has followed a sensual, voluptuous, hedonist trend, motivated above all by decorative effects. Perhaps his main objective has been a search for elegance, mystery and beauty. I refer here to that European concept of beauty established during the 18th century taking its aesthetic references from the Greek, Roman and Renaissance cultures; only much later—at the beginning of the 20th century—did Europe begin to look for other extra-European sources of beauty.

I do not believe that Moïses Finalé has felt uncomfortable or embarrassed by his defined aesthetic vocation (which some could describe as aesthetician), not even when a new generation of Cuban artists—such as Carlos Rodríguez Cárdenas, Glexis Novoa and Aldito Menéndez—began to imbue their works with a sense of social and political commitment; neither much later, when art in Cuba began its transition towards post-modernism. Not even more recently when, at the beginning of the 1990s, some resumed such social commitment to attack racial prejudices and other signs of moral and political regression in our society. Moïses never changed his course, convinced that his compass was working well. This does not mean that his work is conservative or outdated, nor can it be said that his work is unconcerned about its context or the changes and problems of his time. Yet his true dramas and tensions have referred more to the interpersonal, psychological and sexual issues of his fictitious characters and to the formal and stylistic problems and conflicts that each work presents. In this sense, his aesthetic is closer to the joy of living or the mystery of creation than to the burden of existence.

One of the most persistent features of Moïses Finalé’s work is the creation of atmospheres and scenes in which small groups of mainly female characters, alongside animals and objects, are absorbed in ambiguous, enigmatic relationships, or exhibit stilted positions, with gestures, postures and grandiloquent, theatrical contortions, in which eroticism, sex and sometimes lust play an essential role. To create those mysterious atmospheres and scenes, Moïses has, almost from the beginning, used elements characteristic of our Afro-Cuban religions, especially the most popular of them, Santería, which he has mixed with objects and symbolisms taken from other religious beliefs or popular superstitions. In all his work, we find altars, statuettes, knives, necklaces, tools and attributes of the orishas, the inevitable
conical head of Eleggúa, as well as canes and masks. His work is full of disguises and masks, crowns and costumes meant to create drama and evoke atmospheres in which concealment, lack of definition, and camouflage emerge. His masks were initially the masks of stick-up bandits (like the famous Zorro), bridal veils, masks reminiscent of Venetian carnivals, culminating in the masks of black Africa or in their imaginary versions.

The Africa that appears in Moïses's works stems mostly from the heritage of Picasso’s early Cubist period and from other representatives of European Modernism from the beginning of the 20th century. It is an imaginary, invented Africa, a mysterious and exotic Africa that, rightly or wrongly, has nurtured the work of thousands of artists around the world and fed a wide range of popular imagery. An Africa which we should be careful not to renounce or reject completely as untrue or apocryphal, since this would force us to throw overboard many decades of Cuban, Caribbean and Latin American as well as “universal” art, in which there are already such prominent figures as Picasso and the Cuban Wifredo Lam. For that reason, it may not be sensible to embark on a settling of accounts, no matter how much we defend the necessary process of decolonization of our mentalities, subjectivities, creativities and aesthetic tastes. In the long run, these expressions have turned out to be less harmful to our cultural identities than other artistic visions that have appropriated the traditions of European or North American origin and have disregarded any representation of Africa, the
African and the Afro-American. We should rather consider its positive side, the fact that the presence of such a fictitious, invented Africa, built largely by our imaginations (with the support of cinema, literature and the media) has become a form of identification, sympathy, admiration and a celebration of its societies and cultures, its objects, symbolisms, spiritualities and religions. This has generally been assumed with honesty, passion and pride by many artists of our part of the world. The real Africa—or the many Africas that make it up—is still located in the future, or in a present to which most of us unfortunately do not have access.

Moïses Finalé represents, better than anyone else in this collection, this form of naïve, joyful artistic fantasising about Africa and the Afro-Cuban that some may label too picturesque or exotic. In truth, it is not offensive or disrespectful, since its function, like the other elements in his creative system, has not been to problematize but rather to display beauty. Some may criticize this conception of beauty as being Eurocentric. Surprisingly, such images of Africa exist even within our Afro-Cuban religions and this is due, among other things, to the long-standing social, cultural and religious disconnection from the African continent which has deprived us of knowledge of the multifarious African cultural expressions and societies, its religious developments, objects, art, music and languages. This disconnection has facilitated the emergence of a “Cuban Africa” or “Afro Cuba” which, in many ways, has ignored elements of the real Africa.
The most complete publication to date on the life and work of this artist is Moises Finalé, with texts by Zoe Valdés, Editions Cercle D’Art, Paris, France, 2000.


José Bedia Valdés
(Havana, 1959)

Few Cuban artists have developed a body of work as coherent and original as that of José Bedia. Although he is one of the most outstanding examples in the history of art in Cuba and Latin America, and he has also received international acknowledgement, his true importance has not yet been fully recognized. In his paintings, drawings and installations, José Bedia has not only used a hive of cultural references from Cuba, but also from Latin America, the Caribbean and Africa, focussing on those that western civilization, with its technological vanity and false idea of progress, has considered underdeveloped, backward or pre-modern. According to Bedia, his work is an attempt to rescue, through the discursive strategies of contemporary art, the dispersed fragments of that old wisdom which, to a greater or lesser extent, all those societies have in common, and which are of great importance to complete the deficits of our unbalanced contemporaneity.

Bedia’s creative method, seemingly spontaneous, intuitive and at times naive, is not only the product of previous rigorous study, but of the assimilation of formal, material, aesthetic, symbolic and historical elements from those cultures that have inspired him and that he reflects either in a simple drawing or painting or in one of his monumental installations. The often simple and schematic appearance of his works and the generally austere and synthetic character of his discourse follows the principle of doing more with less, concealing a conceptual and philosophical depth and an abundance of uncommon information, the result not so much of bookish study as of his contact and direct identification with the systems of knowledge of those cultural groups that some call native, aboriginal or traditional.

The first figurative anthropomorphic representations of the powerful and invisible Mpongos of the Afro-Cuban religion of Palo Monte, as well as fragments of its myths, graphic symbols, philosophy and the atmospheres and objects characteristic of its rituals appear in José Bedia’s art by the mid-1980s. Something similar had happened in the 1960s and ’70s with Manuel Mendive and the orishas of Santería or Regla de Ochó, with Santiago Rodríguez Olazábal in the 1980s regarding the many unknown aspects of the Regla de Ifá, and with Belkis Ayón in the 1990s and the myths, characters and ritual events typical of the Abakuá Secret Society.

This sequence of events is important in the history of Cuban art, because in these four decades–characterized by an atheist or scientific materialist thought, which was preceded by the preponderance of Catholicism as the official religion– the four best preserved religious traditions of African origin practiced on our island began to be represented within our traditionally western visual arts. In three cases (Mendive, Olazabal and Bedia), the artists themselves are initiates and even priests of these religions. All have a high degree of artistic excellence that has allowed their works to circulate not only nationally, but internationally, and to disseminate–amongst the learned, cultured art of the elite– much of the
ethical, aesthetic, philosophical, spiritual and religious content typical of these traditions. This seems more important than the process of modernizing the languages and styles in which all the artistic vanguards in Cuba have been involved since the 1920s. This is important for Cuban art as well as for the development of the spirituality of our people. It is an arrival point, or at least a step in the direction towards our Afro-Cuban cultural identity.

These religious groups have never requested the presence of these representatives, and they probably do not understand their relevance fully, since –with some exceptions– most believers belong to popular sectors that do not frequent galleries and museums. But since art is a system that has been able to monopolize greater social and cultural prestige than these religious beliefs of African origin, the works of these artists have fulfilled another less visible function: that of exerting influence and gradual pressure on the prejudiced habits of thought of the society in order to achieve acceptance and lend prestige which was lost or snatched from them, both in Cuba and the rest of the world. Or at least, of moderating the unfair intolerance that still weighs on them. Ethnographic studies –that should likewise be considered unrequited representations or translations– have played a similar role, and have served as additional sources of study for the traditional religious groups themselves.

José Bedia’s artistic decision to represent Palo Monte – a religion with few icons and a poor visual tradition, considered primitive, with malicious practices, dedicated to witchcraft – was a true novelty within our cultural milieu. It was also daring to make public some ritual aspects belonging to a group that has always kept much of its knowledge secret. For the first time, many elements of this tradition began to make their appearance, until then known only by believers or a few specialists. Previous allusions in our visual arts to this religion of Bakongo origin, characteristic of the lower Zaire, Cabinda, Congo Brazzaville and Angola; known under the generic denomination of congá or Bantú tradition in Cuba, had been very scarce, and were limited to the use of some of their signatures or graphic symbols, generally with ornamental purposes. Added to his personal knowledge of Palo Monte (Bedia was consecrated as Tata Nkisi Malongo or priest of this religion in 1983), was an obsessive interest in historical and ethnographic studies that soon turned his work into one of the most complex and best informed within the artistic vanguard of the 1980s.

The small group that made up this vanguard, which some called the new Cuban renaissance, was divided into at least two sectors with somewhat different interests. One was more inclined to update their artistic language and style in line with the most advanced international art, while the other, led by Juan Francisco Elso, Ricardo Rodríguez Brey and José Bedia, saw in the original, aboriginal or indigenous cultures of América, Africa and Afro-Cuba, the main incentive for creating of a new aesthetic and a new form of non-western modernity. Bedia also followed an existential program that he had planned from the beginning of his career:

“I recognize myself as incapable of giving a general definition of art beyond what I intend particularly with my work, which is essentially geared at highlighting the continuity of the past in the present. It is an attempt at communication and communion between the material and spiritual universe of “modern” and “primitive” man. The resulting works are only objective testimonials that allow people to share my experience.”

“The process –a transcultural one, just to give it a name– which takes place at the moment in the midst of many autochthonous cultures is the one that I try to develop in myself, but in reverse. I am a man with a Western training that by means of a voluntary and premeditated personal system, is seeking to approach those cultures and also experience their equally transcultural influences. We are both like this, halfway between modernity and primitivism, between the civilized and the wild, between the Western and the non-Western, only in opposed directions and situations. My work stems from this recognition and from this boundary line that tends to break down.”

Palo Monte has not been the only topic that has interested José Bedia, but rather it is part of a wide range of interests that have included the Native Americans, the ancient Mayas and Aztecs, and the indigenous and contemporary popular cultures of Brazil, Mexico, Guatemala and the Peruvian Amazonia where, for example, Bedia has
joined in ayahuasca sessions—a plant that produces hallucinogenic effects—with shamans of the Shipibo-Contibo and Asháninka ethnic groups. This has turned him not only into a true scholar in such topics, but also (when possible) into an artist who partakes in their ceremonies and ways of thinking, and also into a collector and expert in their cultural objects. But, in spite of everything, the religion of Palo Monte has always been a central reference in his work which has surfaced in almost all its stages, many times mixed with ingredients from other traditions and also as a tool to make political comments or social criticism. His first trip to Africa in 1985 during the Angolan war (in which he participated as a member of an artistic brigade of the “internationalist Cuban mission”) put him in direct contact with the original culture of this religious practice and increased his identification with the African ingredients of our nationality. Unfortunately, from that experience in Angola, I can remember only one work which in all probability does not exist today: “Toy for an Angolan Boy”.

José Bedia has constantly added other cultural references to the previous list as a result of his numerous trips around the Caribbean (Dominican Republic, Haiti), and recently around Africa (Egypt, Kenya, South Africa, Botswana, Zambia) that have allowed him to integrate in his work and his cultural life knowledge from that continent that never arrived in Cuba for historical reasons. These links through art are a new way of enriching the Cuban and Caribbean culture, radically different from the colonial and slave connotations of our heritage. Our disconnection from Africa is disappearing little by little and we are finding new ways of recovery and renovation.
Kindembo Sarabanda Malongo
Yaya Arriba Ntoto, 2009
Acrylic on canvas
182 x 464 cm

This work by José Bedia is a splendid large-format representation of the main sacred object of the Palo Monte religion, the nganga, which is also known in Cuba by several other names, kindembo, nkisi, nkissi, malongo, prenda (garment), caldero (pot), and fundamento (foundation). It appears here reflected in a kind of X-ray image, with its fundamental ingredients exposed: sticks, hooked sticks, herbs, soil, rooster, dog, male goat, birds, iron tools, chain, machetes, knives and a human skull (called kiyumba or kriyumba), where the nfumbe or dead spirit that manages the functions of this micro-cosmos resides. To the centre, we see the signature or mpeMba (that a few call katikampolo or patimpeMba) which is its graphic representation. To the left, Bedia has represented ngonda, the moon, and to the right, the stars, nkele or teteMboas that grant spiritual force to this object. The recipient of a sarabanda garment is a three-legged iron cauldron or kettle surrounded here by several paleros that mboran (speak to it) or sing some of its mambos or prayers, which allows the appearance of the gigantic nfumbe who resides there or of the mpungo or deified energy that presides over it. In this case, sarabanda is an equivalent of the orisha Oggún of the Yorubas. Although there are many other ngangas (nkuyu, nsasi or siéte rayos, choia wengue, pansia or corallende, among others) doubtless sarabanda is one of the most popular and abundant in the Afro-Cuban religion of Palo Monte⁶.

³ José Bedia. Folleto Promocional Ministerio de Cultura, Havana, Cuba, without editorial data.
⁴ On José Bedia there is an extensive bibliography in exhibition catalogues and other publications, but the most documented book on his life and works is currently José Bedia. Obra 1978-2006, Galería Ramis Banuet, Turner Editores, Madrid, Spain, 2007, with contributions by Orlando Hernández, Kevin Power, Cuauhtémoc Medina and Omar Pascual Castillo.
⁵ We have used the term shaman because it is the most comprehensible, but in the case of the shipibo-conibo tradition, they are called unaya, and in the case of the asháninka, shiriPari. Both work with the ayahuasca (Banisteriopsis caapi), also known as Datura, Yajé, etc, on which there is an extensive bibliography.
Marta María Pérez Bravo
(Havana, 1959)

Marta María Pérez Bravo is a pioneer of artistic photography in Cuba, a kind of photography done by artists rather than professional photographers, photo-reporters or photojournalists (although, of course, these can also make works of art). The purpose of this particular form of artistic creation, sometimes called metaphoric photography", is not to document external reality, people’s faces, city or country landscapes, or to record scenes of daily or family life, politics or rituals. The objective is rather to explore (or to make spectators discover in the photographic images) the ideas, concepts, emotions, desires, fears, hopes and beliefs that the artist intended to convey. When the camera is pointed towards the chaotic heterogeneity of the surrounding world in a conventional way, as an instrument recording the objective, it is difficult to achieve the same goals, intensity or emphasis. In artistic or metaphorical photography, on the contrary, the photographed object is subjected to some type of transformation. The true nature of the object is intentionally changed, with the purpose of having our gaze go beyond reality. In this case, the aesthetic effect is hardly ever left to chance, as often happens with the beauty or surprising impact generated by instantaneous photographs (even studio photographs, where the poses, ambience, decoration and light are staged). The true object of artistic photography is conceptual and subjective from the beginning. Meanings are neither left to chance, nor to arbitrary readings or interpretations, although this may happen depending on the spectator’s knowledge or imagination. In Marta Maria’s case, the visual transcription of a defined message is generally of a verbal origin (a phrase, a proverb, the name of a deity, a ritual event) that she represents in a reduced scenario, by means of a mini-performance. Photography has the obligation of verifying such pseudo-theatrical representations in its isolation and immobility.

Marta Maria Pérez’s metaphoric photography uses language in a strongly connotative rather than a denotative manner. Her true interest is not to show us the poetic side of an object or a scene, but rather the phantom of such an object, or a preview of what such a photographed scene could end up being in our minds.

The arrival of this new genre of photography in Cuban art in the 1980s overturned our relationship with the long history of photographic images. It placed our traditional photographers (many of them already celebrities) in a somewhat unfavourable position to compete in the field of art, especially so-called contemporary art. This created a conflict –at times hidden– that has lasted until now. The new artistic or metaphorical photography brought about a technical and aesthetical crisis of photography, of its established values and hierarchical structures. Issues considered to be sacred laws by the professionals (frames, focus, illumination, angle) were no longer indispensable. The quality of the photograph...
began to be evaluated by other parameters, from other perspectives. Marta María was one of those responsible for the first subversive approaches to the photographic fact as an artistic expression. Her photographs did not comply with many of the old requirements but, in exchange, they offered something new and unusual. Although we may feel inclined to consider it a higher level in the use of photographic techniques, it is not completely fair to interpret it as a fresh start vis-à-vis our previous magnificent photographic tradition.

Marta María was also a pioneer in the use of her own body within Cuban contemporary photography. Perhaps it was a chance discovery or self-discovery of her body during her pregnancy (1986), since many of her first works were related with the mysteries of motherhood, like the series To ConCeive (1986.) At any rate, it should be noted the body that we see in Marta’s photographs it is not actually hers. It is the body of a fictional character which she creates modelled on the image of her own body. And the atmosphere surrounding it does not exist in any place. It is an abstract, imaginary body, and the scenes are dateless, with a timeless character. Her body has never been used in her works as an autobiographical reference, or perhaps incidentally so, for those who know that she is the basis for her only model. Sometimes she turns her back, other times only one of her arms or legs are shown, or the head is out of the frame or covered by a cloth. It could be said that this body of a white female subject seeks to erase or ignore her personal identity, gender, sexual identity and race, in order to achieve other purposes. The body has always served her as neutral raw material, by means of which she can represent her ideas, like a painter would with oil or a sculptor with a piece of stone or wood, or a ceramist with clay. And although her ideas generally stem from Regla de Ocha, Palo Monte or Spiritualism, her work has nothing to do with the documentation of a performance (as is the case with the Cuban artist Ana Mendieta). In Mendieta’s case, the artist’s body was part of an action, a ritual event, even when it was a private and fictitious or artistic ritual. For Marta María, the idea has always come first, then the building of the object-scene-atmosphere that may best represent the idea, and finally the photographic image. This is always the order. The idea triggers the entire process, although is would be uncomfortable to consider her as a strictly conceptual artist. In a conversation that we had in 1995 for the writing of an article on her work, Marta explained:

"I sometimes find it difficult to find the image with which to represent my idea, but once I find it, it is that and no other: there are no alternatives. It is not like in the case of José Bedia who can break down a myth into many different images. When I find the image, I prepare the conditions to represent it and to shoot the photo. There is no ceremony in all of this. No ritual or anything of the sort. I believe that it is just the opposite. While we are taking the photos I even end up by developing a bad temper, I despair; I want everything to conclude as soon as possible." 2

Unlike other artists who work with their own bodies (such as René Peña, who has recognized her influence), Marta María seems to dedicate more time and care to the transformation and the formal arrangement of the scene. The set where her body is placed and the selection, assembly and exact position of the objects give her photographs a sculptural, immobile and synthetic character, almost minimalist.

The references that Marta María uses in her images almost always have a religious, or African-religious origin, taken fundamentally from Santería, Palo Monte and Spiritualism. She has made some breakaways to other traditions of popular Cuban culture (Chinese charade, for example) or Catholicism, also present in Mexico where she currently resides (such as votive offerings, penitents or Christian martyrology). Almost all her work has explored these issues, although the abundance of meanings allows the public to make wider, more generic or more universal readings. I believe that the metaphoric scope of Marta María’s works can end up being more intense, or artistically more productive, in those cases where the public does not know to what symbolic ritual or religious aspect she is referring in her photographs. And there is nothing in Marta María Pérez’s works that conforms to obvious readings. Just the opposite. Perhaps the truth is that some of us recognize her starting points better than others.
In Caminos I, the two hooked sticks of Elegguá are tied in opposite directions to the ankles of the figure. We could think of the double power of this orisha, who is considered the owner of destiny, capable of making us advance, impelling us vigorously forward or obstructing our path, to hinder or paralyze our progress. I do not recall in all the Cuban visual arts a more profound or elegant representation of Elegguá than this one. Marta María has represented the double power that this orisha may exert with the simple tool that is its best attribute, the hooked stick. The ambivalent personality of this deity of Yoruba origin is like our own destiny, often guided by opposed and uncontrollable, favourable and unfavourable forces. To be aware of the existence of Elegguá does not mean that Elegguá does not exercise its functions inexorably, a practitioner of Santería could say.

Caminos II also refers to Elegguá, with the figure practically bound with cement, fused to the image of this orisha. A pessimist would think that we are simply prisoners of Elegguá’s capricious will, while others, on the contrary, may imagine that we are capable of controlling those designs, as Marta told the Cuban critic Juan Antonio Molina in an interview: “I am my own Elegguá.” Although immediately she recognized: “But what destiny has in store for me, I don’t know.” Two small, almost invisible dolls are inlaid in the mass of Elegguá, representing Marta’s own twin daughters and perhaps expressing that destiny is something we have to share with others, especially with our sons or daughters.
These two works are dedicated to Palo Monte or to the religion that has Nsamba or Sambampungo as a fundamental divinity, both in Africa and in Cuba. In the case of Jura, we are witnessing an imaginary initiation ceremony, in which rayamiento (scratching) or small incisions are made on the body of the initiate. These cuts act as protection, as a safeguard and, at the same time, they are expressions of sacrifice and commitment to the sacred power which the person worships. The forms and distribution of such incisions vary depending on the branch of Palo Monte where they are carried out. The image created by Marta reveals a sense of respect and voluntary subjection of the character to the rules by which one is sworn in. In fact, there is no religion, not even a fraternity or political party, or even love engagement that doesn’t imply some type of oath, accompanied by some act of sacrifice. I believe that the true beauty of this work is found in the field of ethics as much as in that of aesthetics. It not only summarizes a specific ritual procedure, in this case of Palo Monte, but it also reflects the universal character of surrender, of the commitment that any human being expresses when establishing a relationship with anything considered sacred. In this selfish, pragmatic time of fierce individualism, these messages are uncommon. The image is presented in such way as to give us the impression that we are not the true spectators, but rather that the recent initiate is being contemplated by the eyes of God, of Nsamba.

In Ya no hay corazón, Marta María Pérez takes as a reference the nkisi nkonde or wooden figure covered with nails, knives and other piercing elements that is used in the cultural and religious tradition of Bakongo, to repel the attack of bad spirits or malicious people, among many other functions. For some reason, the nkisi nkonde was never assimilated into the Afro-Cuban religion of Palo Monte. Marta María has incorporated it here to transform her own body into a fetish capable of self-defence against wickedness, slandering, envy or any other threat. The aggressive aspect of the image reflects its function and its force. The same idea is developed by Marta in her work Protección, 1990, but this time, using for protection the thorns of the Ceiba, a sacred tree for all our Afro-Cuban religions that is called by different names: Nkunja Samba (by the paleros) Arabba or Iroko (by the santeros and babalawos) and Ukano Bekonsí (by the abakú). Be it thorns or nails Marta, or the imaginary character that she embodies in her works, has felt the need to be protected. And in a boastful gesture demonstrating that she already has protection, a shield, the figure shows her breasts transmuted into two pointed weapons of a very different nature than the thorns of the Ceiba: the powerful weapons of femininity.

Jura, 1999 (Oath)
Ya no hay corazón (There is no longer a heart), 1999

Photograph 100 x 80 cm
Marta María Pérez Bravo

Ya no hay corazón
(There is no heart), 1999
Photograph
100 x 80 cm

Protección
(Protection), 1990
Photograph
50.5 x 40.5 cm
Firmeza (Firmness), 1991

Firmeza is one of few examples – together with some by Rodríguez Brey – where Spiritualism makes its appearance in Cuban visual arts. In this case, in its most simple and most enigmatic expression: a glass of water where the spirits of our ancestors come down to drink, known in the local language as “spiritual glass” or “spiritual assistance”. Instead of the table or shelf where this is generally placed, the glass rests on the artist’s own body which, assuming a natural yet extreme stability posture, becomes an improvised altar for the grateful descent of the spirits. Perhaps there is no better altar than our own bodies.

1 Juan Antonio Molina. “La marca de su cicatriz: historia y metáfora en la fotografía cubana contemporánea”. 5th Latin American Colloquium on Photography, CONACULTA, Centro de la Imagen, Mexico City, 1996, pp. 95-100.
2 Orlando Hernández. “Marta María y el juego de las estatuas”. Ramis Barquet Gallery, Monterrey, Mexico, 1996 (in Spanish and English).
Not everything exists on the surface, or is what it appears to be. Neither is everything transparent and legible; more so, when dealing with works of art. This is especially true regarding the contents of Afro-Cuban religions, in which discretion, reticence and secrecy have always prevailed. Many people have been naive witnesses of hermetic, only-for-the-initiated, small events; but lacking the necessary information to identify those events, they have considered them as something ordinary, not of great significance. Of course, this is not only the case regarding the Afro-Cuban religions, but also freemasonry, for example.

Those of us who are accustomed to interpreting works of art consider it normal to unravel all that is hidden, difficult or even undecipherable, for the benefit of knowledge and for the enjoyment of less trained spectators. And to a certain extent, that includes explaining religious images and symbols in works of art. But this opinion is not shared by a large number of religious believers, neither, strange as it might seem, by many artists. Apparently, what is hidden, mysterious and enigmatic increases the seductive power of the artworks, and serves as a decoy to lure viewers and stimulate their imaginations. But, in the case of the religions of African origin in Cuba, secrecy has performed very different functions that go beyond protecting the sacred from the discreet gaze of non-believers. Secrecy has made it possible for these religions to survive in the scientific and rationalist atmosphere of the modern world, as well as to avoid discrimination, persecution and repression which was part of the colonial, slave regime of old and atheism which has characterized official thought in socialism. Such caution and mistrust with their information prevails up to the present; therefore, we should be respectful when commenting on these matters.

It is true that many Cuban artists have openly expressed in their works elements that were part of important religious secrets; likewise, ethnography has recorded and described a great number of these details. But what decision should be taken when an artist such as Rubén Rodríguez has integrated Santería and Ifá elements in a large part of his work, in such a voluntarily discreet way that those links are hardly verifiable? Rubén Rodríguez does not speak much about his works. And much less of the relationships of his works to religious events, objects and symbols. He is not interested in making those relationships visible. It suffices for him to know they are there. And, in fact, they have always been there, since the beginning of his career. Many people may not have noticed them, and could therefore not have been aware of their real importance when evaluating and interpreting his work.

It could be said that more than the religious aspect, what is hidden, mysterious and secret is what seems to have prevailed in the painting, drawings and prints of Rubén Rodríguez. But that concealment and secrecy originates in religion. Or perhaps those concealments and secrets are an inseparable part of his personality, which is why the
mysteries of the Afro-Cuban religions are his excellent travel companions. Rubén has always opted to keep his preferences and religious membership private. It is something that belongs only to him. He does not feel obliged to share his religiosity with other believers, or at least not in the way most do, by participating in religious ceremonies and festivities, but rather in the solitude of his home. To a certain extent, the practice of the religion of the orishas in Cuba facilitates such privacy, since the home of every believer is a temple. The believer has his/her consecrated objects within his/her reach. And except in some cases, he/she doesn’t have to attend any temple or church to pray and to make petitions, sacrifices and offerings.

Rubén Rodríguez’s art is seldom interpreted from the perspective of the Afro-Cuban religious traditions. For many, he may even seem an outsider in this exhibition. Yet I believe that, on the contrary, his work is one of the most interesting examples of the Afro-Cuban religious presence in art, which makes us wonder if many others are also hidden in unsuspected corners, out of our view. The philosophies, myths, colours, numerical symbolisms, sacred stories and varied knowledge that make up the strong tradition of the Afro-Cuban religions have penetrated the subjectivity of all Cubans so deeply that it is very rare for somebody to be unfamiliar with their influence, either in art or daily life. In a metaphoric manner, Rubén Rodriguez uses the inner, not the outer parts of those religious aspects. He does not paint a coconut, but the invisible water inside it. Not the shell and pulp of a fruit, but the seed, flavour or scent of that hypothetical fruit. What truly interests him is not the varied appearance of religious practices, but their religiosity, their mysticism, their secrecy.

In his paintings, drawings and prints, he presents naked bodies, sometimes simple sketches of bodies, without much detail, split, fragmented bodies, whose heads are not generally not visible. Sometimes the head is substituted by a dove, a fish, or a rooster. Arms or legs are enormously lengthened to cover the whole space. Almost all his work is a succession of bodies in different positions, painted with different formal and chromatic solutions.

He uses a body to convey aspects of a simple wild herb, its characteristics or ritual uses, its power to solve certain problems, to strengthen the spirit, to keep away an enemy or the spirit of a dead person, because he knows that such a herb is used to make an osain, an omiero or, in a cleansing ceremony, a despojo, or sarayeye. But the herb is only mentioned in the title. The body acquires the characteristics, the personality of that herb.

He uses sayings from the sacred treaties of Santería and ifá: “The spider never loosens her web,” “A big fright brings happiness,” “What goes well, ends well,” “You must give before receiving,” but he does not describe those situations by means of a narrative representation. The proverb was in his mind when he made the work; and that is enough. The proverb’s content passes to the canvas, to the cardboard and incorporates itself in the painting or drawing. Or maybe the proverb came to his mind later and was identified after having finished the painting.

He uses the five manners in which a coconut falls after being cast (agbón in Cuba, obi in Nigeria) during a divination process called by some bagué, to make five paintings in which he conveys in an abstract manner, the positive or negative features of the answers of that uncomplicated oracle: alafia, etaña, eyeye, okana and otékún. He does this by means of formal and chromatic suggestions, increasing or decreasing the intensity of the colour and texture, making the painting lighter or more dramatic according to the situation.

Rubén Rodríguez may be the most hermetic of all the Cuban artists. It is not that he wants to be obscure and impenetrable, but rather that this is natural and unavoidable for him. To be an artist, to express himself through painting or drawing and to openly exhibit his works are his only ways of betraying such secretiveness. This is much more visible in his paintings than in his drawings. His paintings can have a paralyzing, intimidating effect, eliciting in the viewer a sensation of restlessness and fear, mainly due to the use of dark, cloudy colours, while his drawings allow more rest because they present less rarefied, lighter atmospheres, where winding, elegant lines reflect greater sensuality. Thus, they are better accepted.

Sensuality and eroticism have always been the essential ingredients of the works of Rubén Rodríguez. He mixes this in an unusual manner with religious contents, attributing an enigmatic character to the bodies involved in his scenes. Sensuality, religiosity and hermeticism could be the three characteristics that best define him.
This work has as a substratum or initial motivation an important ritual event of Ifá called paraldo or oparaldo, in which three rectangular pieces of white, red and black cloth are used on which certain odus or Ifá signs are painted. The aim of this small ceremony is to keep the presence of death or of a dead spirit away from a person. An animal (chicken, rooster, dove or guinea fowl) is sacrificed by a babalawo behind the back of the person involved. These three colours are basic in the religion of Ifá, since they represent or possess the three types or primordial energy of aché present in the animal, vegetable and mineral kingdom, and allow the making and fulfilment of all things. In this work, the cloths mentioned in the title have been substituted, as is common in Rubén Rodríguez’s work, by human bodies. His substitutions are done almost exclusively using the human figure, male and female. For white, he uses the figure of a woman whose breasts seem to be dripping maternal milk, maybe as a reference to the purity associated with the mother, who is the origin of the whole human species. For red, he uses a sexually aroused male figure, with an erect phallus, to represent activity, passion and blood. And for black, again a female figure, but this time bent over on herself, hunched, gloomy, of funereal aspect, like death (ikú) itself or the dark forces of the invisible world, of the world beyond (of orun). In spite of its uncomplicated appearance, this work not only synthesizes, in an odd manner, the ceremony of the oparaldo, but the contents of all that exists from the perspective of the Yoruba mystic way of thinking.
From the Mantos (Cloaks) Series, 2002

This beautiful drawing from the Mantos series refers to an Afro-Cuban religious event of Santería. Other types of cloths called Paños de la Parada (standing cloths) are used by the Santeros. These four cloths (white, blue, yellow and red) are placed, following a certain order, on the head of the future iwoy or santero during the secret initiation process, to allow the fundamentos of each orisha of the consecration to lie there. More than allusive, the drawing is totally elusive, it does not explain or reveal anything and maintains the same discretion that surrounds this ritual event. The drawing is about the consecration of a woman, probably a daughter or omo of the following orishas: Eleggúa, Oggun, Changó, Aggayú, Babalú Ayé, Orisha Oko, Ile, Obba or Oya, because, in those cases, the red cloth is the last that is placed. Therefore, it is more visible, as in this drawing. But this is only a supposition, a reading taken from religious knowledge. If one were to ask Rubén, he would probably smile and answer evasively: “Yes, something of that is there.”

1 I drew attention to these matters in the text of his first exhibition, which fortunately I also organized. Rubén Rodríguez Crypt, Galería Habana, February 1991.
3 Orishas, Tratado del cuarto de Santo. Brochure printed by hand, with no edition data. This is the kind of bibliography usually used by the religious Afro-Cuban population.
María Magdalena Campos-Pons
(La Vega, Matanzas, 1959)

My current vision of María Magdalena Campos-Pons’ work is admittedly quite fragmentary, and unfortunately not as updated as I would like it to be. It is a piecemeal perception, sometimes with no dates or order, like when we thumb through a family photo album from which somebody has taken some pictures, in this case, the last ones. This is what happens when Cuban artists have been living abroad for twenty years or more, and have not had their works shown in our galleries and museums. Sometimes there is no choice but to make do with memories, archive materials, the internet or the occasional catalogue that is brought to the shores of our isolated island. And sometimes one remembers areas that have been left behind, that maybe the artist herself has forgotten, but that inevitably are part of her career and her history.

Let’s take, for example, three silk screen prints by Magdalena Campos from 1988 that are part of the series SABOR A CUBA (Cuban Flavour): EL MAMEY (Mamme Apple), LA PAPAYA and QUIMBÓBÓ QUE REBALA PA LA YUCA SECA (Slippery Okra for the Dry Cassava) which, despite their innocent, ornamental aspect, are full of sexual allusions. Sexuality, especially female sexuality, was one of the topics that Magdalena Campos was most interested in during those years. And it continues to be one of her motivations. Occasionally she made formally elaborated works by means of planimetric structures made of wood, plaster and acrylic, with allusions to the Leda and the Swan myth, for example, or she mixed ritual elements from the ancient Aztec culture. These works were shown at one of the many international exhibitions of Cuban contemporary art organized during those years: CUBA OK, 1990, which functioned as a launching pad for many artists of that generation. Despite not being directly related with the Afro-Cuban tradition, Magdalena’s initial works prepared her for deeper and more daring discourses, and for dealing with a topic, like female sexuality, which was also taboo: that of racial problems.

In fact, the works of Magdalena Campos were never moderate or conservative. Only a year later, during the Fourth Havana Biennial, 1991, Magdalena presented a complex installation called TRA... with a historic, reflexive and critical approach that set a landmark in the treatment of the Afro-Cuban theme and had a great impact on our milieu. Ariel Ribeaux Diago, one of the organizers of two important exhibitions: QUELÓIDES (Keloids) and NI MÚSICOS NI DEPORTISTAS (Neither Musicians nor Athletes), the first of which addressed race as a theme, says this about Magdalena Campos in his essay NI MÚSICOS NI DEPORTISTAS:

It must be said, in reference to some of those words (slave trade, traffic) that María Magdalena Campos-Pons has been the victim of at least two displacements, two exoduses and two diasporas. The first involved her forefathers. They were forcibly brought from Nigeria during the slave trade to work in a sugar plantation at a place called La Vega, in the province of Matanzas. In this case, it is only an engram, a half-blurred fact, strengthened by successive evocations by her family that Magdalena has never wanted to forget. A large part of her oeuvre has been devoted to reactivating the bonds with that past, with those memories, to lend them artistic usefulness loaded with ethical, social, racial, sexual and political commitment. But is there a real possibility for a person of black skin in Cuba, or in any other place where African blacks were enslaved, to break away from that affiliation, or to avoid being indirectly involved in that traumatic event?

In fact, very seldom have I heard a black person in Cuba mention with pride that her/his great-grandfather or great-great-grandfather was an African slave. Maybe I have heard it in the religious atmospheres of Santería, Ifá and Palo Monte, where these ancestors are worshipped and acknowledged, mainly due to the prestige that direct African origin seems to grant to a believer or to sacred objects received as an inheritance. In all contexts, not only religious ones, this should be the norm and not the exception. The slavery of African blacks in Cuba and in all America should not be regarded by their descendants as a shameful, humiliating chapter that would be better forgotten or hidden, since the arrival of African blacks in our lands was economically, socially and culturally important. The slavery of the past illustrates the moral inferiority of slave traffickers and owners, and of those who were pro-slavery, mostly whites of European origin. Being a white Cuban myself, could I feel the same pride if my great-grandfather or great-great-grandfather had been pro-slavery, a slave trafficker or a rancheador, persecutor of runaway slaves? Who should feel more ashamed or humiliated by his/her origins? On the other hand, Africans not only had in our lands a history as slaves and maroons; they also played an essential role in the formation of our society and our modern culture, arts, literature, intellectual and political life, although little of that knowledge has been made public.

To a large extent, the blame for that concealment of knowledge could be attributed to historians, those who have written (at the request of the hegemonic sectors, of the representatives of power) the history that unfortunately continues to include many of the Eurocentric, racist, aristocratic and bourgeois concepts of the 19th century. In our school history books, for example, the route followed by Christopher Columbus and his sailors during their three voyages to Cuba and the Caribbean, has always been described in detail. We know that Columbus sailed from a town called Palos de Moguer, we know the name of his three ships, Niña, Pinta and Santa María, and even the name of the sailor, Rodrigo de Triana, who sighted land for the first time after a long journey from the European shores. We even know that Columbus said something like: “This is the most beautiful land that human eyes have ever seen,” when he landed on Cuban soil. All these anecdotes recorded in our history books are about the conquistadores, the invaders, and those who would soon become dedicated producers of sugar with the slave manpower brought from Africa, once the indigenous population of our island had been exterminated. And who, a while later when liberating those slaves, would become our “founding fathers” and the “builders of our nationality,” a concept that minimizes the importance of the slave uprisings that took place and figures like the free black José Antonio Aponte whose antislavery and anti-colonial conspiracy of 1812 occurred many years prior to the war of independence in 1868. Shouldn’t the black Aponte at least be considered one of the true “fathers of the homeland?” Only very recently has the so-called “Slave Route” become known in relatively narrow academic circles. Now there is a small museum in the city of Matanzas. But few Cubans of African origin know from which place in Africa their forefathers came, neither do they know their original names, or to which ethnic group they belong; thus it is impossible to
reconstruct their family histories. The history of outstanding figures of the population of African descent continues to be little known and recognized, in Cuba and all through America. If it were known, wouldn’t the descendants of those Africans be better able to feel pride?

Magdalena Campos has dug, for many years, in those silences, showing through her art, the history of the history-less, beginning with her own family, listening, taking notes, “speaking softly” with her grandmother and her mother, as it is said in the name of one of her exhibitions: “Spoken Softly with Mama³." Perhaps she is convinced that the history of each black family, no matter how poor their origins might seem, is the solid foundation on which to build the true history of Cuba and of humankind.

Magdalena Campos’ second diaspora has to do with her departure to the United States, where she has resided since 1991, and with the estrangement from her native language, her family and social and cultural context. Although this is very different from her initial diaspora, it has evoked almost identical feelings in the artist. Her life in a different milieu seems to have elicited in her not only rewards, happiness and joys, but discomforts, pains and conflicts similar to those suffered by her distant African relatives when they arrived on these strange lands on the other side of Atlantic, or the Black Atlantic. Mutatis mutandis, is it not always about the same diaspora?

Dreaming of an Island, 2008

This impressive photo installation of Magdalena Campos-Pons offers us an extraordinary opportunity to understand the African diaspora, often presented in books as a remote event. In this image, we see three possible shores where nostalgia, yearning and remembrance are headed. In which of those shores should we imagine the figure represented in the work to be, in this case the artist herself? A black Cuban woman dreaming of Africa from Cuba? Dreaming of the Africa of her ancestors from the shores of United States? Or dreaming of Cuba (or Afro-Cuba) from any place of the world? Some of the titles of the works and exhibitions of Magdalena give us the answer: When I am not here / estoy allá, (I am there) or Everything is Separated by Water. As a bundle of very long aquatic roots, the hair of the artist extends through the seas as a bridge, attempting to connect all those shores for good.
Dreaming of an Island, 2008
Polaroid, Polacolor #7
70.5 x 62 cm (each piece)
217 x 190 cm (overall size)
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1 Ariel Ribeaux Diago Ni músicos ni deportistas (Notas para el Libro Oscuro), 1997.
http://www.afrocubaweb.com/arielnbeaux.htm


3 María Magdalena Campos-Pons. Spoken Softly with Mama, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, Canada, 1998.
Juan Carlos Alom is a strange mix between a gypsy and a maroon, and is at the same time a cultivated artist and a street-smart man, a restless, fidgety spirit, difficult to grasp, define or characterize. His essentially drifting personality has allowed him to feel at ease in both the vortex of big cities and the solitude of mountains. Alom is constantly escaping routines, traditions and styles. He prefers to run the risk of anonymity in exchange for enjoying total freedom, which he favours over the comfortable imprisonment of fame, applause, money which are, after all, only good to buy materials for his next adventure.

Many of his adventures are surprising: he goes for weeks to the bush to photograph close up the sticks, leaves, vines, the dimness and clarities of the wild environment, unbeaten tracks, not as a botanist or environmentalist, but to enjoy the vital secret energy that he knows exists in each plant. He is astonished when he discovers in the sparse dwellings of the area, the rustic firewood or charcoal kitchens that our farmers still use in the 21st century and spends weeks enjoying the simplicity and sincerity of their company and cooking. He trains rigorously for months like a boxer about to participate in a secret fight for bets, and then he forgets there was to be a fight. Or he films and photographs the journey undertaken by our national hero José Martí in 1895, following his diary page by page from Cap Haitien to Dos Ríos to revive this distant itinerary with new characters and incidents.

His willingness to look everywhere, to find the unseen, provides him with an enormous stock of images, ideas and large projects than he can tackle immediately. While he carries out some of these, he realizes that he has been accumulating ideas and images for something new and unplanned and begins from there.

He undertakes his projects with exaltation and zeal, but abandons them with the same speed if they begin to cool down and become too slow, traditional or conventional. I sometimes wonder how Juan Carlos Alom has managed to make such a coherent body of work when he has always been under the inspiration of surges, chaos and speed. He moves with the same naturalness among the brotherhoods of Harley Davidson bikers as among jazz musicians or Sierra Maestra’s country folk. It is as if he has his engine permanently geared up, about to run where his instincts tell him to go. His photographs and films have the same agitated pace, but in the end he manages to arrive unflustered at his unique goal.

Strange as it may seem, his true passion is not art, photography or cinema, but life itself. It seems as if photography is only a pretext. His objective is not so much the work per se as the process which makes it happen, the people and places he gets to know and the anecdotes he learns. Each photograph is only a small fragment of a much wider experience. More than anything, he is interested in the lives of ordinary people, the poor, the marginalized, among whom the black and mulatto populations of Cuba have always
had an important place and to whom he has dedicated many of his works.

Juan Carlos Alom has a special relationship with photographic techniques and materials. It is a love-hate relationship. He is always dissatisfied with the quality of the technology that is available, but his dissatisfaction is counter clockwise. He likes to film with 16 mm negatives and if the materials are somewhat worn-out or near their expiry date, much better. Such aging adds a realistic touch to his works, with a strong dose of emotion, nostalgia and drama that he insists could never be achieved using the tricks of new software. It seems that he wishes to grasp contemporaneity from the perspective of the past, wanting his photographs and films to have been made 40 or 50 years earlier. He does not trust the exaggerated definition and purity provided by the digital world. And when his negatives provide him with a too clear, impeccable image, he attacks them. The beauty that Juan Carlos Alom looks for is at a level other than the perfection of the image.

In the beginning, and for a long time, Alom built his production and decorated his characters – sometimes extravagantly – by adding elements that allowed him to represent his ideas (as in Tarjetas Postales (Postcards), Arbol Replantado (Replanted Tree) or Sin Palabras (Without Words)) but lately he shoots only what he sees (as in Papucho and Tata Guines), what springs up, or what he looks for knowing that he will also discover other things. What better image could he have found in Tata Guines than his own hands with long fingernails, the hands that were able to elicit from the drumhead of a Tumbadora or conga drum the best possible Cuban music? Juan Carlos Alom’s gaze is increasingly seduced by the mystery of reality. In that sense, one of the masterpieces of his filmography, Habana Solo, enters into a reality with very little intervention of metaphoric resources. The force of natural images has begun to win the game. The essence is already in those atmospheres and characters that he decides to film or photograph, without additions. He films and photographs the invisibility of music by recording brief improvisations that he has requested from different Cuban musicians that he later combines with street scenes, images of our rickety and beautiful city, that express the sadness, discouragement and also the invincible and powerful happiness of the Cubans.
In Tarjetas Postales, Juan Carlos Alom has made a fake ethnography of slavery. Two friends from his neighbourhood have lent themselves to the experience and posed with an improvised yoke around their necks, like the yoke that slave traders placed on their “goods” to prevent them from escaping during their transfer from the slave ship to the square where they would be sold. The artist creates the illusion that this is an old photographic document, but in leaving the small earring that shines in the ear of one of the models – a hardly perceptible detail – he commits an intentional anachronism that reveals his true intention: to make us discover the present, the contemporaneity of the image, the situation and those depicted. Perhaps slavery has returned to his own neighbourhood in today’s Cuba? Is racism a new form of slavery, as heavy and bothersome as those ancient yokes? The image is a forceful critical comment on the current situation of black people in Cuba, who continue to bear different forms of oppression by reason of their skin colour and that not even the distant abolition of slavery, or the improvements achieved by the revolution and socialism have been able to eradicate completely.
Sin Palabras (Without Words)

In Sin Palabras, Luisito, a popular character from Havana, serves Juan Carlos Alom as a model for the creation of this dramatic image. It is an unusual portrait, different from those taken by tourists. More than a contemporary fashion of facial decoration, the innumerable rings create an image (maybe somewhat exaggerated and imaginative) of an African recently arrived in Cuba as a slave in the 16th century and to the exotism of their customs, considered barbaric. The stoic expression on that face, full of small rings, seems to represent the long history of suffering and pain that black people have endured in Cuba and other places. The solemn, almost funereal face, as if shrouded, seems to carry a hint of resistance, almost at its limits, on the verge of turning into a scream of protest. The photo’s negative has been intentionally cut, emphasising the character’s internal suffering, creating a thick scar, a keloid that reminds us of Queloides (Keloids), that famous and problematic exhibition on prejudice and racial discrimination organized by a group of artists towards the end of the 1990s. It is a naked face, seemingly without a mask, yet it hides more than it shows.
Juan Carlos Alom Jiménez

Havana Solo, 2000
Film: 16 mm
Black and White
Duration: 15 minutes
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Tata Güines, 2008
Digital Laminated on PVC
105 x 110 cm
A black man emerges from the bottom of the river with a large stone on his head. This is a peculiar decision. Maybe it was made to surprise those that waited at the bank or to please the photographer. Something that Papucho himself would not have connected consciously with the religions from Africa. However, to bring a stone from the bottom of a river is an act of great importance in the ceremony of consecration of a santero. The future iworo will keep such a stone forever inside a covered earthenware jar (the “jar of the secret”) and it does not represent any specific orisha – like the other stones or otás that make up the foundation of each orisha. We do not know the final destination of this stone. Perhaps it became part of the foundation of a house. Or perhaps it was returned to the river minutes later. In any case, the stone was turned by Papucho –and then by Alom’s photograph– into a stone with a special power, the possessor of a deep secret. Our gazes are the jar to preserve that secret.
At first, one might find the work of Elio Rodríguez¹ shocking or unusual, especially those who have taken the premises of negritude or black consciousness too seriously. Or those who apply an introspective approach related to the traumatic psychological experiences that the famous psychoanalyst from Martinique, Frantz Fanon, explored in his writings. In fact, there is no painful exploration of his existential condition as a black man in the works of Elio Rodríguez. There is no trauma. No black lament. Neither can we find any thirst for vengeance. No revanchism. Quite the opposite. It seems that being black – in Cuba, in Spain, in any place – was a reason for joy, amusement, celebration, in spite of the daily lashings of racial prejudice and discrimination which he has inevitably faced. The boastful exhibitionism of his black condition has always had in Elio Rodríguez (or in his alter ego, the MaCho) a sense of self-assertion, optimism and racial pride, a festive or carnival tone that is intentionally farcical, like a self-caricature. Yet those expressions are never exactly what they seem to be, but carry large doses of sarcasm and irony. In general, there is no irony without the existence of a previous upset, a feeling of discontent or annoyance, and without a concrete target at which to point the cannons. The work of Elio Rodríguez became from an early stage, a vigorous and original paradigm within the small Cuban artistic vanguard that began to investigate and denounce racial problems during the 1990s.

But his works do not have an intellectual or theoretical origin from reading the main activists of negritude or black identity (Aime Cesaire, Rene Depestre, Frantz Fanon, Malcom X and Reverend Martin Luther King). His main source has been his personal experience as a black man in our society, in countries visited and in Spain where he resides at present. Elio Rodríguez has always had the strategic support of his direct knowledge of popular Cuban culture in which he was born and bred. There he found instruments that were sharpened and ready to tackle conflicting situations as well as to satisfy his artistic purposes. These instruments are humour, double meaning and mockery that the artist finds in the lyrics of popular songs, in jokes and conversations, where sexual, racial and political ingredients are mixed with the same guile that he uses in his works. Only the handling of such instruments by the artist turns our laughter –irresponsible, prejudiced– into a reason for reflection and self-questioning.

Elio Rodríguez did not start his career as an anti-racist militant. And his work cannot be reduced to a critical comment on racial problems. Art curators and critics often manipulate the work of the artists in such a way as to build from the outside, amplifying some aspects and playing down the importance of others. I remember his first works well, since I was fortunate to be the tutor of his thesis at the Higher Institute of Art (ISA) in 1989, and they revealed a search for his own language and a topic with which he could fully identify. Maybe that is why the title of his thesis and his first solo show...
was a humorous question: **Mammy, What does the Black want?** which was the refrain of a popular song at the time.

In the beginning, Elio created capricious monsters from fragments of different animals (bats, rhinos, giraffes) that he shaped by means of the soft sculpture technique, and later he did something similar with tropical fruit. In both cases, he emphasised sex, representing sexuality in its more direct and uninhibited sense (with a great profusion of male and female sexual organs).

Although Elio Rodríguez has always made his status as black man evident, his works approach a wide variety of situations and social, cultural and political problems that go beyond racial comments. These include male chauvinism (machismo), which the artist sees in the patriarchal character that still governs our immediate and extended families, sexual or gender relations and the encounters between cultures, where there always seems to be a weaker or “feminine” culture and another stronger or “masculine” one. His work also makes allusions to male chauvinism in domestic political discourse. This last variable was presented splendidly in one of his early works, **Con la guardia en alto** (With our Guard Up), made for his exhibition El Macho in 1991, in which the figure that sustained the shield of the CDRs (Committees for the Defence of the Revolution) instead of wielding the machete as it appears on the original shield, brandished over its head a large male organ, to emphasize a false concept of virility or manliness in a revolution in which women had been important participants. Despite our impassioned disagreement with the managers of the state-owned gallery (Provincial Art Centre of Havana), the provocative heraldry of the CDR suggested by Elio was censored and withdrawn from the exhibition, which at least demonstrated its effectiveness.

Seen from a wider perspective, Elio Rodríguez’s interest has been in dismantling and questioning clichés and stereotypes, whether social, racial, sexual, historical, cultural or political. “Everything should be questioned; I believe development stems from questioning the “truths.” Ordinary Cubans live such complicated lives that they do not have the time to question themselves, or the reality that surrounds them. They do not have references, they only know of El Dorado that the conquistadores have told them about. They have not been trained for this” (interview with Elio). These questionings have always been made by means of his outlandish inclination to transform everything, even the most dramatic situations into funny or humorous topics, knowing that humour has been a form of resistance for Cubans in the face of countless difficulties confronted throughout history. These ingredients of our national idiosyncrasy have been the subject of his artistic research into specific socio-economic situations, as was the case of the “joint ventures”, (a novelty of Cuban socialism of the 1990s which included foreign capital for the first time) as well as the emergence of the paladares, small family-owned restaurants suddenly authorized by the State, that confused many people, since private property had been disallowed in Cuba since the Revolutionary Offensive of 1968, and even the smallest businesses had been confiscated or nationalized.

The invention of the non-existent Macho Enterprise, under which Elio Rodríguez printed his magnificent series Las Perlas de tu Boca (The Pearls of your Mouth) in 1995 is a reflection of those peculiar circumstances known in Cuba as the Special Period. Elio had fun mocking the Cuban “tropical or exotic character” vis-à-vis the opening to foreign tourism that the State used to counteract the economic deficit generated by the fall of the socialist camp, with an artificial emphasis on the attractive aspects of Cuba’s image which paved the way, among other things, for a new type of prostitution (the jineteras and jineteros), dedicated to the economic exploitation of our national identity with a view to pleasing the tourist’s fantasies at all costs.
Gone with the Macho, 1995

Gone with the Macho is a parody of the famous American film by Victor Fleming, Gone with the Wind (1939). This time, the romantic lead was not played by actor Clark Gable but rather by Elio Rodríguez who was not holding Vivien Leigh in his arms but rather Lisbeth Martínez, his ex-wife. The artist uses his fake company MACHO ENTERPRISE to print the poster (or the new film) parodying new joint ventures with foreign capital, which were absent in our local art system then (and now). More than Elio and Lisbeth (or El Macho and Lisbeth), the characters appear to be archetypes or stereotypes that have had a long history within the national imagery, from the comic opera to the black and the mulatta of our times. More than the natural representatives of our society, who could be whites or Asians, the black man has been fabricated (consciously or unconsciously) by the discriminatory Cuban mentality as having sexual power and the mulatta as having sensuality and frivolity, thus turning them into highly valued merchandize for foreign tourism. In this work, the characters appear surrounded by tropical fruit to give the scene an exotic and succulent character. Years later, in his series REMAKES, 2005, Elio produced a new version of this image, but this time the mulatta was replaced by a blond woman, probably a tourist, and the fruit was replaced by local products sought-after by foreigners: cigars, old cars and Afro-Cuban religions.

Thus, using a simple substitution trick starting with an old American film poster, Elio makes incisive critical comments on different layers of the Cuban reality of those years, in which the racial issue was in the foreground, but was not the only important one.
El Jinetero, 2007
(of the Cubanísimas series)

In his canvas El Jinetero, 2007, the advertising medium of reference was not a poster, but an illustration from an old cigar box, in which a black faun and a white woman appear as the main characters of a sexual and cultural exchange where the faun (the Macho, now in his role of successful Jinetero) plays his enormous “maracas” and seems to have conquered the white woman by offering her his large “cigar”. Surrounding the scene are the typical Cuban products that this time include the presence of a policeman, who works as supervisor (and sometimes facilitator or middleman) of this new form of intercultural prostitution.
Tropical, 1996 (of the Remakes series)

In the work Tropical, the casting changes totally. The Macho’s masculinity is no longer the object of desire of a hypothetical tourist, but a homosexual, a black gay who, wrapped patriotically in the Cuban flag and with a red beret, promotes himself as the sexual fantasy of the floral-shirted tourist. The crown or banana halo behind this character is probably a reference to the famous singer and French dancer of Afro-American origin, Joséphine Baker (1906–1975), known in Cuba as La platanitos (the banana woman), who sometimes wore an extravagant skirt made only of bananas to make her negritude more exotic in the eyes of the French public of those days. The black gay is not a common figure in popular Cuban imagery, and may be considered a contradiction, since manliness has always been the most important feature of the stereotype constructed around the black man.

La Jungla (The Jungle), 2008

Since I have written about this extraordinary work recently⁴; I will transcribe my own words:

“That monumental white and voluminous Jungle, of the beginnings of the 1990s (destroyed and miraculously remade by Elio very recently⁵) was — at least for me — not only a strange homage, but a prank (although very respectful) played on the maestro Wifredo Lam. Or at least that is how I have chosen to interpret it. Does it not contain a heap of sharp reflections on that “construct” called history of the Cuban modern art whose highest exponent is curiously enough in New York’s MoMA? The “whiteness” that Elio’s youthfult Jungle brings forth, isn’t it also an incisive comment on the relatively westernized or Eurocentric posture of that great paradigm of the “Afro-Cuban” and Third World art that Lam was? The white (or the discolouring) of Elio’s Jungle, is this not also a wink or a slight nudge to the scant presence of real negritude, of a true racial identity or of authentic Afro-
Cuban religiosity, before the evidence that the motivations of Lam stems rather from bookish approaches, second-hand conceptions or the dregs of that Parisian negritude (and Picasso-style) fashion and not so much from true life experiences? Maybe this whole matter of direct experiences is not so important to make a work believable and artistically effective. Or to turn it into a work of art. But I digress and actually what I wanted to say doesn’t have to do so much with Lam as with Elio himself, and the fact is that no artist will reproduce inch by inch a monumental work such as La Jungla and in passing remove its colours, only for the pleasure of making a joke or to experiment with soft sculpture, don’t you think? The pleasure has stemmed without a doubt from his reflective interests.

La Jungla
(The Jungle), 2008
Soft sculpture on canvas
238 x 248 cm

1 www.machoenterprise.com
2 The CDR (Committees for the Defence of the Revolution), was one of the first mass organizations established by the Revolution with the objective of having a system of vigilance made up by the neighbours of each block to prevent possible sabotage and counter-revolutionary activities. Its functions expanded later.
3 Elio Rodríguez. Las culturas inventan su propio cliché. Interview on the exhibit Arte, Sátira...Subversión, Cinco visiones iberoamericanas, Casa de América, Madrid, Spain, 2007.
5 Elio Rodríguez was commissioned to make The Jungle as a part of the present collection, since the first version was destroyed.
Carlos Garaicoa Manso
(Havana, 1967)

The art career of Carlos Garaicoa1 has been truly meteoric. That doesn’t mean that he appeared out of nowhere or that sheer luck (or a sudden market opportunity) exempted him from the gradual upward mobility that characterizes the careers of many artists and launched him into celebrity. Garaicoa has always moved forward step-by-step to guarantee a sure advance without setbacks. And this has been possible, not only due to a large dose of talent, originality and creativity, but also to discipline and an enviable ability to organize, like an efficiently-run business. In the field of art, these characteristics are seen more frequently in a film production, or in a theatre or dance company, and certainly in the field of architecture or urban projects and constructions, where collective planned work is essential; but it is unusual to find them in a visual artist whose works are exhibited in galleries and museums. In the case of Carlos Garaicoa, the execution of his numerous projects - often shown simultaneously in various parts of the world - would be impossible without the backup of a small and powerful team of professionals of diverse disciplines grouped under the name “Carlos Garaicoa Studio.”2 In Cuba, this technique is recent, perhaps inaugurated by Carlos Garaicoa.

It seems that, like in the biological process called natural selection, the Cuban artists who began their work during the harsh economic (and also social, political, cultural and moral) crisis, called the Special Period, were subjected to a swift adaptative process that made them stronger and more dynamic than those who began their career during the previous long, paternalistic or subsidized period. Like creatures that begin to walk by themselves and search for food as soon as they emerge from their shell or their mother’s womb, some of these new artists entered the art system hardly depending on governmental institutions. Garaicoa is a typical example of this autonomous, self-promoted, self-employed generation.

Carlos Garaicoa is also one of the few Cuban artists whose work has a global character, not only in terms of international circulation and exhibitions, but also at the level of interests, themes and ethical and political attitudes in the face of situations and problems whose relevance goes beyond the local environment; the Angolan War, authoritarianism, censorship, repressive institutions, and capital and globalization are a few examples.

Yet in spite of the complexity and variety of his artistic expressions, the work of Carlos Garaicoa has the virtue of preserving a relatively homogeneous nucleus. Frequently he uses the universal languages
of architecture and urbanism as his main sources of stimulation. Thus we can identify his alphabet and his grammar and feel like polyglots, even when he uses different calligraphies, according to the content of his ever-changing discourse, which is provocative, rebellious, subversive, as well as utopian and often anarchist. It does not matter that his work deals with forgotten neighbourhoods, ramshackle buildings, urban spaces threatening to disappear, closed cinemas, buildings for imprisonment and torture, walls riddled with bullets, he always refers to the persons who live or use these places, to their problems and aspirations. Neither is it important that in his creations he resorts to scale models, drawings, photos, threads, candles, paper lanterns and folded papers. His work is always focused on the problems of society, the individual, not who but where, not the concrete man or woman or society, but the environment where they live, that reflects their moods, psychologies, ideologies and counter-ideologies, dissatisfactions, nightmares and illusions. Other artists have chosen portrait or self-portrait, or nature, for example, to express the same problems, but cities have shown to be, beyond their real functionality, more malleable conduits of expressive possibilities. One can try to trace the presence of human representations, individuals or groups in his works and end up confirming their almost total absence. They aren’t there, but actually, they are always there; we are always there. Facing his works we are not only viewers but, momentarily, their inhabitants.

Of the romantic debris of old Havana of colonial and republican times, from which he once extracted fragments like a nostalgic archaeologist resolute to restore them with care, he went on to restore, by means of drawings, many of those ramshackle buildings making imaginative, imaginary reconstructions, and later on he focused on the depressing typology of the multi-family, prefabricated cities, which are the result of the Social Microbrigades. Many buildings remained unfinished for many years or have not been maintained due to lack of resources, and have become ruins. Later Garaicoa built sophisticated cities of lighted paper lamps. Or placed on a table a fragile city made of small glass objects. Or reproduced an old torched city using candles. Or conceived buildings out of books piled on shelves. Or made small replicas, in molten silver, of nefarious buildings used for repression and torture in various countries.

He has been able to say almost everything using the language of the city, architecture, urbanism and urban furniture. Even billboards (used exclusively for conveying the ideological messages of the only party of Cuba, the Communist Party) made it possible for Garaicoa to poke fun with poetry at the huge size of that monotonous propaganda, making use of the skeletons or empty structures which have been abandoned throughout the city, to place his enigmatic messages (No, no, no, I CANNOT GO ON), or to expand them in space like elegant buildings, and by doing so “TRANSFORM THE POLITICAL WORD INTO FACTS, FINALLY,” like the title of that series. These and all his works show that it is possible to make a thoughtful, critical art, socially and politically committed, without giving up aesthetic and poetic sophistication and without having to resort to propagandist or barricade messages.
Seríe Abstracciones (Abstractions Series)

Despite their abstract appearance, the bullet holes on the walls that Carlos Garaicoa photographed in Angola (1996-97) are a concrete testimony of the violence of an African war that involved several countries, and in which around 2000 Cuban troops died. The abstract ceases to be so when we receive the information (unfortunately not included in the titles) that the photograph is about bullet shots on the walls of houses, hospitals and other buildings of the town of Cuito Cuanavale, the scenario of the final battle of that war. Initially, those photographs were part of a provocative project organized by the Angolan artist Fernando Alvim (MEMORIAS INTIMAS-MARCAS, 1997) in which, besides Alvim and Garaicoa, the South African artist Gavin Young participated. The exhibition aimed at exorcizing that terrible experience and removing the amnesia of some of its participants, making known the psychological wounds of ordinary people, the trauma provoked in the people, the city, the animals and plants by this and any war. Other works by Garaicoa in that project (drawings, videos, installations) addressed the permanent damages of the Angolan War in the minds of the ex-soldiers, or referred to the responsibility of the political leadership.

Seen from another perspective, all Carlos Garaicoa’s works about the war of Angola pose an interesting problem, a latent conflict between ethics and aesthetics. Are we entitled to enjoy the beauty of the horrors of war? His large photos of bullet impacts on the walls of Cuito Cuanavale run the risk that the viewer might detach him/herself from the fact that gave them origin and admire them as simple abstractions, due to their colours and forms. His beautiful photos create an ethical dilemma of aesthetically admiring or enjoying what we should, in truth, reject: violence, weapons, wars. They allow us to meditate on the fact that wounds, like these that we are now admiring in the artistic image of walls with holes, were made in the flesh of men and women from Cuba, Angola and South Africa. But is it not the case in the disasters of daily life reflected by Carlos in many other works, dealing with the deterioration of the cities or with the unfinished state or work stoppage of projects, from the perspective of their inhabitants? How do we admire, without being afraid to do so,
his exquisite Crown Jewels, 2009, knowing that in their dungeons, offices or cells people were tortured or imprisoned, who may have believed in the need for freedom or change for human improvement? This is not a passionless, insensitive game, but a therapeutic, even surgical operation. In order to cure, it is often necessary to cause pain or discomfort in the viewer, the patient.
Nuevas Arquitecturas para Cuito Cuanavale (New Architectures for Cuito Cuanavale), 1999

In Nuevas Arquitecturas para Cuito Cuanavale (photograph and drawing) Carlos Garaicoa seems to hint at an ironic, caustic smile. Next to a semi-destroyed shack, he creates a tall and graceful monument to victory rather than a new house for the inhabitants of Cuito. A symbolic luxury instead of a practical solution, which is what politicians so often do to mask or hide, with some kind of grandiloquent gesture, their forgetfulness, negligence and failure to fulfil obligations.
Nuevas Arquitecturas para Cuito Cuanavale,
(New Architectures for Cuito Cuanavale), 1999
Color photograph and drawing in pincele
on cardboard
Installation (two pieces)
120 x 100 cm (photograph)
120 x 100 cm (drawing)
Graffiti Hospital, 1996.
Hospital Baleado
(Bullet-riddled Hospital)
(detail), 1996.
Aquí Estuvieron los Cubanos
(The Cubans Were Here)
(I and II), 1996.

The graffiti photographed by Garaicoa on the walls of hospitals or homes in Angola that were bombed, and where in some cases it is possible to discover a sample of popular painting, achieve an effect somehow different from the magnified shots used by him in other works. The presence of a body or an attacked human face with holes in those paintings makes it possible for us to identify ourselves, in a more direct manner, with the true victims of that war. In the same way as Palaeolithic primitive painters trusted that the wounds inflicted on the image of a painted animal could act directly on the real animal, here - in an inverse manner - the attacked human representations aim to evoke in our minds the image of the actual wounded and dead.

Other graffiti represents texts written by soldiers, the inscription of a name, a date, a sentence (“The Cubans were here,” for instance), which bring back the presence of human beings who may have died.
Aqui Estuvieron los Cubanos II
(The Cubans Were Here) (II), 1996
Diptych, Color photograph
on Ilford Flex Paper
Edition: A/P 3
50 x 60 cm

some days later or lost the hand that wrote those naive and hasty messages. Despite being made years after the real events, the work of Garaicoa about the War of Angola is an indispensable artistic contribution to the memory of those who were directly or indirectly involved in that war, and a very strange monument to the heritage that the Cubans and Africans share. For Cuban viewers, these works by Garaicoa are the reflection of an atypical situation in the history of what has been called - sometimes in an idyllic manner - the search for our roots or the return to Africa. A trip that in many cases was final, with no return.

1 See his web site www.carlosgaraicoa.com
2 The Carlos Garaicoa Studio is made up by Lillebit Fadraga (director), Victor A. Obin (model maker), Jetter González (architect), Irelio Alonso (graphic designer) and Mytil Font (general assistant and archives), Annelis Lien and Elena Zapata (assistants).
3 There is a publication on this project: Autopsia & Desarquivos, with texts by Claude Lorent (Belgium), Orlando Hernández (Cuba), Yacouba Konaté (Côte d’Ivoir), Adriano Mixinge (Angola) and Clive Kellner (South Africa). Proyecto Memorias Intimas-Marcas, Espace Sussuta Boé, Belgium, 1999, 1 000 copies in English, French, Spanish and Portuguese.
Of rural origin, Oswaldo Castillo migrated in the early 1990s from the eastern area of Cuba to the capital looking for better living conditions. During those years, those of us who lived in Havana thought that our situation was bad (blackouts, shortage of supplies, transport problems, dilapidated streets), but in the cities and towns of the interior and in the rural areas, things were much worse. The situation of those who lived in the rural areas in the eastern provinces, like the Castillo family, seems to have been untenable. The economic crisis that whipped the country after the withdrawal of the Soviet grants and the collapse of the socialist camp brought to Havana a great migratory wave from all corners of the island, especially from the eastern area of the country. Although the orientales –as they are called generically– were not the most abundant in those internal migrations, they became notorious for their way of speaking, their Indian colouring (a little different from that of the mulattos) and especially their industry, their tenacity to assume any work and adapt to any type of dwelling. This generated a feeling of resentment among many in the capital, as if Havana was not “the capital of all the Cubans” as one slogan affirmed – but the property of Havana’s denizens.

Accustomed to working the land with his father since he was a child, to small animal husbandry and to bringing water from distant places to their house, Oswaldo Castillo was nevertheless able to obtain a Degree in Primary Education in 1988. From a young age he taught himself to paint and became a visual arts instructor for the children of his community. He was a tireless reader. Castillo participated in the Naïve Art Festivals of the Mella municipality in Santiago de Cuba and in municipal salons of Contramaestre, where he won prizes. Occasionally his neighbours asked him for small works such as a portrait, a landscape or a vase with flowers to decorate their houses, providing a modest source of income. His departure to the capital, although spurred by economic necessity, was also motivated by the development of his artistic career, since in Havana there are more galleries and cultural institutions than in the rest of the country and better opportunities to exhibit and sell his work.

Since his arrival in Havana, Oswaldo Castillo became a luchador (fighter), one who does not give up when faced with difficulties. In contrast to other popular or self-taught artists who wait to be discovered and supported by some critic or gallery, this humble artist, of unhurried movements and somewhat melancholic expression, went out with some of his paintings under his arm and began his journey to ask and discover for himself who could help him to improve the quality of his works and place them in any market, regardless of how small and sporadic. Without great illusions but with trust in himself, little by little he made his
works known; he made some sales and later managed to obtain a permanent contract with the Fondo Cubano de Bienes Culturales to market his works as an independent artist. Once established, Castillo brought one by one all his relatives from Contramaestre and they built a small property on the periphery of Mariano’s residential area, known as Finca Santa Catalina. Initially, the land was almost uninhabitable, full of boulders and thorny bushes, but they took to subsistence farming and reproduced the same forms of rural life they had enjoyed in their place of origin. They continued being rural in the city, and orientales in Havana.

Castillo was invited to participate in an important exhibition of prints, but since he had never made prints, in a few days he learned the rudiments of the technique from Ibrahim Miranda (one of our best printers and a professor) and he not only showed a group of beautiful xylographies and linoleum prints, but became such an enthusiast of printing that some weeks later he built himself a rustic press with waste machinery parts with which he printed many more works. At another time, when there were no buyers for his paintings, I suggested that he make figures carved in wood and then paint them, and in a few days he transformed himself into a wood carver, creating mothers carrying children, farmers with straw hats, multicoloured fish and a few unconventional walking sticks. In these new artistic expressions, he required only perseverance, tenacity, and used the same language, ambiances and characters that appeared in his paintings.

It is curious that despite having resided in Havana for more than ten years, all of Oswaldo Castillo’s work refers to the rural atmosphere of his origin, to its inhabitants, customs, work, landscapes, animals and humble dwellings. His paintings continue being gentle, idyllic, presenting a calm image of contemporary rural life of Cuba, and only occasionally reflecting some dramatic event from his own life (for example an accident while riding a horse at night that almost killed him and left him deaf in one ear).

Portraying the city, its buildings, squares or inhabitants has not been important to him. His paintings have also avoided reflecting the suffering that his new life in the capital has caused him and his family, especially events related to the government’s measures to control migration and avoid the establishment of improvised and therefore illegal housing. All those institutional measures prompted in a large portion of the capital’s population a new form of prejudice and discrimination against the orientales (whom they started to call “Palestinians”), many of whom were returned to their places of origin or besieged in the streets by the police for not having the documents required to live in Havana. This recent form of discrimination (not only racial, —but also ethnic, cultural and linguistic) was added to those well-known against the black and mulatto population. Oswaldo Castillo’s painting has always avoided those unpleasant topics and he has placed his bets on those who are more accepting and at the same time able provide him with an income. This may be a way of adapting to his new and unstable conditions or a resistance strategy vis-à-vis those discriminatory mechanisms, in this case not only deployed by the white privileged sector but, unfortunately, also by the black and mulatto sectors of the capital.

Instead of hate and resentment, Castillo prefers to return to Havana many things that the city and its art have started to lose and forget: the simplicity and sincerity of the language, the kindness, sweetness and beauty of the natural ambiences, the colour of the skies, the transparency of the rivers, the playful grace of the dogs, the flight of the birds, although he has also expressed in his work many of the current difficulties and vicissitudes faced by farmers, such as water shortages and humble housing. His oeuvre also reflects the racial composition of rural families from the eastern area of the country, where the population of African descent has generally been numerous.
Boda Campesina (Rural Wedding), 2008

The painting Boda Campesina refers to a mixed marriage between a black woman and a white man. The spectator discovers that this mix is also present in many of the weddings guests and even the animals surrounding the event, which forces us to consider it as something normal. Small dogs, lizards, cows and oxen with coats of different colours are united in sexual, loving activities. Treated with grace in a pleasant, picturesque setting, Castillo transmits his optimism with regard to the noncontroversial character of the biological crossbreeding that has been so abundant in the history of the Cuban people.
Inter-racial relationships or mixed marriages are presented again by Oswaldo Castillo, this time in a more emphatic and humorous way, in his work La Monta, where a dark-coated bull is covering a white cow. Although the story is similar to the one introduced in Boda Campesina (since the substitution of two representatives of the bovine livestock for the human couple doesn’t alter the essence of the matter), the fact that the male is the one with the dark coat presents us with a somewhat different connotation. Since this is a much less frequent combination, its acceptance by the racist ideology that still underlies the mentality of some Cubans is questionable. It would be different if Castillo had presented a couple in which the male is white and the female is black. As we know, the relationship white-man and black-woman was, since colonial times, the established and more tolerated norm, since it was always the white man (the master, the slave-owner, or ultimately a member of the ruling sector) who exercised control and this included the control, abuse and rape of the black woman. In reversing the polarity of this relationship through the use of a dark bull covering a white cow, Oswaldo Castillo’s apparently naïve painting presents us with a relatively concealed angle of his concerns. Perhaps it is only the corroboration of a fact and not a reflexive comment, but either way the situation is outlined frankly in the painting. One discovers in many of his works, especially in some of his beautiful wood carvings (where a black mother carries in her arms a white girl and a white mother carries a black girl), the same interest in making the racial question visible, not just the result of our own readings.
Alexis Esquivel
(1968, La Palma, Pinar del Río)

Alexis Esquivel is a mulatto artist and intellectual who has never wished to “whiten” himself but, on the contrary, to become darker, blacker. This attitude is seen not only in his physical appearance, the characteristics of his skin, hair and hairdo, but resides in the deepest strata of his consciousness. Esquivel presents this in the sharp perceptions of the black population’s social reality in his paintings; in his nonconformist readings of history, especially Cuban history, where the role played by the black and mulatto population has always been insufficiently reflected; in his refusal to accept the persistence of racial prejudice and discrimination and in his open rejection of the official rhetoric and demagogy that consents to or attempts to mask the extent of the problem. All this has allowed him to define and express with total clarity his social, racial and cultural identity. In contrast to many others, Alexis Esquivel has never wanted to be defined as a light-coloured mulatto, and much less “pass for white” and thus receive some of the benefits offered by white privilege, but he has assumed that the colour of his skin is as black as that of any black person, which – if we go only by his physical appearance – is not totally so. At one time he classified himself as belonging to the black-mestizo group, which was also a statement highlighting his blackness. All of this is an exception to the rule. Not only in Cuba, but anywhere. Crossing the colour line in an opposite direction from the usual (which is from black to white, or from darker to lighter, either by means of the process known as whitening, assimilation or any other kind of mimicry) is not a trivial gesture, especially when the person in question is an intellectual, or a reflexive visual artist like Alexis Esquivel who not only knows the palette’s colours very well, but the social meanings of the colours and hues defining the races.

I have begun by referring directly to this delicate matter because a large portion of his work points to the racial problems that are generated by the colour of the skin. Although his artistic reflections have also been geared at a wide range of social and political situations, Alexis Esquivel is one of the few Cuban artists who has remained devoted to this specific form of social inequality and has recorded in his work the many ways – at times concealed, imperceptible, subliminal – in which racial prejudices, stereotypes, and discrimination appear in our society. This priority in his thought and his artistic career has persisted. As he declared in the following extract from an interview:
“I am convinced that the only antidote against racial prejudices, the injustices and inequalities in which they are based, is a permanent reflection that a society should have on this or any other topic afflicting it, by keeping an incessant polemic on the most serious problems of its reality, and art can and should help in this.”

It is also important to reveal his opinion on the character that this type of commitment should take (especially for black or mulatto artists) to separate it from many other similar stands. This excerpt is taken from one of his letters:

“I do not believe that black artists are obliged to approach the topic, or that the topic is their private domain. The experiences are dissimilar, for that reason in my opinion this should arise as a natural, spontaneous concern. Although in many artists this concern may arrive later on, it is better if this is not done as an opportunist pose, but rather linked emotionally to their experience.”

Alexis Esquivel curated two of the first three exhibitions held in Cuba on racial topics: Ni Músicos ni Deportistas (Neither Musicians nor Sportsmen) in 1997 and Queloides II (Keloids II) in 1999, both organized jointly with the late art critic Ariel Ribeaux Diago, and preceded by a first version of Keloids in 1997, organized by Cuban art critic Omar Pascual Castillo, in which Alexis participated as an artist. Within the local artistic circuit, the defined stand in relation to racial problems taken by that small group that Esquivel integrated turned them (for some) into respected representatives of the radical wing of Afro-Cuban art and intellectuals, while they were considered (by others) as a group of resentful blacks seeing racial ghosts in Cuba where (seemingly) they no longer existed. As professor Esteban Morales expressed, this kind of reaction when facing a statement of racial identity by blacks and mulattos has always been “a paralyzing instrument, applied by those who do not want or do not find it convenient to discuss the topic” (...) that is to say, a sign of “white hegemony.” The artists linked to these brave exhibitions were even mockingly called maroon artists or apalençados (escaped slaves living in a palisaded shelter in the bush). Beyond the pejorative intent of such qualifications, were they not true after all? Those artists were in fact maroons who had been able to free themselves from those old obstacles and to break the silence that the society and institutions still maintained on the existence of racial conflicts within Cuban socialism.
Alexis Esquivel

Arbol Genealógico (Family Tree), 2008
Acrylic on canvas
195 x 145,5 cm
Arbol Genealógico
(Family Tree), 2008

The blacks and mulattos of Cuba, and of all the Americas, cannot reconstruct a family tree including all their ancestors. Beyond a few previous generations, there is a void that prevents them from finding the trunk and the roots. Those who attempt to put together their genealogy need to be content with a few recent branches. The old trunk and roots were left on the other side of the so-called Black Atlantic, in Ibadan, in Oyo, in Abeokuta, or further still, in any city or village of the ancient Kingdom of Congo, where the older saw the younger and strongest leave forever aboard slave ships. On this side of the Atlantic, the few black families whose elderly could remember the existence of an African great-grandfather or great-great-grandfather were perhaps able to mention the name with which they were re-baptized by the slave owner: Francisco, let us say, to which a last name was added, that of their nation of origin, Francisco Congo, or that of his owner, López or Martinez. The habit of building family trees is more common among high-class families that need to demonstrate their aristocratic origins, and is not usual among poorer families, and much less so in families descending from slaves. But the truth is that the origins of black Cuban families are as important as the family trees full of powdered European counts and marquises. Both family trees have their own nobility, their illustrious ancestors, who could be in the former case an expert blacksmith, a fortune-teller or a wood carver. The true history of black families in Cuba

has a deficit that may never be recouped, not even by searching wildly in our parochial files or in the intricate National Archives, or in the Archivo General de Indias in Seville although many researchers continue to work on this laboriously.7

In the face of the impossibility of establishing some of those traditional genealogical trees, Alexis Esquivel conceived a totally atypical kind of tree: a genealogical tree of racial conflicts, a heterogeneous family in which he included celebrated figures from the Cuban black community, world leaders in the fight against racism, as well as musicians, politicians, athletes, cosmonauts and even notorious characters who committed the most atrocious racist crimes, like Adolph Hitler. The list is long and perplexing. More than a tree it is a dense and entangled forest: Antonio Maceo, Evaristo Estenoz, Malcolm X, Bob Marley, Nelson Mandela, Angela Davis, Muhammad Ali, Huey Newton, Martin Luther King Jr., Condoleezza Rice, Colin Powell, Karl Marx, Toussaint Louverture, Elvis Presley and Barack Obama...

This is an excellent way to express the universality and complexity of racial problems. It is a shocking and provocative way, for some perhaps offensive, but unfortunately quite realistic. Whether we like it or not, we will never be able to do without all our “relatives”, whether loved or unwelcome, if we want to understand with

objectivity who we are, where we come from and where we are going to in this issue of racism.

I transcribe the artist’s comment on this interesting work:

(... I imagined a historical map of racial conflicts, where each personality or figure symbolizes more or less a “family” of discourses, strategies and political stands that later on may be denied or affirmed by their descendants, in a chaotic and disordered evolutionary diagram that sprouts here and retreats over there and retreats once and again over there, which grows unsuspected branches. It is the product of an irresponsible and capricious genetic engineering.)8
Alexis Esquivel

La Carrera del Siamés
(The Siamese’s Race),
2005–2006
Acrylic on canvas
113.5 x 154 cm
La Carrera del Siamés  
(The Siamese’s Race), 2005–2006

Despite the apparent simplicity of the image, this is an extremely suggestive painting full of small subtleties. Esquivel has used two small handcrafted figures that are sold as souvenirs in the foreign tourist stores in Cuba to represent Siamese twins. These dolls are generally stereotypical representations of a black man and a mulatta in their carnivalesque, tropical, “Caribbean” role. Very rarely – as in this case – they represent a white man or woman. Maybe the prototypes were originally conceived in the 1950s, or even earlier, specifically for the American tourist market and have remained the same. Mostly, they are amusing, inoffensive objects easy to sell in the souvenir market. These figures are the quickest emissaries, in Cuba and abroad, of a false and adulterated image of exotic black and mulatto Cuban men and women, always dressed as rumberos (rhumba players and dancers), with maracas in their hands, dedicated to entertaining and pleasing tourists. A version of this idea appears in one of Esquivel’s previous drawings, in which the Siamese twins are participating in a steeplechase. In this painting, the obstacles have disappeared and only the stands and the big lamps illuminating the competition remain. Is Esquivel suggesting that both characters, the black and the white, are destined to remain inevitably together in this race in which only jointly will they be able to arrive at the finishing line or, on the contrary, not arrive at all? Or do these Siamese twins express doubt about the advantages of our celebrated racial mix, since, although united, they exhibit separate racial identities, half black half white? Instead of mestizo or mulatto, is it not preferable to characterize our society, our nation’s project, according to its diversity and to conceive it as multiracial (or multicoloured)? Lastly, with regard to the title of this work, the double meaning of the English translation of the word Carrera (race), the same word used for Raza (race), is no mere coincidence. A good pun sometimes has the virtue of provoking deeper reflections than a complicated theoretical discourse.

1 See his web site www.alexisesquivel.com
2 I have used, in this and other texts, the term “mulatto” because it is the popular way of characterizing the racial identity of the mix between a black man or woman and a white man or woman. On the improity of considering the term “mulatto” pejorative, see the etymological explanation (derived from the Mandinga language) that appears in Fernando Ortiz, Glosario de Afroesgrafismos, Editorial de Ciencias Sociales, Havana, 1991, pp.335-336.
3 Jorge Félix Rodríguez, Interview. Alexis Esquivel o el niño que aún dibuja en el suelo. Otronunes.com, Revista Hispanoamericana de Cultura, año 1, no.3, December 2007.
4 Letter from Alexis Esquivel to the author, 1 July 2009.
5 On these three pioneering exhibits on the racial problem in Cuba, their context and the participating artists, see the essay by Alexis Esquivel Quejilde, la cicatriz dormida (Keloid, the dormant scar), in the catalogue to the exhibition Afrocuba: Works on paper 1968-2003, with curatorship and texts by the American Art Historian Judith Bettelheims, Fine Arts Gallery /International Center for the Arts, College of Creative Arts, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA, U.S. 2005, pp.17-21.
6 Esteban Morales. Cuba: Algunos desafíos del color, La Jiribilla, edición digital, Havana, year 5, September 9-15, 2006. Professor Morales has published essays on racial conflicts in present-day Cuba in various academic journals.
8 Letter from Alexis Esquivel to the author, 2 June 2008.
Armando Mariño
(Santiago de Cuba, 1968)

Although in the last few years Armando Mariño has turned to other topics and interests, his most characteristic work – that which made him known and admired – focused almost exclusively on the stressful relationship between western and non-western cultures, between the “civilized” and the “wild” or the “centre” and the “periphery”. The concepts of opposites that have emerged over time, and are now elegantly called “global” and “local”, have always referred to groups of dissimilar elements, belonging to one side or another. Currently, this duality is an abstraction, perhaps deliberately immobilizing, less useful than in the beginning, when the terms “colonialists” and “colonized”, “developed” and “underdeveloped” pointed towards more basic political and economic questions.

Armando Mariño’s painting has never paid much attention to such abstractions since the hub of his polarity has always been specific and concrete: the unequal positions of whites, representative of the west, the centre, the civilized, the developed and the global, and blacks, representative of all the rest. His paintings not only represent those relationships between white and black in a bodily form but he has also racializes them to make the issues more evident and categorical, without fear of being accused of Manichaeism. From a racial point of view, that alleged binary relationship is more complex than an equation made up of two elements. The white has always been on one side, but the Arabs, Latin American Indians, Native Americans, Asians and people with many skin tonalities have all been on the other side. It is also true that the blacks have turned out to be the representatives of the most punished extreme in such a polarity. And if they appear with so much force in his work it is not only because the artist himself is a black person. The question is not outlined from a merely autobiographical position. Like other artists of his generation, both white and black, Armando Mariño was concerned with the social and political aspects of that sector of our population.

Looking at his paintings we realize, however, that everything concerning racial conflict was summarized abruptly by Mariño in scenes that only have those two protagonists (or antagonists), although often the white is symbolized by creations and the black is the active character. Taking another recurrent euphemism from academic jargon, it may be said that his painting is a sort of defence of “otherness”, but in his personal conception the “other” is always represented by the black. For Mariño, the black is the prototype of the “other”. A black man – perhaps the artist himself – with white clipped pants, generally barefoot, is the one to appear in the foreground of most of his paintings, carrying out different actions in contrast to some aspect of western culture, the white man’s culture. The examples are multiple and often aggressive: a black person defecating on a portrait of Velázquez inside a painting by Miró; arm wrestling on a table against a well-dressed white manager; lying on the floor after devouring a bunch of apples (the Big Apple?); carrying sacks (of sugar?) in front of which he piles real sacks; scoring a basketball in the famous Duchamp’s urinal; sitting down in front of a white canvas.
watching Delacroix paint Liberty Leading the People, and so on.

Many of Armando Mariño’s concerns seem to revolve around the concept of art, the prestige or the hierarchy of artistic production, around the painter’s trade, since his works constantly appropriate fragments of famous works or classic, romantic, academic, modern, avant-garde and trans-avant-garde portraits. His works quote Zurbarán, Velázquez, Van Gogh, Matisse, Miró, Mondrián, Magritte, Calder and Duchamp. Often these works are represented by symbols such as the painter’s brush and palette, the working tools of the artist which are like his sword and shield. It could be thought then that he has taken art as the central topic of his entire provocative, demystifying, desecrating program; the history of so-called “universal” art (made up mostly of Europeans and North Americans). Or perhaps he has set aside the great maestros and made the other artists -- especially those of peripheral countries -- take them as exemplary models to be emulated if they wish to become part of this pantheon. This concern at times acquires a distressing tone when one is faced with the difficulty that such useless emulation generates. Yet Mariño’s reflections always go much further. The relationships between peripheral art and the art of the “central” countries, or between the peripheral artist and the history of western art, can be considered a leitmotif, but his central topic has always been the evidence of inequality, especially the exclusion and racial discrimination that weighs on the black person in all walks of life, represented here by the black artist.

Many of Armando Mariño’s watercolours have a direct and explicit language. This work in particular does not require much comment. Black people have always carried on their backs the full weight of material production, both in the old sugar mills of colonial times when they were slaves and in many areas of modern industrial production as workers. Although this situation has been changing favourably little by little, manual rather than intellectual work is still the most frequent employment option for a large part of the black population of Cuba. The other two options have traditionally been music and sport -- a situation sarcastically mentioned by Cuban critic Ariel Ribeaux in his magnificent essay Ni músicos ni deportistas.
CONTEMPORARY AFROCUBAN ART

This work, like many other works by Mariño, is intentionally shocking. The matter is presented crudely, without the smallest concession to the aesthetic sensibility of the spectator who is made to view a perverse, satanic event, including a masked creature with long horns and an open abdomen with exposed guts. The odd thing is that this small image, an addition to one side of the main painting, makes what should be truly sinister and repulsive seem less awful: the image of an African slave under the torture of a tight noose and a halter or iron mask that were applied as punishment by the master, as well as the legal provision that appears in the painting: “...TO PROCURE THAT THE BLACK MARRY BLACK, AND THAT THE SLAVES DO NOT BECOME FREE FOR HAVING MARRIED”, transcribed from Book VI of the LEYES DE INDIAS (Laws of the Indies). The work is a disturbing comment on the old prohibition against mixed marriages between blacks and whites, and suggests a false conception that the genetic component of a black person could contaminate the white race and produce monstrous or diabolical creatures. Of course such arguments are no longer part of the current discourse on this matter, but Mariño tries to remove any vestige of this racist fraud that may have remained in the contemporary collective imagination, both in Cuba and the rest of the world.
El Sueño de la Razón (The Dream of Reason), 2002

This work by Armando Mariño was inspired by the famous etching by Francisco de Goya, The Dream of Reason Begets Monsters 1799, from his series Caprices. In this case, the dream that torments the black painter (whose appearance is, nevertheless, quite gentle) is the product of western reasoning that has been disseminated on a global scale by means of colonial destruction and ignorance or by discrediting the rationality of the many cultures of the world. These products of western reason are represented here by the magnificent building of El Escorial (Monastery of San Lorenzo del Escorial), built in 1563 for the king of Spain, Felipe II, whose valuable timber was extracted from Cuban forests. There are also portraits of George Washington, Carlos V, Matisse, Duchamp, and some fragments of famous works, such as Munch’s The Scream and a martyred saint by Zurbarán. Again we see one of Armando Mariño’s fundamental concerns: whether to accept or reject those forms of culture, rationality and aesthetic sensibility of the west which are often incompatible with those of other cultures or, as in this case, conflict with those of the black artist sitting beside the painting and holding his palette. As the artist explained to me in a letter: “The monsters of the peripheral artist are no other than those built and structured by the Western Cultural World, a constant nightmare of reference for the cultivated “other”.2

The fact that this is reflected in all of Armando Mariño’s work is curious since on the one hand, his painting has a high formal quality, particularly in the realism of his representation of figures and atmospheres, and the academic skill with which he handles colours, light, shade and perspective, but at the same time as assuming that legacy, he demonstrates that this legacy may be transformed or even denied by challenging its contents, making us see that having received such learning is not so important after all. It is simply another tool and a way to express that identical means can and should be used to produce different messages.

2 Letter from Armando Mariño to the author, 6 October 2009.
Ibrahim Miranda
(Pinar del Río, 1969)

The words have to be enticed out of Ibrahim Miranda’s mouth, one by one. His sentences are brief, sporadic, with long pauses, and are often condensed into a simple head movement, affirmative or negative. Sometimes there is a smile of approval or a laugh. I have never seen him worked up, or heard his voice raised. Yet one always feels the presence of a great inner containment, like a pressure cooker. Our longest conversations in the past twenty years have been possible thanks to the presence of at least one talkative speaker! Yet despite being so quiet, Ibrahim is able to give lectures, teach workshops and give master classes in many universities and cultural institutions around the world. Despite being an introvert, he is an artist with a great expressive, communicative compulsion, who wants to share his work and what he knows about artistic creation, especially woodcutting, his specialty, and to participate in community projects or those involving the active participation of the viewers. His artistic production has been constant, almost obsessive, which is an excellent formula to balance the meditative and melancholic aspects of his personality.

Ibrahim comes from a family of poor mulattos from the most western province of our island, Pinar del Río, which has been called the Cinderella of Cuba because it is socially, economically and culturally under-developed. Although in the last years this situation has started to change favourably (since 2001 Pinar del Río has a Museum of Art (MAPRI), for instance), several hurricanes have hit this area so hard as to make the recovery process slow and relentless. Ibrahim Miranda left for Havana in 1984 to study at the National School of Visual Arts and then the Higher Institute of Art, from which he graduated in 1993. Moving to Havana and studying at these schools would have created an exciting change for Ibrahim. Many artists who live and work in Havana have made the same journey from the remotest corners of our island in order to benefit from the free art programmes which began in the first years of the Revolution. This constant influx of young men and women from all the provinces, from the urban and rural areas, from every social, cultural, racial and religious sector, has had a decisive influence on the development of our varied and complex artistic life, since all brought from their places of origin their own history and interpreted and assimilated in their own way the teachings they received. Some brought with them ingenuousness and the typical humour of the countryside, others the symbolism of the Afro-Cuban religious traditions practiced by their families, and still
others the imprint of the depressed, dismal atmospheres of their childhoods. Ibrahim arrived in Havana when he was barely fifteen, bringing emotional and psychological baggage together with a great intellectual curiosity and interest in historical and philosophical problems and the mysteries of art and poetry.

Long before his graduation from ISA, the splendid prints and ink drawings of Ibrahim Miranda were well-known and began to be shown in national and foreign galleries. Soon after, his woodcuts won important international awards such as first prize in the 10th San Juan Latin American and Caribbean Printmaking Biennial, Puerto Rico, 1993. Ibrahim started off as an artist with a defined poetry, expressed in two fundamental ways; xylography and the use of maps, with which he created countless transfigurations of the island of Cuba, generally with a dark, dismal aspect as well as great lyricism. His prints display imaginative and mythical imagery with oniric touches reminiscent of heritages as diverse as the European medieval period and the Renaissance (Lucas Cranach, Albrecht Dürer), Russian Lubok¹, popular Mexican stamps (José Guadalupe Posada) and the literatura de cordel (string literature) of the Brazilian Northeast. His work with maps, on the contrary, stems directly from poetry, and had its origin in Cuban José Lezama Lima’s poem titled Noche Insular, Jardines Invisibles (Insular Nights, Invisible Gardens). This poem, heard over and over in Lezama’s voice, thanks to a record made by Casa de las Américas, inspired Ibrahim to work on a long series, many versions of which have continued to the present². The changing maps of our island, in constant metamorphosis, were a refined but provocative metaphor for our incompleteness, the indefinite and imperfect character of our society, our nation and the need for change. The xylographic creation of that imaginary cartography of Cuba, made in watercolour and inks on real maps extracted from the National Atlas of Cuba, was for many years the main creative nucleus around which the work of Ibrahim Miranda revolved. He has also explored other expressions such as painting on canvas, ink and wash drawings, knitted papers, patchwork and other combined techniques, generally based on prints, but xylography and the maps have allowed him to deploy with extraordinary originality his secret restlessness and his philosophical, existential, racial and political reflections, albeit in a veiled, cloudy and inexplicit language.

Ibrahim Miranda was important in the rebirth of printmaking in Cuba of the early 1990s which, according to the critic David Mateo, had the character of a vindication³ after years of neglect of this creative expression that previously had a long tradition in our visual arts. Ibrahim was also, along with printmakers Belkis Ayón, Sandra Ramos and Abel Barroso, one of the organizers and curators of the exhibition La Huella Múltiple (The Multiple Imprint), devoted to reflecting and boosting artistic prints in all their variants by means of exhibitions, workshops and the publication of voluminous portfolios with many original prints, a project that despite having received the support of some state institutions, was practically subsidized by the artists themselves.
Proyecto Cubrecamas
(Bedcovers Project), 1997-1998

Ibrahim Miranda

Ibrahim began this project with the assistance of his sister, Idania Miranda, a tailor, during a visit in 1997 to the house where he was born in Pinar del Río. The idea was to recover the patchwork techniques used by dressmakers in the neighbourhood to make bedcovers from discarded clothing. Ibrahim added to the bedcovers “sewn drawings”, thus changing their character. When they were finished, he lent the bedcovers to friends in Havana to be used before they were shown publicly. The idea revolved around how these bedcovers related with the night and sleep and with the personal experiences of each user.

What was interesting about this project has more to do with the level of the unconscious than with premeditation. Without the artist’s knowledge, his work started to spread an important but neglected issue. His bedcovers project went beyond artistic originality, or a gesture to recover a handicraft tradition (generally female), or to give these objects of previous practical use artistic value. The main interest – at least regarding Afro-Cuban culture – lies in the hidden story of these humble textile artefacts, whose origin is not only popular, of poor people, but is also bound to a tradition of African origin.
that has remained invisible or silenced in Cuba. As professor Robert Farris Thompson has pointed out, this tradition stems from the “rhythmic” fabrics of the Mande culture of Mali that spread through many areas of western Africa until it arrived in America and the Caribbean through the slave trade. Its presence has been well documented in the south of the United States, and is equally present in Brazil, Suriname, Haiti and Cuba, although in our case its bonds with Africa have never been pointed out. This technique has not only been part of the making of bedcovers and other small household objects (pot holders, doormats, etc.), but has also been used in Afro-Cuban religious contexts, especially in shawls, skirts and shirts that the santeros and paleros use when working with the powers of Oya or the dead (egguns and nfumbe), since the alternate combination of different colours (generally 9, in vertical or horizontal stripes or squares) has the power to protect the practitioner from malicious spirits. This symbolic tradition of African and Afro-Cuban origin has been reactivated instinctively by Ibrahim and reinforced through the inclusion of the fantastic imagery of his “sewn drawings” that often include mysterious religious messages.
Lágrimas Negras (Black Tears), 2000

This xylograph with charcoal is somewhat removed from the iconography that Ibrahim used in his initial engravings. Far from expressing the whims of his imagination, here he intentionally transmits a message of social, racial and political meaning. Ibrahim based this work on the title of a song by Cuban musician Miguel Matamoros (Santiago de Cuba, 1894-1971), interpreted by the famous Trío Matamoros which used as a background the image of an old map of Cuba where the Florida peninsula is also visible. The long political rift between the governments of Cuba and the United States, which has blocked our country economically and culturally for the past fifty years, has not only generated untold hardship and suffering in our population, but has also encouraged it to embark on an exodus to the United States (especially Miami, only 90 miles away) as a possible solution to our problems. In addition to the dramatic separation of families, this voyage is often carried out on rudimentary crafts, which has caused countless deaths in the Straits of Florida. The black population of Cuba – although less represented in these migrations – has always been worse punished by the economic effects of this political conflict. Aside from the many domestic problems they have faced as the most vulnerable sector of our society, they are also in a disadvantaged position in relation to the remittances sent by émigrés from abroad, since the black sector residing abroad has fewer employment possibilities and receives less remuneration⁶. The black tears of this work refer to the sufferings of the Cuban people in general, and specifically the tears of black men and women.
Los Novios (The Bridal Couple), 2004

Of slighter appearance, even caricaturesque, this xylograph is a summarized expression of the strong connection that has always existed between Africa and America. As the title says, they are lovers, a couple. However, curiously enough, although Africa has always been conceived as the mother of humankind, here it is represented as the father. Perhaps since the artist is an Afro-descendant man, he unconsciously identified himself with the African continent. The couple looks at each other and is about to kiss. But both continents are caught in enormous nets that keep them apart. And we already know what these nets are: they were knitted a long time ago by colonialism and are still held in place by the near invisible hands of global capitalism. Ibrahim Miranda has outlined this in a simple and comprehensible way, using the resources of old and popular printmaking.
The art career of Alexandre Arrechea began twice: first around 1991 and again on 4 July 2003. (The accuracy with which the artist has recorded the second date has always aroused my curiosity). The thing is that Arrechea was not always an independent artist. For 12 years, he belonged to the famous art group called Los Carpinteros, of which Marco Castillo and Dagoberto Rodríguez were also members. Should I begin writing about the anonymous Arrechea who was part of Los Carpinteros or about the new Arrechea who began his career in 2003? Should there be a radical divide between his first phase as a group artist and this new phase as a solo artist? Can we wipe the slate clean and consider it a totally new beginning? In fact, a great effort must be made to avoid looking back. The years he worked as one of that trio of artists are not only recorded in his résumé, but are still present in the formal and conceptual virtuosity of his new works and in the synthetic and enigmatic formulation of his ideas. An important part of Arrechea will always remain in the works of Los Carpinteros of that period.

While part of the generation that burst onto the Cuban art scene in the 1990s, Alexandre Arrechea, together with Marco and Dagoberto, took a stand somehow different from that of their peers. They made fun of the constant surveillance of the content of artworks by the State playing its censorship role, as well as by art critics and viewers, the latter interested in discovering and praising (discreetly, in a low voice) any work with critical allusions to the national reality, that showed social commitment by artists. Lacking an alternative journalism, independent of the official press, which would openly point out and discuss the errors that affected our society, art since the mid-1980s became one of the few rostrums for expressing uneasiness and nonconformity, although the discourses were metaphoric and addressed to a relatively small audience. However, some members of that new generation of Cuban artists began to get tired of the excessive politization of art. In the case of Los Carpinteros, their attitude was cynical in two ways: they concealed their responsibility as individual artists by means of the alibi of the group and they directed attention to the excellent handicraft of their works, such as carpentry or cabinet-making. Thus, they tried to stop others from looking for the social or political problems that eventually might (or might not) be reflected in their works, under the assumption that handicraft is apolitical. For many years, they were devoted to conceiving and building objects exquisitely made but with an irrational and absurd aspect, in which apparent conflicts had to
do with the extravagant incompatibility between conventional ideas about objects (for example, a table) and the objects which they built (a table with a water surface, therefore, unusable). For some people this was an elegant way of openly ignoring the social and political predicaments of their environment.²

The new solo works by Arrechea also have that mocking and ambiguous touch that prevents us from accurately defining his reflections, opinions and criteria. The large abstractions or mega-concepts he manages at present in his works, such as power, for example, do not clearly state what kind of power they are alluding to. We are not certain whether he is referring to the power of the big transnational capital, to that of authoritarian socialism, to the power still wielded by the white hegemony all over the world or to that which a lower bureaucrat exercises at a state office. Perhaps one can simply enjoy the excellence of the work in a hedonist manner, with no concern for the meaning beyond its physical qualities.

An impressive work by Arrechea, Black Sun, 2009, shows a big black wrecking ball swinging menacingly toward the wall. Since most gallery walls are white, could this be an aggressive gesture against the concept of whiteness, especially the racial one? Arrechea describes the action of this demolishing ball as devoid of confrontation. He perceives it as “knocking on a door”, like asking permission to enter. “The piece, as I see it, is the failure of the destructive power of the wrecking ball. After having watched the video for a while, you feel the sensation that you are “insistently knocking on the door” and that is the part that interests me. It is a piece that is requesting a space rather than wrecking another.”³

This expression of easing of tension, of a kind, non-violent action, seems rather apolitical and uncommitted. Does the market play a role in these decisions? Or does it have to do with facilitating the global circulation of art, where local references or too many problematic or polemic elements can become an obstacle to understanding, or generate censorship in spaces dominated by politically correct ideology? It must not be forgotten that Alexandre Arrechea as Los Carpinteros, Carlos Garaicoa, Tania Bruguera and Yoan Capote are global artists, accustomed to carrying out site-specific works around the world. This condition generates different criteria from those of many local artists. Their conceptualism and minimalism are effective tools within that context. But, strangely enough, Black Sun was projected recently on a wall of NASDAQ (the largest automated stock exchange of the United States) in Times Square, New York, and a critic drew attention to how the work made him recall the “catastrophic collapse of the U.S. economy”. Is it then a kind of explosive work with an innocent aspect, capable of exploding like a bomb or not, depending on the context? Would we be entitled to read racial interpretations into Black Sun?
White Corner, 2006

With this work I suffered a strange and enlightening deception. I got excited about an interpretation of it that turned out to be far from the artist’s real purposes. I fantasized that the fight of one black person with a bat and another black person with a machete (both performed by the artist himself), was a representation of intra-racial conflicts or, at least, mistrust within the black population of Cuba or any other place. I included the white wall as a silent, indolent witness or as a supposedly neutral spectator in the face of this problem, which would then introduce a new conflict, this time of inter-racial nature. How many times, when there is a fight between two black people, have we heard a white person say disdainfully: “let them kill each other”? And this indolent exclamation can be repeated when hearing the news that the black population of an African country attacked and killed hundreds of other black Africans for tribal or religious issues. Yet Arrechea wrote to me that the work referred mainly to an inner conflict between his old stand as a member of Los Carpinteros and his current work as an independent artist: “White Corner is, then, one of those pieces that examines that whole process of change and re-conversion. Therefore, the installation is a cry of independence regarding my previous work and of personal conflict (…) The video shown on that wall arranged in an angle is a perfect ambush, in which there are few possibilities for one Alexandre or the other Alexandre to survive. Only one will be the winner.”

Why, then, did I choose this work for the Afro-Cuban collection knowing that its subject was not, in fact, intra-racial nor inter-racial conflict? Why did I not think that it could be about violence between two people (of any colour) or simply about distrust, a widespread syndrome in our society where, in the face of the ghost of surveillance, nobody dares to speak with total honesty for fear of being accused
of being a potential dissident or counter-revolutionary? In fact, the first individual work of Alexandre Arrechea was called El Jardín de la Desconfianza (The Garden of Distrust), and was made in Los Angeles between 2003 and 2006. Its central element was a tree in whose branches the artist had installed video cameras that recorded and sent images of the viewers to the internet. Even knowing this precedent, my imagination was diverted by the presence of two black people waiting for an imminent attack. Was this really a misinterpretation, a prejudiced misreading? As the artist later warned me, all his works are designed to have many readings and, being a black artist, it is unavoidable for the racial problem to be present. But it was not the core of his concerns. Should it be so? Is he forced to address that subject in response to viewers and critics’ expectations because he is a black artist? Would that be my second fiasco, the second betrayal of my white subconscious? Or was I finally beginning to understand the real functioning, the subtle strategy of the works of Alexandre Arrechea?

1 See his website: http://www.alexandrearrechea.com/
3 Letter of A. Arrechea to the author, 4 June 2009.
5 Letter of A. Arrechea to the author, 4 June 2009.
JUAN ROBERTO DIAGO DURRUTHY
(Havana, Cuba, 1971)

Juan Roberto Diago\textsuperscript{1} Durruthy stems from a long-established family of black Cuban artists and intellectuals whose credentials are well documented. I would like to draw attention to the way of placing racial identity before national identity in sentences such as this since its use is still a taboo in many of our discourses and writings, probably because of the fear of incurring discriminatory or racist expressions. Amongst Cubans, racial identity is habitually included in the more comprehensive and generic definition of “Cuban man” or “Cuban woman”. When one does not mention black or mulatto identity, and subsumes it in the larger identity of being Cuban, one denies the importance of the whole social, cultural and historical burden of these groups of people.

This old Cuban black family has as its most prominent figure – at least in the context of visual arts – Roberto Diago’s grandfather, painter and sketcher Juan Roberto Diago Querol (Havana 1920 - Madrid, 1955) who was one of the most renowned modern Cuban artists in the 1940-50s\textsuperscript{2}, son of Virgilio Diago (Tampa, Key West, 1897 - Havana, 1941), first violin of the symphony orchestra of Havana and one of the most remarkable violinists in Cuba\textsuperscript{3}. In 1949 Diago Querol married Josefina Urfé, daughter of the celebrated musician José Urfé (Madruga, Havana 1897 - Havana, 1957), clarinettist, professor, orchestra and band conductor and composer of \textit{Danzón El Bombín de Barreto}\textsuperscript{4}, among others. Other musicians and music researchers are also part of this family, such as Odilio Urfé (Madruga 1921 - Havana, 1988)\textsuperscript{5}, Josefina’s brother who visited their house frequently, Ignacio Villa (\textit{Bola de Nieve}) and José Lezama Lima. Since childhood Roberto Diago Durruthy was surrounded by anecdotes of artistic, literary and musical creators, as well as numerous books and artworks that would end up marking his future.

Nevertheless, as he admitted in a brilliant interview by journalist and art critic David Mateo\textsuperscript{6}, he preferred swimming and baseball, but thanks to his grandmother Josefina Urfé who signed him up for courses for children offered by the National Museum of Fine Arts, little by little he became interested in art: “...IMAGINE HOW IT WAS TO LIVE IN A MARGINAL NEIGHBOURHOOD AS THAT OF POGOLOTTI, LINKED TO A POPULATION OF LOW CULTURAL LEVEL, PLAYING IN THE STREETS WITH BOYS SOME OF WHOSE ARE STILL CLOSE FRIENDS, AND TO HAVE SOMEONE GRAB YOUR HAND AND TAKE YOU TO A DIAMETRICALLY OPPOSED CONTEXT AS THAT OF THE MUSEUM.”\textsuperscript{7}

I believe that this mix of cultivated and popular, elitism and marginality has been extremely important in Diago’s artistic career
and in the formation of its own personality. This has endowed his topics, his language and the critical content of his discourses with a high degree of credibility, originality and aesthetic quality. His works display a double commitment to those two socio-cultural contexts from which he stems and which contributed different but equally enriching ingredients.

He began his career as a painter, but became more inclined to textures, assembling different materials, volumes, drawing on his training in sculpture, with the result that in addition to drawing, painting and photography, he has used many sculptural techniques and materials such as cement, wood, iron and jute fabric. Like other artists of his generation interested in approaching race relations in a critical way, these concerns did not appear initially, but grew out of the process of maturing, assimilating the problems, gaining incentives from the context and reading current texts of that time. His works were shown in the well-known exhibition Queloides, at the Casa de África in 1997, which was an important acknowledgement of his artistic commitment to the problems facing blacks in Cuba. Since then, his work has been one of the most energetic in commenting on this topic using all the resources within his reach. And his criticisms have been direct and daring.

De la serie ‘Donde el Dolor no Duele’ (Of the series ‘Where the Pain Does not Hurt’), 2003
A Mal Tiempo Buena Cara (Braving the Bad Weather), 2005

The photographic work of Diago is direct and sincere, without fixating on aesthetics. A secret alliance or complicity arises between the subject and the photographer, something that many photographers do not achieve. This effect results from either their large light boxes assembled from rough wood boards like the rickety houses that one
España, Devuélveme mis Dioses
(Spain, Give my Gods Back), 2000

When shown for the first time, this work seemed controversial within the local milieu for its visual formulation as well as its messages. The work combines two categorical statements, one religious and the other racial. Both are written on the cloth with the brutality of street graffiti, as quickly as possible, like political denunciations written on walls, mindless of aesthetics and unrelated to the elaborate graffiti of the hip-hop culture. The first writing seems a strange, disproportionate and rather absurd demand, since Spain is in fact no longer our colonial metropolis, nor was it ever capable of taking the African gods from Cuba, but instead brought its own gods and censored and repressed all others. Perhaps we should interpret it as a retrospective grievance, in which the artist takes the side of his ancestors, those Africans who were abruptly robbed of their native religions when brought to Cuba as slaves. Or maybe it is a scornful comment on religious “syncretism”, since identifications and homologies between African orishas and Catholic saints have made us lose sight of the fact that the main content of the rituals was always and continues to be essentially African. The requested restoration could be the restitution of that African native status which preceded the participation of the Catholic saints who had not yet stolen the limelight from the orishas. The second writing hardly requires a comment. It is as plain as daylight: “It is not difficult to be a man, being black is difficult.”

The materials used as support, especially the seemingly abstract central detail, are the most suggestive, perhaps because the information is less readable although written in large characters. The jute sack is a casing that has always been associated with sugar in Cuba. In colonial times, sugar was produced by the labour of African slaves and their offspring, so that its use instead of a white canvas (from the European artistic tradition), is clearly a cultural and racial objection. This message encourages disobedience and cultural insubordination. Yet these are not Cuban sacks, but rather African ones from Ghana, which have been used to ship coffee. The African sacks have, according to the artist, an additional “symbolic load” due to their origin. This substitution of country and
product generates new links – especially for the Cuban public – that may relate coffee with blacks, not only because of the colour but because of a stereotype established by the song MAMÁ INÉS by the famous black musician Bola de Nieve, in which one verse states: “Oh MAMÁ INÉS, all the blacks drink coffee.” This stereotype was challenged by Roberto Diago in his work titled TODOS LOS NEGROS NO TOMAMOS CAFÉ (Not all Blacks Drink Coffee), 2002.

Regarding the expressive and rough textile ties at the central part of the painting, perhaps these indicate the linking or interweaving between whites and blacks, or between the cultures of European and African origin, represented by the white canvas and jute sack strips. This work unwittingly expresses the inevitability of such a link, and the necessity that any solution would have to involve the union of blacks, mulattos and whites. The interwoven textiles also remind us of an Afro-Cuban religious practice known by the PALEROS as NKANGA or “ties”, used symbolically to tie down either a couple with disagreements or to mystically secure and protect the space where a ceremony is to be held. Religious references can never be ruled out of the work of a Cuban, much less so in the case of Diago, although religion has never had an important or obvious presence in his works. Could such “ties” be a form of securing the unity of all the sectors of our society, of attempting the long-awaited racial harmony never achieved that would provide us with a nation “with all and for the wellbeing of all” that José Martí spoke about? The artist comments that we cannot cast aside the fact that such ties represent the bones of all the Africans who died at sea during the long Middle Passage across the Atlantic in slave ships. Whatever the associations called forth by this detail of Diago’s work, it is only tangentially connected with the aesthetic contents, such as rough impasto surfaces with multiple materials, used by the assemblage artists of the already faraway 1950s; Tàpies, Burri and Antoni Clavé. Unlike these artists, Roberto Diago’s work uses material loaded with meanings and suggestions of historical character, social, racial and political denunciation and, of course, hope.
In some of his recent works, Roberto Diago has presented a more amiable, less conflicting image of blacks, who simply claim a place under the sun, either in the city or near nature, as in the works Tu Lugar (Your Place), 2006 and El Hijo del Monte (The Son of the Bush), 2008. With reference to the exhibition Un Lugar en el Mundo (A Place in the World) held in UNEAC’s Villa Manuela Gallery in 2009, Diago replied to a comment by critic David Mateo about the absence in these works of their habitual aggression and criticism of racial problems: “People always tend to frame the racial issue, the black issue, approached from marginality, and this exhibition despite that, speaks of a place in the world, that tranquil place that
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Perhaps Diago is unconsciously idealizing the real situation of most black Cuban families, yet he gives us signs to suspect the underlying existence of critical messages in those faces without mouths, or in those fragmentary supports made of patches that refer to backgrounds of poverty and disadvantages that black people still confront, which forces them to have to assemble their world from bits and pieces, like those bedcovers that we see in humble homes. In this context, the absence of mouths of his characters can be understood as an allusion to the difficulty that blacks still have in openly articulating their discourse, expressing their discomfort and telling their story in their own words, without having someone speaking for them, silencing or censoring them. And although those schematic faces, some with one rectangular eye and another circular eye, remind us of masks, perhaps because our memory is overburdened with old references, but in Diago’s case these are always schematized human faces and not Afro-exotic masks. They are the faces of black people who look at the reality that surrounds them in a different way from how they are perceived, often contemptuously, with paternalism or tolerance.

OUR ANCESTORS, OUR PARENTS, OUR GRANDPARENTS, AND MOTHERS ALWAYS HAD.”

1 See his website www.robertodiago.com
7 Idem footnote vi.
8 Idem
9 José Martí, Obras Completas volume IV, 267-279, Editorial Nacional de Cuba, Havana, 1963-1973. The phrase is taken from a speech made by the National Hero, José Martí, at the Cuban Lyceum of Tampa, on 26 November 1891 known by this title: “With all and for the wellbeing of all.”
Douglas Pérez Castro
(Santo Domingo, Villa Clara, 1972)

What stands out most in Douglas Pérez’s works is his great sense of humour; a humour that comments with extraordinary acuity on complex matters in our local history, society and culture. Pérez’s works hardly ever use humour for its own sake. In spite of being a cheerful, funny person, he never lets himself be drawn into the simple pleasure of amusing others gratuitously. Behind his humour, his impulse to caricature, there is always an underlying critical or at least reflexive, curious, inquiring purpose. His critical commitment seems to be governed by a phrase pronounced by our great poet-philosopher José Martí: “Humour and satire should be for society like a whip with bells on the tip.” Although his works may point to painful or dramatic realities such as racial discrimination against blacks, or the difficulties and contradictions that prevail in our current society, they never reflect bitterness, anger, regret or sadness, but rather amusement and humor. One often has the impression that they are not critical comments at all, but simply “painted jokes”, as the artist himself has said about his work.

Of all the Cuban artists of his generation, Douglas Pérez probably has the most extensive and varied repertoire. Although he has been inclined to dwell on the history of Cuba, in which the black slave is an essential figure, his fascination for science fiction has recently led him into the future, into imaginary history, without abandoning the representation of the local iconography that characterizes his work. In the first case, he is not trying to reflect precise historical events, but rather to preserve the tone or style of past times. Many of his paintings and watercolours seem to recreate Cuban colonial scenes in the context of local colour, as if they were appropriations from painters and printers of the 19th century, mostly foreigners such as Hipólito Garneray, Federico Mialhe, Eduardo Laplante or Víctor Patricio de Landaluze. His repertoire is similar to that of those artists: groups of house slaves in interiors or in plazas and markets; characters dressed in the attire of members of the African cabildos on the feast of the Epiphany; ancient horse carriages (called quitrines and calesas) with coachmen dressed in rich livery and knee-high boots, and a wide variety of objects that seem to be simple reconstructions of Cuban colonial times. But
when we look closer, we discover alarming anachronisms: a picture of Ché Guevara, an electric rice cooker, an airplane, a man filling used lighters, a parabolic antenna, a TV set, a Russian nested doll (or Matrioshka), an offset print of the Virgin of Charity of El Cobre or the Sacred Heart of Jesus that are common in our homes today. These artefacts are meant to launch us back from our daily contexts to meditate on the complex and contradictory nature of our national identity, which includes many negative elements from our past (not always overcome) or successive pasts. We realize that the slaves represented in his works are present-day black men and women, or perhaps Cuban men and women of any colour.

Another remarkable characteristic of Douglas Pérez’s work is his vivid colour. His works are always attractive and pleasant, devoid of sombre or depressing atmospheres. Such enjoyment of lively, exuberant colours has been a characteristic shared by many Cuban and Caribbean artists and is apparently influenced by our climate, the intense brightness of the tropics, the exuberant nature of our vegetation and skies, which reflect upon our bustling, extroverted idiosyncrasy. But in Douglas’s case, this may also be the result of the picturesque images that he uses as a reference to record our typical ambiances and characters and our local colour. For those painters and printers that reflected colonial reality from the perspective of the powerful, the landlords and sugar mill owners, the life of the popular sectors, especially the slaves, seemed an exotic scenario, a feast, eternal carnival, rather than the hell that it actually was. This carnivalesque, folkloric exoticism was transmitted to our Bufo theatre (Cuban vernacular theater) through the stereotypical representations of el Negro (blackface or little black man) and la Mulata (the mulatta) who contaminated our understanding (or misunderstanding) of the human factors in our own society. Hence the festive character and the colouring of Douglas Pérez’s painting has the intention of mocking or parodying that which we should not disregard. The colouring of his paintings and watercolours are an attractive envelope to make the true merchandise that has been smuggled in more enticing: his critical, scathing reflections on our history, the current state of our society and, in particular, the black Cuban population.

The meticulous and detailed narrative style of Douglas Pérez sets him apart from most of his Cuban contemporaries who are generally more prone to laconic, synthetic discourses, influenced by the conceptual trend of the 1980s in Cuba. His aesthetics are even far removed from those of painter Pedro Álvarez who is possibly his closest antecedent and with whom he has many other points in common. Douglas’s paintings are always multi-coloured, full of characters who are carrying out a wide variety of tasks and surrounded by an endless number of heterogeneous elements belonging to different periods. Since his narrations tend to be ongoing, Douglas distributes them in extensive series, another of his characteristics. His desire to narrate is inexhaustible, and he takes advantage of each chapter of that long chronicle with retro appearances to focus on problems in our present, drawing on the complicated history of our social and cultural identity. Douglas Pérez is an informed chronicler of contemporary Cuba, who comments by parodying the languages of the past.
El Macao (The Crab), 1997

Nutricia (Nutrition), 1997

These works are an interesting exception in Douglas Pérez’s artistic production, using sober language and unconventional materials (toilet paper on coloured ink drawings). They are also atypical for their synthetic character and subdued colouring that lends them a certain drama, far removed from his habitual humorous tone. In the case of El Macao, he could be alluding to a common phrase in Cuba which draws a parallel between the only way to drive the macao (a small Cuban hermit crab) out of its shell and a person who is entrenched or trapped (voluntarily or not) out of his position: we must set him/her on fire. Referring to the African slave caught inside that old conical sugar mould, the only way to put an end to his condition as a slave is by means of violent struggle, the fire of war, or a direct confrontation with the manifestations of racism. In the case of Nutricia, Douglas Pérez also makes reference to the old slave population, but here he uses the cone as a funnel to refer to the coarse nature of their sustenance that was seen by the masters as a way of filling the tank with fuel so that the slave could continue working. In both artworks we may extend the meaning to some of the problems in present-day Cuba, depending on our interpretive abilities. The works of Douglas Pérez are only food for thought.
This work is part of an extensive series called Stowaway. According to the artist, the series deals with the cultural resistance of black Cubans to white hegemony through music, dance, theatre, religion and politics. In Comentario, this form of resistance is synthesized in a great multicoloured ear alluding to the circulation of information through oral culture, including stories told by parents to children, street jokes, flirtatious remarks, cries of street vendors and even gossip. In colonial times, with few exceptions, blacks were forced to communicate their culture by word of mouth, which not only preserved and transmitted traditional religious knowledge but was also used to conspire against the Spanish colonial powers and to organize slave rebellions secretly. Douglas Pérez’s comment on the use of oral communication refers not only to the current black population, but to the Cuban population in general, since the opinions, concerns and dissatisfactions of the great majority of citizens are not reflected in the mass media, on television or in newspapers, but circulate orally inside families, among friends, or in street conversations where comments and speculations are made about what is not expressed in the official media.
In one of his exuberant colonial scenes, the work Güiro is an ironic comment on the absurd prohibition in Cuba on the reception of satellite TV channels whose service is only allowed to diplomats and foreign entrepreneurs, but not to the ordinary population. These limitations include using the internet and, until very recently, mobile phones. The characters in the painting, although representing the black population of colonial times, are in fact portraying present-day Cubans since – although under different historical circumstances – contemporary Cubans share with our predecessors of the 19th century the same technological backwardness, this time not because of the absence of means of communication but because of censorship and prohibition. The great gourd is a funny, imaginary representation of the camouflages or resources used by Cuban popular inventiveness to obtain access to satellite signals in illegal ways. The alleged illegalities may be considered the current expression of those old forms of cultural resistance to which Douglas refers.
Douglas Pérez Castro

Armory, 2005
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Si al rico le entra una espina
(if the rich man is pricked), 2006
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Yuca (Yucca), 2005
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Miguel Cervantes Saavedra, 2006
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Obsequios
(Gifts), 2005
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Ya se fue la vida mía
(My life has gone away), 2006
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Dragón (Dragon), 2005,
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

El gallo con tantas plumas
(The cock with many feathers), 2006
Watercolor on fine cardboard
56.5 x 38 cm

Por donde quiera han cercado
(They have fenced everywhere), 2006
Watercolor on fine cardboard
50 x 32 cm
José Ángel Vincench Barrera
(Holguín, 1973)

José Ángel Vincench Barrera is a conceptual artist who, contrary to orthodox representatives of such a trend, has always preferred to intentionally “contaminate” his artistic material with sociological, religious and political contents and purposes which, to make matters worse, are marked by the “stigma” of being local. In his works there are no abstract or generic concepts, much less formalist plays stemming from brief verbal enunciations which do not allow us to arrive at any conclusion, other than obvious or simplistic ones. His particular Conceptualism is guided by issues that are relevant to Cuban social life and his work is enquiring, without global pretence. Vincench does not seem interested in playing a big court. He knows that although the serve or initial impulse is made from the narrow breadth of our island, his ball is sufficiently elastic and lively as to bounce toward any field.

Looking back, the artistic trends and international schools that have arrived on our coasts, generally several years late, have ended up gradually losing their purity of origin, to become Cubanized. Like fragments of broken bottles that have been too long at sea, they end up losing their sharp edges, or their dogmatism, so that in Cuba we hardly have true fundamentalists. When we use labels such as Conceptualist, it is only to indicate a place of origin. But these labels are easily removed. In such a way, we may label Vincench an intellectual, rational and analytic artist, obviously interested in taking a critical stand within art.

In contrast with what was always considered a feature of Cuban and Caribbean art, its tendency to spontaneity, emotions, the Baroque and the colourful, as of the 1980s the situation changed radically and these tendencies were replaced by speculation. Cuban art became more involved in the cognitive than the aesthetic processes of art. This change was not only the result of the impact of Conceptualism and other tendencies such as arte povera or Minimalism, but was also due to a social urge, a request from society for artists (in implicit, indirect ways) to devote at least part of their talent to reflect, contest and criticize, rather than please the eyes of the spectators. Aesthetics could no longer be the main occupation of our artists, in the presence of a growing deterioration of the economic, social, ethical and political conditions which reached high levels at the beginning of the 1990s. Vincench was part of the generation that began their artistic quest under those premises and, unlike those who have gradually succumbed to the invisible pressure
of the global market, or who have settled abroad under more benevolent conditions far from our daily problems, he has maintained his initial impulse and included in his works local problems that may be considered high risk. It does not matter if his discourses are disguised behind the rituals of the Afro-Cuban religions of Palo Monte and Ifá, or that he uses pixel decomposition in his portraits so that only very few are able to identify the characters (as in the series Lo Que Te Puedo Decir con el Expresionismo Abstracto, Sobre la Libertad (What I Can Tell You through Abstract Expressionism, on Freedom), 2007, or that he uses abstract resources such as the graphic transcription of the texture of a street where repressive political confrontations have occurred and that the media abstains from disclosing (as in Cuadro Abstracto Que Habla (Abstract Painting that Speaks), 2009. His discourse, although tending to the hermetic, has never stopped being a constant provocation and an individual commitment to our acute problems. A recent work by Vincench is a video, reminiscent of the graphic simplicity of a Palo Monte signature, representing only a circle with a cross (like the crosses made in the boxes of a ballot paper) expressing, by successive emphases in each one of its segments, the electoral options that Cubans should have instead of the single option preached by official state propaganda.

His foray into Afro-Cuban topics may be traced back almost to the beginning of his career. His religious affiliation (as a believer of Regla de Ifá and Palo Monte) has never been separate from his artistic and political vision, with the result that his art functions on three overlapping levels. The use of elements characteristic of the religious Afro-Cuban rituals in Vincench’s work is seen in practical procedures like cleansings, refreshings, protections, safeguards, warnings and even attacks against enemies. José Ángel Vincench uses the knowledge amassed in those religious traditions to build a discourse pointing to society and politics. He transfers that knowledge originally designed for family and individual use to a wider field of application. He is convinced that the whole society and its political structure needs these therapeutic, healing and purifying procedures, not only at an individual level. Curiously enough, this shuffling of functions is a resource that has not only been used in art: the religious institution itself, especially the highest priests of the cult of Ifá, through its Organizing Committee of the Letter of the Year (an annual prediction), has begun to do the same with their prophecies, and the population has begun to make political readings of their religious metaphors, especially the proverbs that accompany each one of the Ifá odus. In the Letter of the Year of 2006, for example, the ruling sign was Oyekun Obara, one of whose proverbs say: “Two people cannot sit down at the same time in one seat.” The people interpreted the message this way: despite the fact that President Fidel Castro, because of serious health problems, provisionally delegated his position in his brother Raúl Castro, both continued for a time governing simultaneously, which was negative. This situation remained until 24 February 2008 when Raúl Castro started to govern the country in an autonomous way. Is this not a political interpretation triggered by a religious metaphor? Vincench’s art can be understood from a similar perspective. One may make sociological and political readings through the religious elements that he uses in his artistic discourse. Of course, we know that neither art nor religion can go beyond these hermeneutic processes; they can interpret but cannot change our reality.
Rogación de Cabeza
(Feeding the Head), 2005-2006

This work had a previous edition in 1995-96, which was shown in London (Barbican Centre, 1999) and currently belongs to the National Museum of Fine Arts of Havana. The installation is part of a series titled Socialización del Ritual (Socialization of the Ritual). It deals with the use of white cloth caps and kerchiefs by the practitioners of Santería and Ifá during a brief ritual known as koborí, the function of which is to feed the personal deity (called Ori) that resides inside the individual’s head. In this offering to Ori made to regain balance, tranquillity or relief from stress and internal conflicts, various elements are used, habitually white items (cotton, cocoa butter, efùn (white clay), grated coconut meat) or fresh items, such as fruits, although in some cases the sacrifice of white doves, a red snapper or fresh fish becomes necessary. The caps cover these ingredients so that they stay protected and penetrate to the residence of Ori. Vincench distributed these caps (used by the men) and kerchiefs (used by the women) amongst different people residing in Havana, writers, artists (such as Belkis Ayón and Julio Girona), housewives, religious people (such as babalawo Enrique Santa Cruz), and each one wrote on them their desires, aspirations and concerns. The same was done simultaneously with Cubans residing in Miami, which is the city outside of Cuba with the largest Cuban population, especially following the triumph of the Revolution of 1959. Since then, there has been a tendency to misunderstanding between these groups generated by political issues. According to the artist, “the result was to bring these stands face to face, offering the possibility of reading some of the thoughts of the Cubans inside and abroad, to unite more than to separate, to remember more than to forget that they are part of Cuba’s identity”. The artist’s intention is to repeat this experience every ten years “to investigate the generational thought of Cubans”. Using an artistic-religious resource, this work not only links interesting sociological research carried out from the point of view of art but also proposes reconciliation and unification between Cubans located on the two shores of the Florida Straits.
Rogacíon de Cabeza
(Feeding the Head), 2005-2006
Installation: 25 ritual hats
of white cloth, pen and pencil
handwritings, wood box
and glass
32 x 32 x 8 cm (each one)

1 See his website http://www.
vincenchart.com
2 Personal communication with
the artist, August 2008.
Yoan Capote
(Pinar del Río, Cuba, 1977)

Yoan Capote may be the first Cuban artist to be directly interested in artistically exploring the small physical, sensorial, emotional, psychological and even glandular or endocrine reactions that the human being experiences. For a long time the wonderful and multiple functions of our bodies were neglected as a topic or source of inspiration for the creation of artistic works. Our visual arts were devoted to superficial or mimetic explorations. Op art, for example, played with the mechanisms of our vision (as European Impressionism had done by using dots of colours which our vision joined into an image). Other artists played with our sense of touch, letting people feel and move parts of their works. Yoan Capote has not only made use of scents and flavours in some of his works, but went beyond the superficial and used the human senses to make deep links with social and political reality.

The optic or kinetic art by Cuban artists of earlier generations such as Sandú Darié (Rumania, 1908 - Havana, 1991) with the use of lights and sounds to activate other sensorial levels, or the sculptures by Osneldo García (Las Villas, 1931) which recreated provocative sexual movements, could be seen as some of the scant antecedents of Yoan Capote. Yet in none of these cases can we speak of a complete use of the suggestive powers that the secret functions of the human organism can provoke. In spite of their value and audacity, these previous explorations did not advance much further. Perhaps only the famous Detector de Ideologías (Ideology Detector), 1989 by the controversial Cuban artist Lázaro Saavedra (Havana, 1964) can be considered a really close antecedent.

Fifty years of Marxist and socialist education made us all worry about the anthill and not the ant, the big picture (macro) and not the little things (micro), the national economy and not issues such as the male erection, scoliosis or bruxism (disorder characterized by the grinding of the teeth). The social being stole the limelight for a long time. Massman, the ideological, political, historical and philosophical being, displaced and made the individual human being nearly invisible.

Yoan Capote had to start almost from zero to recapture the issue from its basic, primary stages. His conceptual platform can be summed up schematically as follows: what happens in society happens first in each one of our organisms, in the individual human beings and vice versa, what happens in our bodies, in our organisms, has representations at a social and political scale. The human body (that bag of bones, muscles, blood, guts, nerves, glands) has therefore been the main raw material of his art, its starting point. Yoan’s works do not wallow in physiologic, sensorial and neurological or
endocrinal speculations. The results of his investigation into these responses, reactions and changes that take place at the organic level serve to reveal those manifestations or consequences that take place in social and political behaviour. His objective is to make us reflect on those equivalences, with a focus on the latter end of the relationship.

Despite his youth and the fact that Yoan Capote began his artistic production at the end of the 20th century (a very “special period”), the novelty of his work and having reached a great level of local and international acceptance in the last few years, have turned him into one of the most visible figures of our artistic milieu.

In the beginning, before his graduation from the Higher Institute of Art, Yoan made works together with his brother, artist Iván Capote, with whom he discussed many of his concerns and aesthetic visions and with whom he exhibited and performed on several occasions. Yoan also participated as a member of the Galería DUPP (DUPP Gallery), a travelling school that was organized and directed by Cuban artist René Francisco Rodríguez (Holguín, 1960). DUPP Gallery (the acronym of the title of their project DESDE UNA PRAGMÁTICA PEDAGÓGICA (From A Pedagogic Pragmatics), carried out a sequence of interesting experiments with students of the Higher Institute of Art. The DUPP artists organized performances and interventions in public spaces after profound debates and collective studies with their professor. This was a critical moment in which many of the representatives of the Cuban artistic avant-garde had migrated to other countries and a kind of apathy or malfunctioning of the institutions devoted to visual arts became widespread, creating a vacuum that such collective experiences attempted to fill. But as frequently happens, the moment arrived when Yoan Capote decided to abandon collective work and continue on his own. Undoubtedly, this group training, in which analysis, discussion, criticism, self-criticism and profound sociological research about the environment in which the works were to be placed played a decisive role in the methodology that he later followed.

Yoan Capote’s sculptures and conceptual and minimalist installations have great doses of humour and craftiness. Although they generally stem from human behaviour or responses or are related to parts of the body (brain, noses, legs, ears, phalluses, breasts), they approach an endless number of our social and political problems in a highly expressive way. This has almost always been the final destination of his journey.

Let us examine the characteristics of some of the works by Yoan Capote. He comments on female prostitution in Cuba (the abundance of which was notorious and shocking during the first years of the economic crisis), by creating a park bench to be located in a public space where prostitution was habitually exercised. The arms of the bench are the bodies of kneeling women, so that those who sit down are leaning their body weight on the backs of those women, PARQUE PROHIBIDO (Forbidden Park), 1999. To comment on the difficulties and limitations of travelling for Cubans, Yoan filled a suitcase with bricks, creating a wall inside to express that limitation, while making the suitcase too heavy to carry as a symbol of that difficulty (NOSTALGIA, 2004). To allude to mental imbalances, he placed a bubble level on a sculptural piece representing a head sustained by a rocker arm, which prevents the level from ever achieving a true balance, LOcura (Madness), 2004. A column with sections separated by sets of teeth made in brass supporting the weight of each one of the blocks, refers to one of the most common ailments of our tense contemporary urban society, bruxism (STRESS, 2004). To reflect political and economic power and ambition, he built a stairway supported by rockers, upon which it is difficult to keep a balance, VOLUNTAD DE PODER (Will of Power), 2006. The double currency circulating in our country (at the moment Cuban peso and Cuban convertible peso, but previously American dollars), is resolved by the creation of a small hybrid between the two currencies, a Cuban 20 cent coin with José Martí’s effigy, and an American quarter, with George Washington’s image, which once assembled exchange part of the physiognomies of both personalities and the messages inscribed on
those coins, Dinero Bilingüe (Bilingual Money) 2002. Economic inequality between people is expressed by means of two parallel bricks that form the sign of equality (=) which is crossed by a bundle of bills creating the sign of inequality (≠), Intrínseco (Intrinsic, 2006).

Although the conceptual formulations and the formal solutions of the works of Yoan Capote make him stand out as one of the few Cuban artists inclined toward a global aesthetic, capable of being assimilated in any exhibition context and market, his ingenious character, wit and interest in addressing problems in contemporary Cuban society result in his work maintaining a strongly vernacular, local tone and social commitment that is not so frequent in global art. The works of the impressive series Isla (Island), 2005-2009, for example, have been made using thousands of fishhooks to represent the sea that surrounds Cuba, with which the artist transmits a mixture of desire and a sensation of danger, a trap that the act of migrating, of abandoning one’s country represents, an adventure that has been attempted by thousands of Cubans with varying degrees of success. The sea of fishhooks also seems to express the dramatic isolation that Cubans experience, both by living surrounded by the sea and because of external and internal political situations, such as the long and absurd economic embargo imposed by the successive U.S. administrations against Cuba and the multiple prohibitive measures applied to the Cuban population by our own government.

Let us say lastly that a notorious characteristic of Yoan Capote is that he has absolute control of the meaning of his works, since these have been minutely planned so that those meanings are compact and offer the viewer a certain route to follow in interpretations. This planning takes place when the work is only a sketch, a project, a scale model. Yoan Capote gives long and coherent explanations about each one of his works. Curiously, our readings always end up coinciding with his.
El Beso (The Kiss), 2009

The first version of this work was part of his second personal exhibition in 1998, titled ULM. Spelling out these three letters in Spanish reads like the words _hueleme_ (smell me). This installation was known locally by this name until the title was replaced by _El Beso_, maybe to avoid the difficulties of understanding among viewers who do not speak Spanish and also to emphasize the interactive character that the work acquires during its exhibition. Since each nose has an inner pad with different perfumes, the spectator has to go close to smell the different fragrances and is forced to make a similar gesture to kissing a person. As each nose is different, and has different colours and shades, some darker than others, the pseudo-kiss may be understood as an inter-racial kiss between white and black or between people of different racial identities. This is the only work by Yoan Capote that points intentionally to the problem of racial relationships, in this case, proposing an ingenious way of expressing sympathy and making contact. Being a white artist, he admits, however, that as a child his relatives told him that he had “the nose and the buttocks of a black man”¹, so that the matter of race has been one of his concerns and we may expect more work related to this topic in the future.

¹ Personal communication with the artist.
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2003
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“In utero”, Gay Nader Fine Art, Miami, USA.
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Recent painting. International Art Studio Valjevo, Yugoslavia.
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Cubano Avant-garde: Contemporary Cuban Art from the Farber Collection, Jordan Schnitzer Museum of Art, California, USA.
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2006 New acquisitions, CBK Amsterdam, Holland.
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Open Ateliers, Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam, Holland.

Berezhivin Collection. Escapio 1414, Opening Exhibition, San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Winter Show.Group show, Hof ft Huyser Gallery, Amsterdam, Holland.

Young Painters, Grusenmeyer Art Galerie, Deurfe, Belgium.
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Open Ateliers, Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam, Holland.


2003 Centimetro a centimetro, Galeria Fermado Pradilla, Madrid, Spain.

Catastrofe Minime, Museo de Nuovo Cerdana, Italy.
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VIII Bienal de la Habana, La Cabaña, La Habana, Cuba.
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Studies


ALEXANDRE ARRECHEA

1970 in Trinidad, Cuba

Studies:
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2008 First Prize of Grabado. VI Encuentro de Arte Contemporáneo. CUBA
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The Young Ones, Gary Nader Fine Art, Miami, USA.

“Lobos Carpineros”, Grant Selwyn Fine Art, Los Angeles, CA, USA.
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“Los Carpinteros”, San Francisco Art Institute, San Francisco, CA, USA.

2000 “Los Carpineros”, Grant Selwyn Fine Art, Los Angeles, CA, USA.


1997 First Prize, Contemporary Art-People’s Award, El Mundo Magazine, Artgengria Foundation. ARCO Fair, Spain
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23 de febrero de 1971, La Habana, Cuba
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2008 Evento Ritos y representación, Casa de Mexico, Habana, Cuba.
Roberito Diago, El Torco Gallery, Suances, Cantabria, Spain.
Alegria de Vivir Fair ARCO’06, Parque Ferial Juan Carlos I, Madrid, Spain
Yo lo que quiero es vivir, Artgacions Gallery. Madrid, Spain.
El Poder de la presencia, 9th Bienal de Habana, Cuba.
Art Fair Lisboa. Lisboa, Portugal.
2005 Roberto Diago. Pan American Art Gallery, Dallas, Texas, USA.
Un poco de mi. SPATIVM Gallery, Caracas, Venezuela.
2004 Carta Menú. Hotel Inglaterra, Habana, Cuba.
2003 Momentos. XII Feria Internacional del Libro. Sala Onelio Jorge Cardoso, Habana, Cuba.
Aquí lo que no hay es que morirse. Centro de Arte Contemporáneo Wifredo Lam, Habana, Cuba.
2000 El negro y el puro. Espacio Abierto Gallery, Magazine Revolución y Cultura, Habana, Cuba.
No hay que volver para hacer un sueño. La Guardia, Film Location
Fresa y Chocolate, Habana, Cuba.
Pinturas de Roberto Diago. XIX Festival de Jazz, Hotel Riviera, Habana, Cuba.

Awards
Distinción por la Cultura Nacional by the Ministry of Culture of Cuba.
Premio Amédée Maratier
Remis par la Fondation Kikoíne sous l’égide de la Fondation du Judadaisme Français.
Premio Especial Raúl Martínez. III Premio.
Premio Nacional Anual de Pintura Contemporánea “Juan Francisco Elío”. Museo Nacional Palacio de Bellas Artes. Habana, Cuba.
Mention. Salón Mirta Cerrá. Municipal de Bucal Gallery, Habana, Cuba.

Collections
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Habana, Cuba; Guislain Etats D’Art Gallery, Paris, France; Cernuda Arte, Miami, USA; Pan American Art Gallery, Texas, USA; Sacro Arte Gallery, Aviño, Portugal; La Luz Gallery, Mérida, México; Coral Capital Gallery. Panama; Spavit Gallery, Caracas, Venezuela; Foundation Kikoíne, Paris, France; Brownstone Foundation, Paris, France; The von Christierson Collection, London, England.

DOUGLAS DARNÉS PÉREZ CASTRO

Santo Domingo, Villa Clara, Cuba, 27 de noviembre de 1972

Studies
1996-2001 Professor of painting at Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA), Cuba.
1996 Graduate with specialization in Painting at Instituto Superior de Arte, La Habana, Cuba.
1991 Graduate at National School of Fine Arts, Cuba.
1987 Graduate at school “Rolando Escando” Fine Arts, Cienfuegos, Cuba.

Solo Shows (selection)
2009 “Como regresar”, part of X Bienal de Habana, Cuba.
X Bienal de Habana, La Habana Cuba.
2007 “El librarian y la sanboxa” Servando Gallery, La Habana Cuba.
2006 “Prehistoria” Metis NL Gallery, Amsterdam, Holland.
“Vedoado” 23 y 12 Gallery, La Habana, Cuba.
2004 “Las Flores del mal” Servando Gallery, La Habana, Cuba.
2002 “Open Ateliers”, Rijksacademie van Beeldende Kunsten, Amsterdam, Holland.
2001 “Crossover” in CCA Trinidad B Tobago.
“Calicanto” Estudio Galería “Suyu” La Habana, Cuba.
2000 “El buen cuadro y la mala idea”, La Casona, La Habana, Cuba.

Fellowships
2001 Caribbean Contemporary Art Center. CC47 Port of Spain, Trinidad B Tobago.
1996 Premio “Raúl Martínez”, a la Exposición Creadora, I.S.A, La Habana, Cuba
Mención Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre 1993 Premio Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre 1991 Premio Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre 1989 Premio Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre

Collections
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, La Habana; Galería Bernini, Spain; Galería Van Der Voort, Spain; Habana Gallery, Switzerland; Galerie MAM, Douala, Cameroon; Galerie Bourbon-Lalty, New York, USA; Galería Cañadas2, Barcelona, Spain; Axis Contemporary Art, Calgary, Canada; Private collections in Spain, Germany, South Africa, America, Israel, Austria, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Canada, UK and France.

JOSÉ ÁNGEL VINCENC BARRERA


Studies
1992-1997 Instituto Superior de Arte (ISA), La Habana, Cuba.
1985-1988 Escuela Elemental de Artes Plásticas de Holguín, Cuba.

Solo shows (selected)
2009 Obra reciente. Estudio-Galería, La Habana, Cuba.
2007 Lo que te puedo decir. 23 y 12 Gallery, Habana, Cuba.
2006 Regación de cabeza. Casa Iberoamericana, Holguín, Cuba.

Premio Especial Raúl Martínez. III Premio.
Mención Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre 1993 Premio Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre 1991 Premio Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre 1989 Premio Salón Provincial 5 de septiembre

Collections
Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, Habana, Cuba; Galería Centuri, Spain; Galería Van Der Voort, Spain; Habana Gallery, Switzerland; Galerie MAM, Douala, Cameroon; Galerie Bourbon-Lalty, New York, USA; Galería Cañadas2, Barcelona, Spain; Axis Contemporary Art, Calgary, Canada; Private collections in Spain, Germany, South Africa, America, Israel, Austria, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Canada, UK and France.

YOAN CAPOTE

Pinar del Rio, Cuba, 1977

Studies
2001-2003 Professor of Visual Art at the Higher Institute of Art (Instituto Superior de Arte), Habana, Cuba.

Solo Shows (selection)
2008 PSICOMORFOSIS. Galería Habana, Cuba.
2006 Parallel Thoughts, Havana Galereie. Zurich, Switzerland.
2004 ANIMICA. George Adams Gallery, New York, USA.
Between The Lines, Paul Sharpe Contemporary Art, New York, USA.
Preparations: studies for sculpture on paper. Andre Zanne, Gallery, New York, USA.
2001 The design of the hybrid. Galería Habana, Habana, Cuba.

Fellowships, Residencies and Awards (selection)
2006 John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellowship, New York, USA; Victoria Foundation Award, New York, USA.
2005 Pollock-Krasner Foundation Award, New York, USA.
2004 Bemis Center for Contemporary Arts, invited artist, Omaha, Nebraska, USA.

Mattress Factory Residencies, (MF 2004-05 New Installations, Artists in Residence Cuba) Pittsburgh, PA, USA.
Cuban Artists Fund Grant and fellowship, New York, USA.
2002 Fellowship VÉRMONT STUDIO CENTER, Vermont, USA.

Residency American Friends Ludwig Foundation of Cuba, New York, USA.
Mention (Curator prize) Consejo Nacional de las Artes Plásticas, Havana, Cuba.

2000 UNESCO PRIZE VII Havana Biennial (with Galería DUPP), Havana, Cuba.

Curator Prize, Consejo de las Artes Plísticas, (with Galeria DUPP) Habana, Cuba.

Selected Collections:
Kadist Foundation, France; Museum Beelden aan Zee, The Netherlands; Arizona State University Art Museum, USA; Agnes Gund and Daniel Shapiro, New York, USA; Beth DeWoody, New York, USA; Karen and Robert Duncan, Lincoln, Nebraska, USA; Gilbert Brownstone, Paris, France; Alex and Carole Rosenberg, New York, USA; Michael Bishofberger, Zurich, Switzerland; Howard Farber, New York, USA; Aldon James, New York, USA; Stephen Wilkes, New York, USA; Barbara Zand, New York, USA; Jeremiah Newton, New York, USA; Mercedes Mestre, New York, USA; Babette Goodman, New York, USA; Michael Belewly, California, USA; Ben Rodríguez, New York, USA; Beatrice Liasianskou, Zurich, Switzerland; Felicitas Rausch, Zurich, Switzerland; Andreas Winkler, Zurich, Switzerland; Banz y Sebastian Berger, Holland; Diane and Robert Moss, New York, USA; Karen Present, New York, USA; Victoria Ryan Lobo, FL, USA; Diane L. Ackerman, New York, USA; Mort Spitzer, New York, USA; Sybil Steinmetal, New York, USA; Schönewald Fine Arts GmbH, Dusseldorf, Germany; The von Christierson Collection, London, England.
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